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PrefaeRapid development of the theory of elementary partiles together with ex-perimental limitations of biggest world aelerators made partile physiistgrow their interest in astrophysis and osmology. This is mainly due to thedisovery of the mirowave bakground radiation in 1965 whih on�rmed thatthe universe was hot and dense in the past and so it ould serve itself as abig aelerator of partiles. These partiles possessed huge energies whihwere naturally redshifted during the evolution, but their remnants an be ob-served in the present-day universe by telesopes or other types of astronomialdetetors.First attempt to ombine elementary partiles and osmology was givenin the seventies and this is what we now all standard model of hot universe.This model, however, did not explain the observed isotropy of the mirowavebakground and had to be appended by the idea of ination. Ination as arapid aelerated expansion of the universe aused by potential energy of asalar �eld (inaton) referred as high as to GUT sale, but it did not inludegravity in one sheme. The inlusion of gravity beame possible one the ideaof uni�ation of gauge interations and gravity in superstring theory appeared.The idea of getting elementary partiles out of modes of a single fundamentalobjet { a fundamental string { has an appealing beauty omparable to aMendeleev sheme for elements. Although superstring theory is still in hisearly days, it has proved suessful in many aspets. It naturally inludesquantum gravity sine it ontains graviton in its spetrum, for example. Itallows to anel divergenies for gravity { not an easy task within the standardframework in view of a dimensionful gravitational onstant.However, superstring theory laks one point. Its experimental basis isempty. The only support for the theory is the fat of getting the Einsteinlimit { not a very big deal.In the early nineties Gasperini and Veneziano started regular programmeof studying the osmologial aspets of superstring theories. They elabo-rated the whole senario of the evolution for the universe based on the low-energy-e�etive ations for superstring theories now alled pre-big-bang se-nario whih we disuss in Chapter 3. There is no doubt that this is an alter-native inationary senario to inationary senarios of the eighties. The maindi�erene is that ination in pre-big-bang models is driven by kineti energy7



8of the salar �eld (a `stringy' mode) dilaton rather than by potential en-ergy of the inaton. Besides, many observational aspets of pre-big-bang(CMBR anisotropies, power spetrum of density perturbations, gravitationalwave spetrum et.) have been elaborated whih are now ready to test inosmology. The main drawbak of pre-big-bang is "graeful-exit" from pre-big-bang phase to post-big-bang phase whih we address in our Chapter 4.In order to be preise one should emphasize that superstring or M-theoryosmology is a broader �eld than just pre-big-bang osmology sine the validityof the trunated e�etive-ations is limited. Sine 1999 a rapidly growing �eldbeame brane osmology (or Randall-Sundrum osmology) and parallel to itM-theory osmology (Ho�rava-Witten, bosoni M-theory). These topis will beovered in Chapter 5.Finally, I would like to mention some other points whih refer to my per-sonal interest in superstring osmologies. Firstly, I started my sienti� areerat the Institute of Theoretial Physis of the University of Wro law where su-perstring theory was very popular. Quite di�erently, osmology was not verymuh appreiated (if at all), so that at some stage I felt very happy I was ableto �nd a way to onnet the two. Seondly, in the mid nineties I visited atUniversity of Sussex, where there formed a small group of people who startedworking on the topi, and I simply joined. Thirdly, it is not a very well-knownfat that the reator of an antiommuting algebra { Hermann G�unter Grass-mann { used to work and live in my home ity Szzein in the 19th entury.Believe me or not, I know people who think that Hermann G�unter Grassmannand Marel Grossmann (of Marel Grossmann Meetings in relativity) are thesame individuals. That is not simply true.Last but not least, I wish to thank the people who gave me enlighteninghints about superstring theory and osmology. These are: John Barrow, Ed-mund Copeland, Nemanja Kaloper, Claus Kiefer, Kerstin Kunze, AmithabaLahiri, Arne Larsen, Jim Lidsey, Krzysztof Meissner, Sergey Roshhupkin,Carlo Ungarelli, Gabriele Veneziano, David Wands and Alexander Zheltukhin.I thank my student Izabela Pr�ohnika for help in preparing some �gures. Theresearh projets whih led to the results ontained in this book were partiallysupported by Royal Soiety, NATO and DAAD grants as well as by PolishResearh Committee (KBN) Grants No 2P03B 196 10 and 2PO3B 105 16.In Szzein, May 2001



Chapter 1Introdution1.1 Superstring theoryString theory is one of the best andidates for uni�ation of gauge interationsand gravity and deals with extended objets instead of point partiles [110℄.It is to be applied at the energy sale whih is at or above the Plank salelpl = pG�h=3 = 10�33m, where G is the Newton onstant, �h the Plankonstant, and  the veloity of light.The seond quantized ation for string theory is not yet known. The �rstquantization of a string results in a 2-dimensional seond quantized pointpartile quantum �eld theory on the world{sheet of a string. This is beausethe string position X�(�; �) and its momentum p�(�; �) are the funtions ofstring timelike and spaelike oordinates � and � and, after quantization, theybeome operators { these operators an be viewed as quantized �elds of anordinary point partile theory.String theory ontains a number of massless and massive degrees of free-dom depending on whether strings are onsidered open or losed and whatboundary onditions are imposed. In the �-model approah one takes onlymassless (or very light) modes into aount. After imposing onformal invari-ane, suitable �-funtions of the renormalization group are required to vanishand they an be interpreted as �eld equations of an appropriate e�etive a-tion [42℄. The most important modes whih appear in all e�etive theories area salar �eld, the dilaton �, a symmetri tensor �eld, the graviton g�� , and an9



10 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONantisymmetri tensor �eld, the axion B�� . The unique role is played by thedilaton � sine its vauum expetation value determines the strengths of bothgauge and gravitational ouplings.String theory relies on ertain number of parameters. These are the stringtension T � 12��0 ; (1.1.1)where �0 is the inverse string tension parameter (Regge slope)/2� and it de�nesthe harateristi string length (in units �h =  = 1)�s � p�0: (1.1.2)In D-dimensional spaetime the string (gauge) oupling onstant gs � p�gaugeis given by the dilaton as followsgs � e�=2 = � lpl�s�D2 �1 ; (1.1.3)where lpl is the e�etive Plank lengthlpl � �s exp� �D � 2�: (1.1.4)As mentioned, strings an be either open or losed [110℄. In an open stringtheory right-moving modes have to be the same as left-moving modes (be-ause of the reetion at free ends). The simplest string theory is the bosonitheory { it ontains only the bosoni modes and has no supersymmetry (i.e.,N = 0, where N is the number of supersymmetries). Bosoni string theoryan be either open or losed string theory. The string theories whih involvealso fermioni modes are alled superstring theories sine they exhibit super-symmetry between bosoni and fermioni oordinates. The open superstringtheory is alled type I theory and this is N = 1 supersymmetri theory. Asfor losed string theory of type II, left-moving modes and right-moving modesare independent and eah setor has N = 1 supersymmetry (then the totalnumber of supersymmetries is N = 2). The theory in whih left-moving modesand right-moving modes have opposite hirality is alled type IIA theory and



1.2. SUPERGRAVITY AND M-THEORY 11the theory in whih left-moving modes and right moving modes have the samehirality is alled type IIB theory. The most ompliated superstring theoryis heteroti theory. In this theory left-moving modes have no supersymmetry,while right-moving modes are supersymmetri, so it is N = 1 theory. The left-moving setor requires the gauge groups to be either SO(32) or E8 � E8 anddue to that one has either heteroti SO(32) or heteroti E8 �E8 theories. Itis important that bosoni string theories an only be onsistently formulatedin D = 26 spaetime dimensions and superstring theories an be formulatedin D = 10 spaetime dimensions. All these theories will be disussed in moredetail in Chapter 3.1.2 Supergravity and M-theoryThe ore of superstring theory seems to be its duality symmetries. Theseare some extra symmetries of the �eld equations whih, roughly, generalizethe symmetry of vauum (or with eletri harges and magneti monopoles)Maxwell equations with respet to a hange E ! B and B ! �E, whereE is the eletri and B magneti �eld. More preisely, there is a T-dualitysymmetry whih onludes that any physial proess in a box of radius R isequivalent to a dual proess in a box of radius 1=R (sattering amplitudes areequal [178℄). This, in turn, means that in string theory, unlike in relativity, thenotion of distane is not an invariant. T-duality has interesting onsequenesonto the large-sale struture of the universe (osmology) whih is the topi ofChapter 3. Another type of duality, whih is S-duality, relates weak ouplinglimit gs � 1 of one (super)string theory with strong oupling limit g0s � 1=gs �1 of another theory. This strongly suggests that these theories are subjet toa more general theory, provisionally alled M-theory [177℄. It appears thatM-theory is not to be the string theory, but rather the theory of some moreompliated objets suh as 2-dimensional membranes. M-theory has got itslow-energy limit whih is 11-dimensional supergravity { some points of whihwill be disussed in Chapter 5.String theory is a very rapidly developing topi. One of its interesting issues



12 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
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Figure 1.1: Moduli space of superstring theories. All of these theories are connected

via different duality symmetries. M-theory is assumed to be their strong coupling

limit. Supergravity is a low-energy limit of M-theoryare the Holographi Priniple and Maldaena's onjeture. The HolographiPriniple says that the degrees of freedom of a ertain volume do not resideinside (as it happens in ordinary quantum �eld theory), but that they ratherreside on the boundary of the volume [84, 119℄. This takes its motivation fromphysis of blak holes and Hawking radiation. The Maldaena's onjeture[164℄ says that supergravity/type IIB theory on AdS5 � S5 (where AdS5 is a5-dimensional anti-de-Sitter spae) is equivalent to Super-Yang-Mills theoryon the boundary (S3�R)�S5. String theory is a very advaned mathematialtheory. It refers to the energy sale lose to the Plank sale 1019 Gev andfor suh sale no experiment is urrently available in the aelerators althoughthere is some hope to lower its sale up to the sale of TeV by Randall-Sundrummehanism [5, 6, 179, 180℄. In any ase there is a need to elaborate some



1.2. SUPERGRAVITY AND M-THEORY 13preditions from string theory onto the large-sale struture of the universewhih an be observed as a onsequene of an early `stringy' phase of itsevolution. An amazing observational result from type Ia supernovae [176, 183℄strongly suggests the existene of an exoti (negative pressure) matter in theuniverse suh as the osmologial onstant or other forms of vauum energy.Superstring theory is one of the theories at hand whih an provide us withsuh type of matter and that is why it is so important to study its osmologialimpliations. These impliations are ompletely di�erent from those based ongeneral relativity or other alternative theories of gravity. This, espeially,refers to the early stages of the evolution of the universe where the expansionwas inationary. It emerges that superstring inspired osmologial modelsadmit a di�erent type of ination whih is kineti-energy-driven ination andthey lead to the pre-big-bang senario with di�erent boundary onditions forthe universe. These problems will be the main objetives of this book.
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Chapter 2Strings in urved bakground2.1 World-sheet ationA free string whih propagates in at Minkowski spaetime sweeps out a world-sheet (2-dimensional surfae) in ontrast to a point partile, whose history isa world-line. The world-sheet ation for a free, losed superstring is given bythe formula [178℄S = T2 Z d�d����p�h hhab�aX��bX� + i � �a�a �i; (2.1.1)where T = 1=2��0 is the string tension, � and � are the (spaelike and time-like, respetively) string oordinates, hab is a 2-dimensional world-sheet metri(a; b = 0; 1), h = det(hab), X�(�; �) (�; � = 0; 1; : : : D � 1) are the oordinatesof the string world-sheet in D-dimensional Minkowski spaetime with met-ri ��� and �a � (�=��; �=��). The spinors on the world-sheet are denotedby  � =  �(�; �) and a are 2 � 2 Dira matries satisfying the algebrafa; bg = 2�ab.The ation (2.1.1) relates the spaetime (bosoni) oordinates X�(�; �) tothe fermioni oordinates  � =  �(�; �) via the orresponding equations ofmotion, and it is invariant under in�nitesimal supersymmetri transformationÆX� = i�� �; Æ � = a�aX��; (2.1.2)where � is a onstant anti-ommuting spinor.15



16 CHAPTER 2. STRINGS IN CURVED BACKGROUNDFrom now on we restrit ourselves to bosoni oordinates only, but insteadof the at Minkowski bakground we onsider any urved spaetime with met-ri g�� in whih ase the ation (2.1.1) redues toS = T2 Z d�d�p�hhabg���aX��bX� : (2.1.3)The ation (2.1.3) is usually alled the Polyakov ation [178℄. It is fullyequivalent the so-alled Nambu-Goto ation whih ontains a square root ofh = det(hab) and is simply the surfae area of the string worldsheetS = T Z d�d�p�h: (2.1.4)It is useful to present the relation between bakground (target spae) metrig�� and the indued worldsheet metri hab embedded in g�� whih readshab = g���aX��bX� : (2.1.5)In (2.1.3) one an then apply the onformal gaugep�hhab = �ab (2.1.6)whih allows the 2-dimensional world-sheet metri hab to be taken as atmetri �ab. This is beause the ation is invariant under Weyl (onformal)transformations h0ab = f(�)hab and the hab-dependene an be gauged away.However, Weyl transformations resale invariant intervals, hene there is noinvariant notion of distane between two points. In the onformal gauge theation (2.1.3) takes the formS = T2 Z d�d��abg���aX��bX� : (2.1.7)In fat, the ation (2.1.7) desribes a non-trivial quantum �eld theory (QFT),known as nonlinear �-model [42, 178℄.The variation of the ation (2.1.7) gives equations of motion of a tensilestring (T 6= 0) and the onformal gauge ondition (2.1.6) gives the onstraintsequations.



2.1. WORLD-SHEET ACTION 17However, the ation (2.1.7) has a disadvantage. Alike the point partilease with its zero mass limit, one annot take the limit of zero tension T ! 0here. In order to avoid this one has to apply a di�erent ation whih ontainsa Lagrange multiplier E(�; �) [185, 216℄S = 12 Z d�d� "g��hab�aX��bX�E2(�; �) � E(�; �)�02 #: (2.1.8)Varying the ation (2.1.8) with respet to E gives the onditionE = �0p�h: (2.1.9)Substitution (2.1.9) bak into (2.1.8) gives simply the Nambu-Goto ation(2.1.4).By the introdution of a new onstant  with the dimension of (length)2we de�ne a dimensionless parameter (ompare (1.1.2))" = �; : (2.1.10)Finally, after imposing the gaugeE = � �g��X 0�X 0��; (2.1.11)together with the orthogonality ondition (the veloity of a string must beperpendiular to it) g�� _X�X 0� = 0; (2.1.12)we get the equations of motion and the onstraints for the ation (2.1.8) [77,184, 185, 216℄ �X + ���� _X� _X� = "2(X 00� + ����X 0�X 0�); (2.1.13)g�� _X� _X� = �"2g��X 0�X 0� ; (2.1.14)where ���� are the Christo�el symbols of a partiular model of spaetime,(:::): � �=�� , (:::)0 � �=��, andX0 = t(�; �); X1 = r(�; �); X2 = �(�; �); X3 = '(�; �): (2.1.15)Now it makes sense to take the limits:



18 CHAPTER 2. STRINGS IN CURVED BACKGROUND� "2 ! 0 (T ! 0) for tensionless (null) strings whih worldsheet is plaedon the light one,� "2 ! 1 for tensile strings whih worldsheet is plaed inside the light one� " = =�; � 1 for perturbative sheme for the tensile strings expandedout of the null strings [79, 185, 216℄.These equations an also be obtained using other types of gauges [33℄.An important harateristi for both null and tensile strings is their in-variant string size de�ned by (for losed strings) [178℄S(�) = Z 2�0 S(�; �) d�; (2.1.16)where S(�; �) = q�g��X 0�X 0� : (2.1.17)Finally, we present again the set of equations of motion for the lassialevolution of strings�X� + ���� _X� _X� = � �X 00� + ����X 0�X 0��; (2.1.18)and the onstraints whih read asg�� _X� _X� = ��g��X 0�X 0� ; (2.1.19)g�� _X�X 0� = 0; (2.1.20)where we have introdued the parameter � � "2, and �; �; � = 0; 1; 2; 3 fromnow on (we will be onsidered D = 4 dimensional spaetimes only). Theonstraint (2.1.19) is a simple onsequene of the appliation of the onformalgauge (2.1.6), i.e., the onditions h00 + h11 = 0 and h01 = 0 into the embeddingequation (2.1.5).As we have already said the system (2.1.18){(2.1.20) desribes the las-sial motion of strings in urved spaetimes. This system is a system of theseond-order non-linear oupled partial di�erential equations [88, 144, 145,146, 155, 188, 193, 194, 197, 198℄. The non-linearity of these equations gives



2.1. WORLD-SHEET ACTION 19a ompliation whih leads to their non-integrability and possibly haos [174℄.It is well-known that various types of nonlinearities appear in Newtonian aswell as relativisti systems and so they an deliver haos. On the other hand,some types of non-linear equations an be integrable and their solutions arenot haoti. It seems that theory of relativity is an ideal to produe haotibehaviour beause their basi equations are highly non-linear. However, theproblem is not as easy as one ould think beause most of the systems westudy possess some symmetries whih simplify the problem. This also refersto a single partile obeying both Newtonian and relativisti equations. Simply,a single partile whih moves in the gravitational �eld of a soure of gravityannot move haotially. However, two partiles whih form a 3-body systeminluding the soure an move in a haoti way, though still not for all possibleon�gurations.Admission of extended objets suh as strings gives another ompliationwhih, roughly, an be ompared to the fat that now we have a many-bodysystem whih an obviously be haoti on the lassial level. An extendedharater of a string is reeted by the equations of motion whih beomea very ompliated non-linear system from the very beginning. Thus, nowonder haos an appear for lassial evolution of strings around the sim-plest soures of gravity suh as Shwarzshild blak holes whih was expliitlyproven [87, 143℄. This, for instane, means that there is no hope for mak-ing the full lassi�ation of the possible lassial trajetories of strings in theShwarzshild spaetime in analogy to Chandresekhar's lassi�ation for thepoint partiles orbiting blak holes [49℄. However, in a similar way as for othertypes of non-linear sets of equations, there exist integrable on�gurations. Theinvestigation of suh expliit on�gurations an give an interesting insight intothe problem of the general evolution of extended objets in various soures ofgravity. Of ourse it is justi�ed, provided we do not onsider bak-reationof these extended objets onto the soure �eld, i.e., if we onsider test stringsin analogy to test partiles whih do not \disturb" a gravitational �eld of asoure.The investigations of exat on�gurations an give an interesting insight



20 CHAPTER 2. STRINGS IN CURVED BACKGROUNDinto the problem. One useful example is when unstable periodi orbits (UPO)appear. Their emergene beomes a signal for a possible haoti behaviour ofthe general system [60℄.The task of this Chapter is to study some exat on�gurations for stringmoving in simple spaetimes of general relativity. Unfortunately, for tensilestrings the main ompliation refers to the fat of their self-interation reetedin the equations of motion by a non-zero value of their tension. However,as we have mentioned already, one is able to restrit oneself to studies ofsome simpler, but extended, on�gurations for whih tension vanishes { null(tensionless) strings [133, 189℄. We see that their equations of motion are justnull geodesi equations of general relativity (2.1.18) appended by an additional\stringy" onstraint (2.1.20). Many exat null string on�gurations in variousurved spaetimes suh as in Minkowski, Rindler, [132℄, Robertson-Walker[184℄ have been studied. One of the advantages of the null string approah isthe fat that one may onsider null strings as null approximation in variousperturbative shemes for tensile strings [79, 156, 185, 196, 195, 216℄.From now on our task will be to disuss the null and tensile string evo-lution in the blak hole and osmologial spaetimes suh as Shwarzshild,Kantowski-Sahs, Bianhi I and Bianhi IX. Sine these alulations are purelylassial, the string on�gurations we �nd an both be applied to fundamentalstrings and to well-known osmi strings [203, 205℄.2.2 Strings in Shwarzshild spaetimeThe Shwarzshild spaetime is desribed by the metrids2 = �1� 2Mr � dt2 � dr2�1� 2Mr � � r2 �d�2 + sin2 �d�2�; (2.2.1)and the set of spaetime oordinates is X� = (t; r; �; �) (see (2.1.15)). In thespaetime (2.2.1) from (2.1.18) we have�t� �t00 + 2 Mr21� 2Mr � _t _r � �t0r0� = 0; (2.2.2)



2.2. STRINGS IN SCHWARZSCHILD SPACETIME 21�r � �r00 � Mr21� 2Mr � _r2 � �r02�+ Mr2 �1� 2Mr �� _t2 � �t02��r sin2 ��1� 2Mr �� _'2 � �'02�� r�1� 2Mr �� _�2 � ��02� = 0; (2.2.3)�'� �'00 + 2r � _r _'� �r0'0�+ 2os �sin � � _� _'� ��0'0� = 0; (2.2.4)�� � ��00 + 2r � _r _� � �r0�0�� sin � os � � _'2 � �'02� = 0: (2.2.5)In the ase of the null strings (� = 0) the equations (2.2.2) and (2.2.4) anbe easily integrated. The only di�erene from that of the general relativistipoint partile ase is that now the "onstants of motion" must depend on thestring oordinate �, i.e., _t = E(�)1� 2Mr ; (2.2.6)_' = L(�)r2 sin2 � : (2.2.7)Combining (2.2.5) with (2.2.6) and (2.2.7) we obtain for � = 0r4 sin2 ��� + 2r3 _r sin2 � _�� L2(�)os �sin � = 0; (2.2.8)whih an be integrated in a standard wayr4 sin2 � _�2 = �L2(�) os2 � +K(�) sin2 �; (2.2.9)and the non-negative funtion K(�) generalizes Carter's `fourth onstant' ofmotion (see for instane [171℄). The standard potential equation for the radialoordinate is then obtained by integrating (2.2.3)) in the ase � = 0_r2 + V (r) = 0; (2.2.10)where V (r) = �E2(�) + 1r2 �1� 2Mr �hL2(�) +K(�)i; (2.2.11)



22 CHAPTER 2. STRINGS IN CURVED BACKGROUNDand the onstraint (2.1.19) has been taken into aount. As we an easilysee L(�) refers diretly to the oordinate ' while K(�) refers diretly to theoordinate �. One an also de�ne the generalized impat parameter as [49℄D(�) � pL2(�) +K(�)E(�) : (2.2.12)It should be notied that if there was not the "onstant of motion" K(�),the only solution of (2.2.9) with L 6= 0 would be given by � = onst: = �=2.As it is very well known in the ase of point partiles one an of ourse putK = 0 without loss of generality. However, beause of the fat that the stringis an extended objet, this is not the ase here, and the expliit dependeneon the string oordinate � must be given. In partiular, the null string doesnot in general move in a plane through the origin, although eah individualpoint of the string atually does.The onstraint (2.1.20) now takes the formE(�)t0 � _r1� 2Mr r0 � L(�)'0 � r2 _��0 sin2 � = 0; (2.2.13)with _r and _� given by (2.2.9){(2.2.10). Equation (2.2.13) means that we havea onstraint on the funtions E(�), L(�) and K(�).Finally, we notie that the invariant string size (the length of the string)(2.1.17) for the null string is given by the integral ofS(�; �) = "��1� 12M � t02 + �1� 12M ��1 r02 + r2�02 + r2 sin2 �'02#1=2 :(2.2.14)2.2.1 Cirular null stringsAs a �rst example of exat solutions, we onsider the irular ansatz for a nullstring in the Shwarzshild spaetime:t = t(�); r = r(�); � = �(�); ' = �: (2.2.15)



2.2. STRINGS IN SCHWARZSCHILD SPACETIME 23Inserting (2.2.15) into (2.2.6){(2.2.10) we have_t = E(�)1� 2Mr ; (2.2.16)_r2 = E2(�)� K(�)r2 �1� 2Mr �; (2.2.17)r4 _�2 = K(�); (2.2.18)and we have also used the onstraint (2.2.13) whih implies that L is equal tozero. It is also lear from (2.2.16){(2.2.18) that E and K must be onstants(independent of �) in this ase. This is not the ase in general, of ourse.The simplest solutions ome if we put K = 0, i.e.,� = onst:; (2.2.19)r � r0 + 2M ln r � 2Mr0 � 2M = � (t� t0); (2.2.20)and they desribe the "one strings" whih start with �nite size and then sweepout the light ones � = onst. (Fig. 2.1) These strings play similar role as theradial null geodesis in General Relativity. Notie that the extended nature ofthe string means that on�gurations orresponding to di�erent values of theonstant polar angle � are physially di�erent: for � = �=2; the string is in aplane through the origin while for any other value of � it is not. In fat, for� = �=2; the string winds around the blak hole in the equatorial plane whilefor � 6= �=2; it is on a parallel plane moving perpendiular to the equatorialplane. In ontrast, a point partile is always in a plane through the origin.This illustrates the fat that although the null string equations are similar tothe massless geodesi equations, in partiular when E and K are onstants,the physial interpretation of the solutions is ompletely di�erent.For the sake of omparison we mention that in Minkowski spaetime (M =0) the logarithmi term vanishes, giving:� = onst:; (2.2.21)r � r0 = � (t� t0): (2.2.22)



24 CHAPTER 2. STRINGS IN CURVED BACKGROUNDThe "one strings" also appear in the anti-de-Sitter spaetime sine there� = onst:; (2.2.23)r � r0 = � 1H tanH (t� t0); (2.2.24)with H = onst. = p��=3, where � is the osmologial onstant. Suh "onestrings" an also easily be onstruted in other stati spherially symmetrispaetimes, suh as, for instane, the Reissner-Nordstr�om spaetime [49, 118℄.
BH

Q =    const.

BH

Figure 2.1: The evolution of a “cone” string in a black hole (BH) spacetimeComing bak to the equations (2.2.16){(2.2.18) for arbitrary K; we �rstnotie that (2.2.17) is exatly equivalent to the equation for photons movingin the equatorial plane with non-vanishing angular momentum (L 6= 0; � =�=2 ) K = 0): This, of ourse, just reets the fat that point partilesalways move in a plane through the origin. However, sine a string (even anull string) is an extended objet, the physial interpretation of the solutionsto (2.2.17) is ompletely di�erent from that of point partile solutions. Inpartiular, none of the string solutions we will obtain here are propagatingin a plane through the origin. But the qualitative and quantitative piturefor the string solutions an still be extrated from the well-known resultsfor point partiles (see for instane [49, 171℄). It is possible beause in theassumed ansatz (2.2.15), all the spaetime oordinates are just funtions ofone of the two string oordinates, and we an derive the equation whih relatesthe oordinates r and � from (2.2.16){(2.2.18) in a similar way as one usually



2.2. STRINGS IN SCHWARZSCHILD SPACETIME 25does for the massless partiles [49℄, although now, instead of ' we have �, andinstead of L we have pK, i.e.,�dud��2 = 2M �u+ 16M ��u� 13M �2 + 1M2  M2D2 � 127!= 2Mu3 � u2 + 1D2 ; (2.2.25)where u = 1=r and D is de�ned by (2.2.12). From this equation we animmediately derive the trajetories of the null strings similarly as in [49℄.In our disussion we just use diretly (2.2.17) looking for the turning points( _r = 0) of it, ful�lling K4M2E2 = (r=2M)21� (r=2M)�1 : (2.2.26)Equation (2.2.26) has two solutions outside the horizon providedKM2E2 = D2M2 > 27; (2.2.27)one solution in the ase of equality, and no solutions otherwise. We �rstonsider the ase for whih K < 27M2E2 (D < 3p3M) and a irular stringis inoming from spatial in�nity (say) � = 0; r = 1: The plane of the stringis always parallel to the equatorial plane and the string approahes the southpole of the blak hole, and sine there is no turning point in this ase, thestring will eventually fall onto the blak hole. If K > 27M2E2 (D > 3p3M);the string again approahes the south pole of the blak hole, but in this aseit will satter o� and esape bak towards in�nity. Notie that in both asesthe string an make a number of turns, moving vertially from the south poleto the north pole and bak again and so on (during whih it atually ollapses(r sin � = 0) in�nitely many times), but always with the plane of the stringparallel to the equatorial plane of Shwarzshild geometry. Similarly, one anonsider strings starting very lose, but outside the horizon with inreasingr(�): If K < 27M2E2; the string esapes to in�nity while if K > 27M2E2; it



26 CHAPTER 2. STRINGS IN CURVED BACKGROUNDhits the barrier and fall bak onto the blak hole. In the next subsetion wewill onsider a limiting ase of this kind of dynamis.2.2.2 Null strings on the photon sphereIn the speial ase when the impat parameter D = 3p3M; Eq. (2.2.25) (withthe irular ansatz (2.2.15) valid) fatorizes and the simplest solution for theonstant radial oordinate r = 1=u = 3M omes immediately. If r = 3M ,then we onlude from (2.2.25)) and (2.2.16) thatt(�) = 3E�; D2 = 27M2: (2.2.28)Then, one is able to integrate (2.2.18) to give� = � E�p3M + �0; (2.2.29)and �0 = onst. Finally, we onlude that a irular string solution is desribedexpliitly by [77℄t = 3E�; r = onst: = 3M; � = � E�p3M + �0; ' = �; (2.2.30)whih means that the string may move vertially from the south pole to thenorth pole and bak again and so on around the photon sphere (r = 3M)[49, 171℄. Notie that the fator 3E in equation (2.2.28) an be saled away.The invariant string size (2.1.17) in the ase of the string solution (2.2.30)is simply S = 6�M sin (� E�p3M + �0): (2.2.31)Notie that the string time oordinate � extends to in�nity while the angle� in Shwarzshild spaetime has values limited to 0 < � < �. This is nota problem sine the funtion sin (�) is periodi and the invariant string size(2.2.31) hanges periodially from 0 to 6�M . The string solution (2.2.30) withthe onstant radial oordinate r = 3M is, exept the solution for a string onthe event horizont = �; r = onst: = 2M; � = onst:; ' = �; (2.2.32)
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Figure 2.2: The evolution of a string on the photon sphere in Schwarzschild space-

time: a) a string at the moment of passing the equatorial plane, b) a point of the

string moving all the time in the plane through the origin of coordinates r = 0. BH

– black hole singularity (here spacelike), r = 3M – the radius of the photon sphere,rH = 2M – the event horizonthe only string solution with onstant r [132℄. It is important that the solutionr = 2M (this is due to the fat that r = 2M is an isotropi (null) surfae) isstationary while the solution r = 3M is highly dynamial. It must be stressed,however, that the solution r = 3M is unstable. The situation is similar to thease of a photon on a irular orbit at r = 3M [49, 171℄ (see Fig. 2.2) and itmeans that there exist two asymptoti solutions in addition to the one givenby (2.2.30), one of whih desribes an inoming string approahing the photonsphere from in�nity (r = 1), then spirals around it in�nitely many times,and the other one, an outgoing string, starting from somewhere lose to (butoutside) the horizon approahing the photon sphere also by spiraling around itin�nitely many times. The exat expressions for suh trajetories have alreadybeen given [49℄. For the string approahing the photon sphere from in�nity



28 CHAPTER 2. STRINGS IN CURVED BACKGROUND(the orbit of 'the �rst kind' as alled in [49℄) we have from (2.2.16){(2.2.18)[77℄ 1r = � 16M + 12M tanh2 �12(� + �0)� ; (2.2.33)dtd� = E43 � tanh2 �12(� + �0)� ; (2.2.34)d�d� = � E4p3M ��1 + 3tanh2 �12(� + �0)��2 ; (2.2.35)and for the outgoing string approahing the photon sphere (the orbit of 'theseond kind') [77℄ 1r = 13M + 2zM(z � 1)2 ; (2.2.36)dtd� = E13 � tan2 (2artan(pz)) ; (2.2.37)dzd� = � Ep3M z �z2 + 4z + 1�2(z � 1)4 ; (2.2.38)where z = exp � and �0 = onst. The exat solutions of these equations aregiven in terms of ellipti funtions and we will not disuss them further on sinetheir physial meaning is lear from the qualitative onsiderations given aboveand at the end of subsetion 2.2.1. One an easily see from (2.2.33){(2.2.35)that in the limit � !1, r = 3M , t = 3E� and d�=d� = �E=p3M: Similarlyin (2.2.36){(2.2.38) for � ! 1, r = 3M , t = 3E� and d�=d� = �E=p3M;thus in both ases we obtain the limiting ase (2.2.30) as we should.2.2.3 Cirular tensile stringsIn this subsetion we briey onsider the ase of tensile strings and start withthe irular ansatz of subsetion 2.2.1 given by Eq. (2.2.15). The equations ofmotion (2.2.2){(2.2.5) are given by _t� E1� 2Mr = 0; (2.2.39)



2.2. STRINGS IN SCHWARZSCHILD SPACETIME 29�r � Mr21� 2Mr _r2 + Mr2 �1� 2Mr � _t2 + r sin2 ��1� 2Mr �� r�1� 2Mr � _�2 = 0; (2.2.40)�� + 2 _rr _� + sin � os � = 0; (2.2.41)and the onstraint (2.1.20) is automatially ful�lled, while the onstraint(2.1.19) gives E2 � _r2�1� 2Mr � � r2 _�2 � r2 sin2 � = 0: (2.2.42)These equations an be easily integrated in the equatorial plane and the so-lutions were disussed in [144, 145, 193℄. The speial solutions of (2.2.39){(2.2.41) outside the equatorial plane are the ones with onstant radial oordi-nate r = onst. However, as one an easily hek by simple substitution _r = 0in (2.2.39){(2.2.41) and then di�erentiation of (2.2.40) with respet to � , thisresults in ontradition with (2.2.41). This means that tensile strings with aonstant value of the radial oordinate r do not exist at all. This is a very bigdi�erene from the point partiles sine for massive partiles there are irularorbits whih are stable for r > 6M and unstable for r < 6M . It seems that itis impossible to keep suh a symmetri and stationary on�guration beauseof the self-interation of the tensile strings.A seond �rst integral (besides (2.2.42)) of the system (2.2.39){(2.2.41),whih would guarantee its full integrability, is not known. In fat, numer-ial investigations proved [87℄ that no suh integral exists, i.e., the systemis haoti. These numerial investigations showed that there are essentiallythree possible evolution shemes for the axisymmetri tensile string in theShwarzshild spaetime [143, 193℄: (1) the string simply passes the horizonand falls onto the blak hole. (2) the string passes by the blak hole, but partof its translational energy is transformed into osillatory energy. (3) the stringis "trapped" jumping haotially around the blak hole for a ertain amountof time before it either falls into the blak hole or esapes towards in�nity.



30 CHAPTER 2. STRINGS IN CURVED BACKGROUNDNotie that this is qualitatively the same kinds of dynamis that we found forthe null strings using exat analytial methods of subsetions 2.2.1 and 2.2.2.This suggests that by �ne-tuning of the initial onditions, it should atuallybe possible to have (tensile) string solutions jumping around the blak holeforever, somewhat similar to the null string on the photon sphere as disussedin subsetion 2.2.2, but with the radial oordinate not exatly onstant. Inthe present ase of tensile strings it is, however, not known whether suh so-lutions would be stable under small perturbations, and their existene mightdemand in�nite �ne-tuning of the initial onditions. We �nally notie that inthe ase of eletrially harged strings, suh solutions do atually exist [143℄;their stability being guaranteed by a Coulomb barrier for a small radius anda tension barrier for large radius.After our analysis of the evolution of strings in the above ases we nowome to the following disussion whih ompares the behaviour of lassialnull strings and tensile strings to the behaviour of massless and massive pointpartiles in urved spaetimes.A lassial massive point partile in a urved spaetime experienes onlythe interation with the gravitational �eld. It means that taking the limit ofzero mass hanges the world-line of the partile smoothly sine photons obeysthe same rule and they also interat with the gravitational �eld only. Thusfrom the point of view of world-lines only, the limit of zero mass is relativelysmooth. For strings the situation is somewhat more ompliated. What dis-tinguishes the strings from the point partiles in suh situations is that thestrings not only interat with the gravitational �eld, but also sel�nterat dueto the tension. This makes an important physial di�erene with what we havefor the point partiles in the sense that now taking the limit of zero tension isquite dramati. It is beause in this limit the sel�nteration of strings totallyvanishes, while the interation with the gravitational �eld hanges smoothly(as for point partiles).Although eah individual point along the null string follows a null geodesi,the null string as a whole may experiene highly non-trivial dynamis. Thesituation is qualitatively similar to that of ongruenes in general relativity,



2.2. STRINGS IN SCHWARZSCHILD SPACETIME 31that is, "bundles of rays" { eah ray in the bundle is just following a geodesi,but the propagation of the bundle as a whole an be highly non-trivial due totidal fores as desribed by the Rayhaudhuri equation [171, 186℄.It is thus obvious that the null-partiles (like photons) have something to dowith massive partiles. The general question is then, whether the null stringsatually have anything to do with the tensile strings. In subsetion 2.2.4 wedevelop an idea (see [156, 195, 196, 216℄) that the tensile string equations ofmotion may be expanded perturbatively in inverse string tension parameter�0 (or a parameter related to it by resaling) having the null string equationsof motion as the zeroth order approximation.On the other hand, it is ertainly meaningful and interesting to onsidernull strings by themselves. The dynamis of null strings in a urved spaetimeis, however, very simply obtained if the dynamis of point partiles is known.Knowing this, it is essentially a question of interpreting the well-known pointpartile results within the framework of extended objets. Referring to ouralulations one an distinguish two di�erent physial situations. These arewhen the onstraint (2.1.20) is or is not automatially ful�lled by the ansatz.If it is automatially ful�lled, the evolution of a string is almost trivial in thesense that eah point of the string follows a null geodesi (a trajetory of amassless partile) without any orrelations with the rest of the string. Then,the string motion redues to the motion of a olletion of massless point parti-les moving quite independently. On the other hand, if the onstraint (2.1.20)is not automatially ful�lled by the ansatz then there are some non-trivialorrelations between the di�erent points of the string, the nature of whih arepurely 'stringy'. It appears that the 'stringy' nature is absent in any axiallysymmetri spaetime for the irular ansatz, thus to look for more ompli-ated dynamis one should onsider either some less symmetri bakgroundspaetimes or some di�erent string shapes.Similar problems as disussed here an be disussed for the null p-branes inurved spaetimes [185℄ whih generalize strings to higher-dimensional objets.



32 CHAPTER 2. STRINGS IN CURVED BACKGROUND2.2.4 String dynamis in perturbative approahFrom the previous subsetions we have learned that the exat solutions inShwarzshild spaetime are possible for the null strings. However, the im-portant physial information about tensile string dynamis an be obtainedfrom studying the approximate solutions of its equations of motion as it wasproposed by de Vega and Sanhez [197, 198℄ and by Roshupkin and Zhel-tukhin [185, 216℄. As for the latter the perturbative sheme was based on theassumption of a small value of a resaled string tension parameter. Some otherproposals were also made in [156, 195, 196℄.Our main task in this subsetion is to apply the expansion sheme asproposed by Zheltukhin in [216℄ for studying string dynamis in Shwarzshildspaetime and ompare the results with a qualitative piture given in oursubsetion 2.2.2. For the sake of that the solution for a null string movingalong the photon sphere of the Shwarzshild spaetime (2.2.30) is applied.The basi idea is to use a generalization of the ation given for masslesspoint partiles [110℄. We apply a perturbative parameter (2.1.10) onto strings.It was shown in [216℄ that for small " � 1 one an introdue a marosopi`slow' worldsheet time parameter �T = "�; (2.2.43)where � is the proper string time parameter. On the sale �T the string os-illations an be onsidered as perturbations with respet to the translationalmotion of the string points and desribed in the form of asymptoti expansionX�( �T ; �) = '�( �T ) + "��( �T ; �) + "2��( �T ; �) + : : : ; (2.2.44)with � being a spaelike worldsheet string oordinate and �; �; �; � = 0; 1; 2; 3.After introduing the expansion (2.2.44) the perturbative equations of motionand onstraints (2.1.18){(2.1.20) in the �rst approximation have the followingform [185℄ �D2�T � �2���� +R����(')'�; �T'�; �T�� = 0;



2.2. STRINGS IN SCHWARZSCHILD SPACETIME 33�'�; �TD �T��� = 0; (2.2.45)�'�; �T��� = 0;where D �T�� = ��; �T + '�; �T����(')��, R���� is the Riemann tensor and (: : :); �T =�=� �T . First of the Eqs.(2.2.45) is of the form of the geodesi deviation equa-tion with an additional term �2��� desribing the elasti string fore. Thezeroth order equations for '�( �T ) are geodesi equations for a massless partilein a given urved spae, i.e., D �T'�; �T = 0;�'�; �T'; �T�� = 0: (2.2.46)Now we want to use this perturbative sheme for the disussion of stringdynamis in Shwarzshild spaetime with the line element given by (2.2.1).We assume M is the Shwarzshild mass with the dimension of (length)�1,�h =  = 1, and introdue expliitly the Newton onstant G into the metri(2.2.1) simply by hanging M into GM and letting G to have the dimensionof (length)2.Our suggestion is to hoose  = M�2 in (2.1.10) to play the role of theonstant  in the resaled tension parameter so that" = M�2�0 ; (2.2.47)and the perturbative approah an be applied for the ase when M�2 � �0.In order to solve the perturbative equations (2.2.45) for the �rst approxi-mation funtions �� we need the solution for the zero-order approximationfuntions '�. The general solution of the geodesi equations (2.2.46) fora massless partile in Shwarzshild spaetime is well-known [49℄. Here wewant to apply a partiular form of the solution of the geodesi motion whihdesribes a massless partile moving on the photon sphere in Shwarzshild



34 CHAPTER 2. STRINGS IN CURVED BACKGROUNDspaetime given by (2.2.30)'0( �T ) = 3E �T ; '1( �T ) = 3GM; '2( �T ) = � E �Tp3GM + �0; '3( �T ) = �0;(2.2.48)with E; �0; �0 onstant. It is important that (2.2.48) automatially satis�esthe onstraint (2.2.46).Substitution of (2.2.48) into the equations for the �rst approximation fun-tions (2.2.45) and making use of the bakground metri omponents (2.2.1)we get the equations of motion for ���0; �T �T � �0;�� + 2 EGM�1; �T = 0;�1; �T �T � �1;�� + 2 " E9M�0; �T � Ep3�2; �T � E26G2M2�1# = 0; (2.2.49)�2; �T �T � �2;�� � 2E3p3G2M2�1; �T = 0;�3; �T �T � �3;�� � Ep3GM ot�� Ep3GM �T + �0��3; �T = 0;and the onstraints are [185℄�0;� � 3p3GM�2;� = 0; (2.2.50)�0; �T � 3p3GM�2; �T = 0:The onstraints (2.2.50) an be integrated to give only one ondition�0 = �3p3GM�2; (2.2.51)and the set of equations (2.2.49) reads�0; �T �T � �0;�� + 2 EGM�1; �T = 0; (2.2.52)�1; �T �T � �1;�� � E23G2M2�1 = 0; (2.2.53)



2.2. STRINGS IN SCHWARZSCHILD SPACETIME 35�2; �T �T � �2;�� � 2 E3p3G2M2�1; �T = 0; (2.2.54)�3; �T �T � �3;�� � Ep3GM ot�� Ep3GM �T + �0��3; �T = 0: (2.2.55)The simple solution of (2.2.53) is given by�1 = Aei(! �T�k�); (2.2.56)where A = onst. and one has a dispersion relation of the form!(k) = sk2 � E23G2M2 : (2.2.57)We an also �nd a separable solution of (2.2.55) of the form�3( �T ; �) = f( �T )g(�); (2.2.58)whih reads (w is a separation onstant)g(�) = eiw�; (2.2.59)and f( �T ) is a solution of the Legendre equation(�2 � 1)f;�� + 2�f;� �m(m+ 1)f = 0; (2.2.60)with (j � j< 1) � = os�� Ep3GM �T + �0�; (2.2.61)m(m+ 1) = w2E23G2M2 : (2.2.62)The easiest solution one ould get is for �1 being independent of time �Tin (2.2.49).After inspeting (2.2.50) we an easily notie that (2.2.52) results in threetwo-dimensional wave equations for �0, �2 and �3 whih refer to the pertur-bations in the omponents t, � and � of the metri (2.2.1), respetively. The



36 CHAPTER 2. STRINGS IN CURVED BACKGROUNDsolutions for these omponents are�0 = 1Xk=�1��0keik(�� �T ) + �0ke�ik(�� �T )�;�2 = 1Xk=�1��2keik(�� �T ) + �2ke�ik(�� �T )�; (2.2.63)�3 = 1Xk=�1��3keik(�� �T ) + �3ke�ik(�� �T )�;whih desribe the small string osillations with frequenies k = 1; 2 : : : onthe marosopi sale �T . The emergene of these osillations is a diret on-sequene of admitting the non-zero (but very small) string tension. Theseosillations are the osillations whih take plae on the surfae of the photonsphere and they do not lead to any deformations of this sphere. On the otherhand, the equation for the radial orretion �1 in (2.2.52) has the followingsolution �1 = A1 sin� Ep3GM ��+B1 os� Ep3GM��; (2.2.64)with A1; B1 onstant. The solution (2.2.64) must obey the periodiity ondi-tion �1(0) = �1(2�): (2.2.65)As a onsequene of (2.2.65) we get the `quantization' of the parameter EE = p3GMn (n = 0;�1;�2; : : :); (2.2.66)and the �nal solution for �1 is�1 = A1 sinn� +B1 osn�: (2.2.67)From (2.2.67) we an onlude that in ontradition to the ase of osil-lations for the omponents �0, �2 and �3 as desribed by (2.2.63), the solu-tion (2.2.67) orresponds to a small stati deformation of the photon spherer = 3GM + "(A1 sinn� +B1 osn�) for "� 1.



2.3. STRINGS IN COSMOLOGICAL SPACETIMES 37The suessful appliation of the perturbative sheme of [216℄ to the qual-itative disussion of our subsetion 2.2.3 for the partiular zero-order solution(a string on the photon sphere) in Shwarzshild spaetime appears to givehope that the various exat solutions for the partile motion in Shwarzshildspaetime [49℄ an be onsidered as zero-order approximations for the pertur-bative desription of the tensile string dynamis in this spaetime. The shemewas also applied to some other spaetimes [185℄.2.3 Strings in osmologial spaetimesIn this Setion we extend the disussion of the tensile and null string evo-lution to the homogeneous, but anisotropi, spaetimes of Kantowski-Sahs,Bianhi types I and IX. In fat, Kantowski-Sahs solutions with negative andzero urvature are just axisymmetri Bianhi type I and III universes. Thismeans that only positive urvature Kantowski-Sahs models are di�erent fromBianhi type universes [186℄.2.3.1 Strings in Kantowski-Sahs spaetimeLet us �rst onsider the string equations of motion in homogeneous Kantowski-Sahs spaetimes. The validity of the Kantowski-Sahs spaetime as beingonsistent string vauum (solution to the �-funtion equations to the lowestorder in �0) is disussed in setion 3.3. Here we just onentrate on the motionof a test string in Kantowski-Sahs bakgrounds.The Kantowski-Sahs spaetime is given by the metri [131℄ds2 = dt2 �A2(t)dr2 �B2(t)d
2K; (2.3.1)where the "angular" metri isd
2K = d�2 + S2(�)d'2; (2.3.2)S(�) = 8><>: sin � for K = +1;� for K = 0;sinh � for K = �1; (2.3.3)



38 CHAPTER 2. STRINGS IN CURVED BACKGROUNDand A;B are the expansion sale fators and K is the urvature index. Here,r 2 ℄�1;1[ , while the range of t depends on the partiular osmology. ForK = +1 the oordinates � and ' desribe, as usual, the angles on the 2-sphere.Only K = +1 models fall outside the Bianhi lassi�ation, but usually onerefers to all three urvature models as Kantowski-Sahs universes. In thisbook, we mainly onsider K = +1 models.As a �rst example of a string on�guration, we apply the following stringansatz X0 = t(�); X1 = r(�); X2 = �(�); X3 = ' = �; (2.3.4)whih desribes a irular string winding around the 2-sphere. The funtions(t(�); r(�);�(�)); whih desribe the dynamis of the string, are to be determined fromthe equations of motion.For the metri (2.3.1), we start with the string equations of motion (2.1.18)and onstraints (2.1.19){(2.1.20), whih now redue to [78℄�t+AA;t _r2 +BB;t _�2 � �BB;t sin2 � = 0; (2.3.5)�r + 2A;tA _t _r = 0; (2.3.6)�� + 2B;tB _t _� + � sin � os � = 0; (2.3.7)_t2 �A2 _r2 �B2 _�2 � �B2 sin2 � = 0: (2.3.8)The Eq. (2.3.6) an be easily integrated to give_r = drd� = kA2 ; (2.3.9)with k = onst. The other equations, in general, annot be integrated, thuswe must either onsider speial Kantowski-Sahs spaetimes or make furtherrestritions for the ansatz. Notie, however, that for both ases � = 0; 1; theinvariant string size is given byS(�) = 2�jB(�) sin �(�)j: (2.3.10)



2.3. STRINGS IN COSMOLOGICAL SPACETIMES 39A. Tensile stringsFor the tensile strings, � = 1; and (2.3.7) is ful�lled automatially underthe assumption that � = onst. = �=2 in (2.3.4). In the rest of this subsetion,we restrit ourselves to this ase. Then, after inserting (2.3.9) into (2.3.8), weobtain _t2 = k2A2 +B2; (2.3.11)or, expliitly in terms of the string time oordinate,�(t) = Z t jAj dtpk2 +A2B2 ; (2.3.12)while from (2.3.9) we getr(t) = k Z t dtjAjpk2 +A2B2 : (2.3.13)Notie also that (2.3.5) is automatially ful�lled now.a) �-term solutionsFirst we refer to one of the simplest solutions given for the sale fators,whih is the K = +1 Kantowski-Sahs universe with only the osmologialterm � [112℄. These are: A(t) = H�10 sinhH0t; (2.3.14)B(t) = H�10 oshH0t; (2.3.15)with H0 = p�=3 = onst. [118℄, and we onsider only the expanding phase(t � 0) of the universe. After inserting (2.3.14){(2.3.15) into (2.3.12) we have(hoosing boundary onditions suh that t(0) = 0)�(t) = H0 Z t0 sinh (H0t)qk2H40 + sinh2 (H0t) osh2 (H0t) dt; (2.3.16)and from (2.3.13) we obtainr(t) = kH30 Z tt0 dtsinh (H0t)qk2H40 + sinh2 (H0t) osh2 (H0t) : (2.3.17)



40 CHAPTER 2. STRINGS IN CURVED BACKGROUNDBy inverting (2.3.16), we �nd t(�); and Eq.(2.3.17) then gives expliitly r(�):The Eqs.(2.3.16){(2.3.17) an be transformed to the form of the standardellipti integrals. For instane, by making the substitution osh (H0t) = pz;Eq.(2.3.16) beomes �(z) = 12 Z z1 dzpz(z � z1)(z � z2) ; (2.3.18)with z1;2 = 12 �1�q1� 4k2H40 �; (2.3.19)and an thus be evaluated expliitly eventually yielding t(�): However, thedetailed form will not be important here. The invariant string size in this aseis simply S(�) = 2�H�10 osh(H0t(�)); (2.3.20)i.e., the string size follows the expansion of the Universe. This is easily under-stood, sine the string is simply winding around the equatorial plane of the2-sphere. b) Time-symmetri sti�-uid solutionsThe solutions for the sale fators for the time-symmetri K = +1 (reol-lapsing) sti�-uid Kantowski-Sahs model is given by [71℄A(t) = b; (2.3.21)B(t) = pMb s1� b2M (t� t0)2; (2.3.22)with (b;M; t0) onstants. The onstant M appears in the density of sti�-uidmatter onservation law p = � = MA2B4 ; (2.3.23)where p is the pressure and % is the energy density. The Kantowski-Sahsmodel desribed by sale fators (2.3.21){(2.3.22) begins and ends at "barrel"singularities (A = onst., B = 0) [53℄. For simpliity we will take t0 = pM=b



2.3. STRINGS IN COSMOLOGICAL SPACETIMES 41from now on, so that the range of t is t 2 [0; 2pM=b℄: For the exat solution(2.3.21){(2.3.22), equations (2.3.9) and (2.3.12) an be integrated to givet(�) = pMb + pk2 +Mb sin0�� � arsins Mk2 +M 1A; (2.3.24)r(�) = kb2 � + r0; (2.3.25)where we took boundary onditions suh that t(0) = 0: Having this, one anexpress B in terms of � , i.e.,B(�) = pMb vuuut1� k2 +MM sin20�� � arsins Mk2 +M 1A; (2.3.26)whih in the limit k = 0 (r = onst.) givesB(�) = pMb sin �: (2.3.27)Aording to (2.3.10), the invariant string size is simply S(�) = 2�B(�); whihmeans that the string trivially starts with zero size, then expands to a maxi-mum size and �nally ontrats to zero size again together with the universe,i.e. at � = 2arsinpM=(k2 +M): This again omes from the fat that thestring simply winds around the equatorial plane of the 2-sphere.B. Null stringsThe above solutions for tensile strings were all obtained for � = �=2:However, for the null strings, � = 0; we an easily integrate (2.3.7), stillkeeping the general form of � = �(�) in the ansatz (2.3.4), to obtain [78℄_� = d�d� = lB2 ; (2.3.28)with l = onst. The Eq.(2.3.8) now beomes_t2 = k2A2 + l2B2 ; (2.3.29)



42 CHAPTER 2. STRINGS IN CURVED BACKGROUNDor, expliitly �(t) = Z t jABj dtpl2A2 + k2B2 ; (2.3.30)while (2.3.9) beomes r(t) = k Z t jBj dtjAjpl2A2 + k2B2 : (2.3.31)a) �-term solutionsInserting (2.3.14){(2.3.15) into (2.3.31), we have an exat relation betweenthe spaetime and the string time oordinatesH0t(�) = aroshs l2 + [H20 (k2 + l2)� + jkj℄2k2 + l2 ; (2.3.32)where we hoose again boundary onditions suh that t(0) = 0: Having given(2.3.32), one an write down (2.3.14){(2.3.15) in terms of the � -oordinate asA(�) = 1H0s�k2 + [H20 (k2 + l2)� + jkj℄2k2 + l2 ; (2.3.33)B(�) = 1H0s l2 + [H20 (k2 + l2)� + jkj℄2k2 + l2 : (2.3.34)This allows us to integrate (2.3.9) and (2.3.28). We obtainr(�) = � kjkjarth 1 + H20jkj (k2 + l2)�!+ r0; (2.3.35)�(�) = � ljljartg jkjjlj + H20jlj (k2 + l2)�!+ �0; (2.3.36)with r0; �0 = onst. The invariant string size (2.3.10) is given byS(�) = 2�jB(�) sin �(�)j (2.3.37)= 2�H0pk2 + l2 ����jkj+H20 (k2 + l2)�� sin �0 � l os �0���:



2.3. STRINGS IN COSMOLOGICAL SPACETIMES 43It is useful to onsider some speial ases. For l = 0 (i.e., � = �0), we haveA(�) = qH20k2�2 + 2jkj� ; (2.3.38)B(�) = H0jkj� +H�10 ; (2.3.39)t(�) = 1H0 arosh(H20 jkj� + 1); (2.3.40)r(�) = � kjkjarth(H20 jkj� + 1) + r0; (2.3.41)S(�) = 2�H0 j sin �0j(H20 jkj� + 1): (2.3.42)That is, the string winds around the 2-sphere at the angle � = �0 and expandsto in�nite size together with the sale fator.Another speial ase is given in the limit k = 0 (i.e., r = r0), where wehave A(�) = H0jlj�; (2.3.43)B(�) = 1H0q1 +H40 l2�2; (2.3.44)t(�) = 1H0 aroshq1 +H40 l2�2; (2.3.45)�(�) = � ljljartg(H20 jlj�) + �0; (2.3.46)S(�) = 2�H0 jH20 l� sin �0 � os �0j: (2.3.47)Notie that when � varies from 0 to 1; the angle � hanges by �=2: Thereforewe an distinguish a number of senarios: 1) �0 = 0: In this ase, the stringstarts at the equatorial plane and then moves towards one of the poles insuh a way that its size S(�) is onstant, i.e., the ontration of the stringis exatly balaned by the expansion of the 2-sphere. 2) �0 6= 0: The stringstarts somewhere on one hemisphere, then rosses the equator and approahesa �xed position on the other hemisphere. During its evolution, the stringgrows inde�nitely. 3) �0 6= 0: The string starts somewhere on one hemisphere,then moves towards the nearest pole where it ollapses. It then reappears and



44 CHAPTER 2. STRINGS IN CURVED BACKGROUNDapproahes a �xed position on the same hemisphere. After the ollapse, andduring its later evolution, its size will grow inde�nitely.Returning to the general expression (2.3.37), it is easy to see that thedynamis in the general ase is qualitatively similar to the k = 0 ase, althoughquantitatively di�erent. For instane, if �0 = 0; the string starts at a �xedangle �(� = 0) = �sign(l)artg(jkj=jlj); and an then approah the nearest polein suh a way that its size is onstant. Similarly, we an also �nd solutionswhere the string expands inde�nitely, possibly after ollapsing one during itsearly evolution. b) Time-symmetri sti�-uid solutionsUsing (2.3.21){(2.3.22) for the null string ase, we obtain from (2.3.30)�(t) = Z t0 vuut M � b2(t�pM=b)2l2b2 + k2M(1 � b2(t�pM=b)2)=b2 dt; (2.3.48)where we took again boundary onditions suh that t(0) = 0: From (2.3.9),we get r(�) = kb2 � + r0: (2.3.49)Thus r is expressed diretly as a funtion of �; while (2.3.48) must be invertedto give t(�): Notie that (2.3.48) is an ellipti integral, whih an be given interms of ellipti funtions [1℄�(t) = bjkjsMb2 + l2b2k2 E0��;s Mk2Mk2 + l2b4 1A� l2b4k2pMk2 + l2b4F 0��;s Mk2Mk2 + l2b4 1A� bjkj  pMb � t!vuut M=b2 � (t�pM=b)2M=b2 + l2b2=k2 � (t�pM=b)2 ; (2.3.50)



2.3. STRINGS IN COSMOLOGICAL SPACETIMES 45where F;E are the ellipti integrals of �rst and seond kind, respetively, and� = arsin24sMk2 + l2b4Mk2 vuut M=b2 � (t�pM=b)2M=b2 + l2b2=k2 � (t�pM=b)2 35: (2.3.51)Here we analyze some speial ases in whih (2.3.50) beomes elementary.First, l = 0; gives the simple solutiont = jkjb �; (2.3.52)r = kb2 � + r0; (2.3.53)� = �0: (2.3.54)Then the string size isS(�) = 2�b j sin �0jq2jkjpM� � k2�2; (2.3.55)that is, the string starts with zero size, then expands and eventually ollapsestogether with the universe.Another speial ase is when k = 0. Then, �(t) = M2jljb2 ��24� btpM � 1�s1� � btpM � 1�2 + arsin� btpM � 1�+ �235; (2.3.56)r(�) = r0 = onst:; (2.3.57)�(t) = ljljb arsin� btpM � 1�+ �0: (2.3.58)In this ase the string size is given byS(t) = 2�pMb s1� � btpM � 1�2 �� ������s1� � btpM � 1�2 sin �0 � � btpM � 1� os �0������: (2.3.59)



46 CHAPTER 2. STRINGS IN CURVED BACKGROUNDIf �0 = 0; the string is at the equator and it simply follows the evolution of theuniverse, i.e., it starts with zero size, then expands and eventually ollapsestogether with the universe. On the other hand, if �0 6= 0; the string has thepossibility to pass one of the poles of the 2-sphere, i.e. it starts with zerosize, then expands but ollapses, then expands again and eventually ollapsestogether with the universe.It is straightforward to hek that the qualitative behaviour of the stringsolutions in the general ase (desribed by (2.3.50)) essentially follows thek = 0 ase, thus we shall not go into the quantitative details here.2.3.2 Strings in Bianhi I spaetimeThe validity of the superstring e�etive equations for strings in Bianhi typehomogeneous spaetimes will be disussed in Chapter 3, and in this subsetionwe onsider the evolution of strings based on the equations (2.1.18){(2.1.20)in Bianhi I bakground spaetimes with the metri [186℄ds2 = dt2 �X2(t)dx2 � Y 2(t)dy2 � Z2(t)dz2; (2.3.60)where X;Y;Z are the sale fators. Comparing with equations (2.3.1){(2.3.4)in the ase � = �=2; a natural �rst attempt of an ansatz is now [78℄X0 = t(�); X1 = x = f(�) os �; X2 = y = g(�) sin �; X3 = z = onst.;(2.3.61)and the invariant string size isS(�) = Z 2�0 qf2(�)X2(t(�)) sin2 � + g2(�)Y 2(t(�)) os2 � d�: (2.3.62)The ansatz (2.3.61) desribes a losed string of "ellipti-shape", in the sensethat x2f2 + y2g2 = 1; (2.3.63)i.e., it generalizes the irular string ansatz onsidered earlier. This seems tobe the most natural ansatz in the spaetimes with the line element (2.3.60)beause of the nonzero shear tensor [118℄. The equations and onstraints read



2.3. STRINGS IN COSMOLOGICAL SPACETIMES 47as�t+XX;t � _f2 os2 � � �f2 sin2 ��+Y Y;t � _g2 sin2 � � �g2 os2 �� = 0; (2.3.64)�f + �f + 2X;tX _t _f = 0; (2.3.65)�g + �g + 2Y;tY _t _g = 0; (2.3.66)as well as X2 _ff � Y 2 _gg = 0; (2.3.67)_t2 �X2 � _f2 os2 � + �f2 sin2 ��� Y 2 � _g2 sin2 � + �g2 os2 �� = 0: (2.3.68)Notie, however, that the equations (2.3.64{(2.3.68) are not all independent.After some algebra, one �nds that they redue to just four independent equa-tions �f + �f + 2XtX _t _f = 0;_t2 = X2 _f2 + �Y 2g2;X2f _f = Y 2g _g; (2.3.69)X2 _f2 + �Y 2g2 = Y 2 _g2 + �X2f2:The last two equations of (2.3.69) lead to the following two possibilities:a: _ff = _gg and X2f _f = Y 2g _g; (2.3.70)whih are solved by X(t) = �1Y (t); g(�) = 1f(�); (2.3.71)where 1 is a onstant. After a trivial oordinate rede�nition, this orrespondsto a irular string in an axially symmetri bakground.



48 CHAPTER 2. STRINGS IN CURVED BACKGROUNDb: _ff = ��g_g and X2f _f = Y 2g _g; (2.3.72)from whih follows that ��X2f2 = Y 2 _g2: (2.3.73)This equation has no real solutions for tensile strings (� = 1), while for nullstrings (� = 0), we �ndf = onst. � 1; g = onst. � 2; t = onst. � 3; (2.3.74)with X(t); Y (t) arbitrary. Suh solutions, with t = onst., have been onsid-ered before in other ontexts [193℄, but sine they do not ful�l the physialrequirement of forward propagation ( _t > 0), we disard them here.Thus our ansatz (2.3.61) eventually only works in the ase (2.3.71). Thenthe equations (2.3.69) redue to�f + �f + 2XtX _t _f = 0; (2.3.75)_t2 = X2 _f2 + �X2f2: (2.3.76)For the null strings (� = 0), they are immediately solved by� = 1j1j Z t0 X(t)dt; (2.3.77)f(t) = 1 Z tt0 dtX2(t) : (2.3.78)For the tensile strings (� = 1), they an not be solved in general. However, thesame equations appeared in a study of strings in Friedmann-Robertson-Walkeruniverses [193℄, and some speial solutions were found there.Here we are interested in strings in Bianhi universes. Usually, one startswith the Kasner-type vauum power-law solutions [142℄, whih are given byX(t) = tp1 ; (2.3.79)Y (t) = tp2 ; (2.3.80)Z(t) = tp3 ; (2.3.81)



2.3. STRINGS IN COSMOLOGICAL SPACETIMES 49and p1 + p2 + p3 = 1 p21 + p22 + p23 = 1; (2.3.82)where �13 � p1 � 0; 0 � p2 � 23 ; 23 � p3 � 1: (2.3.83)However, as we saw before, our string ansatz only works in axially symmetriases. Furthermore, we shall usually also allow the presene of matter.A speial ase of the model (2.3.60) is an axially symmetri Kasner modelin whih the matter is that of the sti�-uid. The metri readsds2 = dt2 �A2(t)�dx2 + dy2�� Z2(t)dz2; (2.3.84)and it is just Kantowski-Sahs metri (2.3.1) of zero urvature. For the sti�-uid, p = �; the onservation law is given by �Z2A4 = �t2 = k2=16�; whihgives the solutions for the sale fators in the form [191℄A(t) = tpA ; (2.3.85)Z(t) = t1�2pA ; (2.3.86)where pA = 13[1�q1� 3k2=2 ℄; (2.3.87)that is, 0 � pA � 2=3.Under the ansatz (2.3.61) with f = g; the equations of motion (2.3.75){(2.3.76) beome �f + �f + 2pAt _t _f = 0; (2.3.88)_t2 � t2pA( _f2 + �f2) = 0: (2.3.89)A. Tensile stringsFor the tensile strings (� = 1), equations (2.3.88){(2.3.89) were onsideredin [193℄. They do not seem to be integrable, but some speial solutions werefound t(�) = A exp (1�); f(�) = B exp (2�); (2.3.90)



50 CHAPTER 2. STRINGS IN CURVED BACKGROUNDwhere the onstants (A;B; 1; 2) are given by1 = �1p(pA � 1)(pA + 1) ; 2 = �spA � 1pA + 1 ; B = A1�pAp2pA(pA � 1) :(2.3.91)However, this solution is not real for the values allowed in our ase (0 � pA �2=3), so it must be disarded.All we an do then is to determine the asymptotis of the solutions toequations (2.3.88){(2.3.89). One �nds for � !1t(�) = A�; (2.3.92)f(�) = A1�pA��pA os �: (2.3.93)The invariant string size reads as (� !1)S(�) = 2�Aj os � j; (2.3.94)so it asymptotially osillates with onstant amplitude and unit frequeny,while the omoving string size goes to zero.B. Null stringsFor the null strings (� = 0) in axially symmetri Kasner spaetime, theequations (2.3.77){(2.3.78) are integrated to givet(�) = [j1j(1 + pA)� ℄ 11+pA ; (2.3.95)f(�) = 1 �1 + pA1� pA� [j1j(1 + pA)� ℄ 1�pA1+pA : (2.3.96)In this ase the invariant string size isS(�) = 2�j1j�1 + pA1� pA� [j1j(1 + pA)� ℄ 11+pA ; (2.3.97)whih blows up for � !1: This is also the ase for the omoving string size.We lose this subsetion with some omments on the possibility of havingellipti-shaped strings in anisotropi Bianhi bakgrounds. As we saw, the



2.3. STRINGS IN COSMOLOGICAL SPACETIMES 51ansatz (2.3.61) led to inonsistenies unless f(�) = g(�) and X(t) = Y (t):However, this does not mean that we must ompletely rule out the possibilityof having ellipti-shaped string on�gurations. In fat, it is possible to makean ansatz more general than (2.3.61), but still desribing an ellipti-shapedstring. This an be done along the lines of the proedure used in referene[147℄ (in a somewhat di�erent ontext): We disard the onformal gauge andwork diretly with the Nambu-Goto ation. In that ase, the ansatz (2.3.61)leaves us more freedom than before. Unfortunately, the equations of motionnow beome more ompliated than before, but at least they are not expliitlyinonsistent, and there is some hope that one an �nd speial solutions or atleast solve the equations numerially.This more general ansatz onsists in replaing (2.3.61) byX0 = t(�); X1 = x = f(�) os�(�; �);X2 = y = g(�) sin�(�; �); X3 = z = onst:; (2.3.98)and the funtion �(�; �) gives us the extra freedom as mentioned above.2.3.3 Strings in axisymmetri Bianhi IX spaetimeAnother interesting example of a urved bakground for strings to be onsid-ered is the Bianhi type IX (BIX) bakground. It generalizes the K = +1isotropi Friedmann model to the ase of anisotropi spaetimes. It has beenshown that all BIX models reollapse similarly as K = +1 Friedmann models[153, 154℄. The general ase annot be solved analytially for the sale fa-tors and they subjet to haoti behaviour. Beause of that we onsider onlyan axially symmetri Bianhi IX model. The metri of suh a model (in aholonomi/oordinate frame), is given by [10, 14, 35℄ (see also Appendix A)ds2 = dt2 � 2(t) (d + os �d')2 � a2(t)�d�2 + sin2 �d'2�; (2.3.99)where  ; �; ' are the Euler angles (0 �  � 4�; 0 � � � � and 0 � ' � 2�).We use the following ansatz for the spaetime oordinatesX0 = t(�); X1 =  (�); X2 = �(�); X3 = ' = �; (2.3.100)



52 CHAPTER 2. STRINGS IN CURVED BACKGROUNDand the equations of motion (2.1.18) then read�t+ ;t _ 2 + aa;t _�2 � � �;t os2 � + aa;t sin2 �� = 0; (2.3.101)� + 2;t _t _ + 2a2 ot � _ _� = 0; (2.3.102)�� + 2a;ta _t _� � �2 � a2a2 sin � os � = 0; (2.3.103)2a2 1sin � _ _� = 0: (2.3.104)The last of these equations (2.3.104) says that either  = onst. or � = onst.(� 6= 0). The onstraints (2.1.19){(2.1.20) read_t2 � 2 _ 2 � a2 _�2 � � �a2 sin2 � + 2 os2 �� = 0; (2.3.105)2 os � _ = 0; (2.3.106)from whih it follows that either  must be onstant or � = �=2. We willonsider both ases. For eah of these ases the invariant string size is givenby S(�) = 2�qa2(t(�)) sin2 �(�) + 2(t(�)) os2 �(�): (2.3.107)The well-known sti�-uid solutions of the Einstein equations for Bianhi IXaxisymmetri model are given by [10, 14℄2 = AoshA� ; (2.3.108)a2 = B2 oshA�4A osh2 (B2 �) ; (2.3.109)p = � = M24a42 ; (2.3.110)where A;B;M are onstants (A > jBj) withB2 = A2 �M2; (2.3.111)t = Z � a2jjd�: (2.3.112)



2.3. STRINGS IN COSMOLOGICAL SPACETIMES 53One an easily see that the vauum solution M = 0 is given by2 = AoshA� ; (2.3.113)a2 = A oshA�4 osh2 (A2 �) : (2.3.114)Notie that the sale fator (�) inreases from (�1) = 0 to (0) = max =pA and then dereases to (1) = 0 again. On the other hand, the salefator a(�) dereases from a(�1) = pA=2 to a(0) = amin = pA=4 and theninreases to a(1) = pA=2 again. However, the volume essentially follows thesale fator (�), i.e., the universe is of reollapsing type.A. � = �=2 solutionsIf we assume � = �=2 and _ 6= 0, then we an easily integrate (2.3.102) togive _ = m2 ; (2.3.115)with m = onst. Then we have�(t) = Z t0 jjdtpm2 + �a22 ; (2.3.116) (t) = m Z tt0 dtjjpm2 + �a22 : (2.3.117)For the null strings (� = 0); we an easily get the solution for the vaum aseM = 0 in terms of parametri time �; by using (2.3.113) and (2.3.114), i.e.,d� = jmja22d�; (2.3.118)whih is integrated to �(�) = 2Aarth�2jmjA ��; (2.3.119)



54 CHAPTER 2. STRINGS IN CURVED BACKGROUNDwhere we took boundary onditions suh that �(0) = 0: The solutions for thesale fators (�) and a(�) are given by2(�) = A A2 � 4m2�2A2 + 4m2�2!; (2.3.120)a2(�) = 14A �A2 + 4m2�2�; (2.3.121)and �2 � A2=4m2. Then we �ndt(�) = jmjpA Z �0 d�sA2 + 4m2�2A2 � 4m2�2 ; (2.3.122) (�) =  0 + mA Z �0 d�  A2 + 4m2�2A2 � 4m2�2!: (2.3.123)The integral for t(�) is of ellipti type, while the one for  (�) is elementary.However, we shall not need the expliit results here.The invariant string size readsS(�) = �pApA2 + 4m2�2: (2.3.124)From the above, we onlude that for the admissible values of the parameter �;the string starts with the size S = �p2A for � = �A=2jmj; then ontrats tothe size S = �pA for � = 0; and expands again to S = �p2A for � = A=2jmj.This an be easily understood physially sine, for � = �=2; the string iswinding in the '-diretion with sale fator a:B. _ = 0; _� 6= 0 solutionsThe equations (2.3.105){(2.3.106) beome�t+ aa;t _�2 � � �;t os2 � + aa;t sin2 �� = 0; (2.3.125)�� + 2a;ta _t _� � �2 � a2a2 sin � os � = 0; (2.3.126)_t2 � a2 _�2 � � �a2 sin2 � + 2 os2 �� = 0: (2.3.127)



2.3. STRINGS IN COSMOLOGICAL SPACETIMES 55Notie that the �rst equation an be obtained from the two others. Thus wehave just two oupled equations; one of �rst order and one of seond order.For the tensile strings, the general solution is not known. For the null strings,we an integrate for �(�) and t(�)_� = sa2 ; (2.3.128)_t2 = s2a2 ; (2.3.129)with s = onst. Then using the exat vauum solutions (2.3.113){(2.3.114),we an integrate this further sine (d�=d�)2 = s2=a62. One �ndsjsjd� = A28 oshA�osh3 �A2 ��d�; (2.3.130)whih an be integrated expliitly in terms of elementary funtions. In prin-iple we an then also obtain expressions for t(�) and �(�): However, it turnsout to be somewhat simpler to express everything in terms of the onformaltime �: For instane d� = sjsj jajd�; (2.3.131)whih leads to �(�)� �0 = 2 sjsjartg �eA�=2�: (2.3.132)It is then straightforward to write down an expliit expression for the invariantstring size similar to equation (2.3.107), but with S as a funtion of �; sinethe sale fators are already given in terms of �:It follows from the above results that during the whole evolution of theuniverse, the polar angle � hanges by �: Thus there are two senarios: If�0 = 0; then the string starts with zero size at one of the poles, then expandsand eventually ollapses to zero size again at the other pole. On the otherhand, if �0 6= 0; then the string starts with �nite size, passes one of thepoles (still with �nite size) and eventually ends up with a �nite size. Thusthe behaviour is qualitatively similar to that of strings in Kantowski-Sahsspaetimes as desribed in subsetion 2.3.1.



56 CHAPTER 2. STRINGS IN CURVED BACKGROUNDOur results demonstrate the rihness of evolution shemes for extendedobjets, here strings, in urved bakgrounds. For the tensile strings, this isdue to the "ompetition" between the string tension and the gravitational �eld,whih together determines the evolution of the string. For the null strings, itis simply due to the fat that we are dealing with an extended objet in agravitational �eld, i.e., the objet subjets to tidal fores. In both ases, thesituation should be ompared with the oneptually muh simpler problemsof point partile propagation in urved spaetimes and string evolution andpropagation in at Minkowski spaetime.We mainly onsidered losed irular strings, whih allowed us to obtainsimple exat analytial results in most ases. We essentially saw three qualita-tively di�erent kinds of irular string evolution: a) the string simply followsthe expansion or ontration of the universe, b) the string makes a �nite orin�nite number of osillations during the evolution of the universe, ) the on-tration of the string is exatly balaned by the expansion of the universe,suh that the physial string size is onstant.We also disussed the problems of obtaining onsistent equations of motiondesribing an ellipti-shaped string on�guration. The use of the simplest,and a priori most natural ansatz, desribing an ellipti-shaped string, led toinonsistent equations of motion, but the appliation of the more ompliatedansatz, as desribed at the end of subsetion 2.3.2, with its more ompliatedequations of motion, perhaps ould solve these problems.



Chapter 3Superstring osmologies3.1 Superstring e�etive ationsAs mentioned in Chapter 1, there is bosoni string theory and essentially�ve di�erent superstring theories (one for open and other for losed strings1)plus supergravity (in eleven dimensions) as a low-energy limit of M-theory[110, 152, 178℄. The latter will be the topi of our Chapter 5, while the formerwe disuss in this Chapter 3.From the ation (2.1.1) one an learn that the bosoni degrees of freedomful�l a 2-dimensional wave equation (f. (2.1.18) for ���� = 0) and fermionidegrees of freedom ful�l a 2-dimensional Dira equationa�a � = 0: (3.1.1)In both bosoni and fermioni ase, one is able to distinguish between left andright moving modes (for losed strings) and they an be treated separately. Inthe ase of fermions one separates into the modes whih have di�erent hirality{  �L has negative hirality and  �R has positive hirality. Open string theoryhas only one setor { due to the reetion at free ends, left and right-movingmodes are the same.As for losed strings one may impose boundary onditions whih an be1In fact, open string theory is contained in closed string theory once one turns the inter-
action beetween free ends which can make the open strings become closed [177, 178].57



58 CHAPTER 3. SUPERSTRING COSMOLOGIESeither periodi or antiperiodi. For fermions, for instane, they read �L;R(�; �) = �  �L;R(� + 2�; �): (3.1.2)The periodi boundary onditions setor is alled Ramond (R) setor andthe antiperiodi boundary onditions setor is alled Neuveu-Shwarz (NS)setor. The ombinations of these give four possible setors in total: NS-NSand R-R setors give bosoni exitations while NS-R and R-NS give fermioniexitations. These exitations an be either massless or massive and in thelimit of �0 ! 0 one is able to onstrut e�etive theories based entirely onmassless or very light degrees of freedom while massive modes are deoupled(or integrated out).The formal proedure in order to obtain an e�etive ation for the masslessexitations, requires the appliation of the world-sheet ation (2.1.1) for urvedbakground as in (2.1.3) (a generalized non-linear �-model). By imposing theonstraint that quantum orretions do not break onformal (Weyl) invariane[42, 178℄ (in other words, that the 2-dimensional world-sheet stress-energy ten-sor is traeless) one gets the renormalization �-funtions equations to vanish.These �-funtion equations, in turn, an be derived from an e�etive ationwhih, although not determined uniquely, an always give a unique set of �eldequations upon variation. All superstring theories are onsistent in D = 10spaetime dimensions.The main feature of all superstring e�etive ations is the appearane ofthe non-minimal oupling of massless modes to the dilaton � (whih is alsoa `stringy' mode) whih is involved into the string-loop expansion parametergs = exp (�=2) (f. (1.1.3)). One should emphasize that in string theory thereare two `orthogonal' perturbation expansions [110℄. These are: the string-loopexpansion whih is the true quantum mehanial expansion and at eah orderof the string-loop expansion there is a 2-dimensional �eld theory evaluatedin loop expansion onneted with the fundamental string length �s = p�0(1.1.2). In this book we do not onsider string loop expansion restritingourselves only to lowest orders expansion in �0.Let us start with bosoni type IIA superstring e�etive ation. It has N = 2



3.1. SUPERSTRING EFFECTIVE ACTIONS 59supersymmetries of opposite hirality and reads [152℄2SIIA = 12�8s �Z d10xp�g10 �e�� �R10 + (r�)2 � 112H23�� 14F 22 � 148(F4 0)2�+ 12 Z B2 ^ F4 ^ F4� (3.1.3)where R10 is the Rii salar urvature of the spaetime with metri g�� andg10 � detg�� . Strings sweep out geodesi surfaes with respet to the met-ri g�� . The antisymmetri tensor �eld strengths are de�ned by H3 = dB2,F2 = dA1, F4 = dA3 and F 04 = F4+A1^H3, where A1; B2; A3 denote antisym-metri 1-, 2- and 3-form potentials and d is the exterior derivative. The lastterm in (3.1.3) is a Chern-Simons term and is a neessary onsequene of su-persymmetry [178℄. As we mentioned already the ation (3.1.3) represents thezeroth-order expansion in both the string oupling gs and the inverse stringtension �0. The NS-NS setor of the ation ontains the graviton, g�� , theantisymmetri 2-form potential, B2, and the dilaton �eld, �. The RR setorontains antisymmetri 1- and 3-form potentials. The NS-NS setor ouplesdiretly to the dilaton, but the RR setor does not.The bosoni type IIB superstring e�etive theory has N = 2 supersymme-tries of the same hirality and its e�etive ation readsSIIB = 12�8s �Z d10xp�g10 �e�� �R10 + (r�)2 � 112(H(1)3 )2�� 12 (r�)2 � 112(H(2)3 + �H(1)3 )2 � 1240(F5)2�+ Z A4 ^H(2)3 ^H(1)3 � :(3.1.4)Here the bosoni massless exitations arising in the NS{NS setor are thedilaton, �, the metri, g�� , and the antisymmetri, 2-form potential, denotedby B(1)�� . The RR setor ontains a salar axion �eld, �, a 2-form potential,B(2)�� and the RR �eld strengths are de�ned by H(2)3 = dB(2)2 and F5 = dA4 +B(2)2 ^H(1)3 .In heteroti superstring theories supersymmetry is imposed only in theright-moving setor so these theories are N = 1 supersymmetri. Quantization2In a D-dimensional spacetime one has 1=2�D�2s in front of the action integral which
reduces to the given result for D = 10.



60 CHAPTER 3. SUPERSTRING COSMOLOGIESof the left-moving setor requires the gauge groups to be either SO(32) orE8 � E8 and the hoie of the group depends on the boundary onditions(3.1.2). The heteroti superstring e�etive ation readsSH = 12�8s Z d10xp�g10e�� �R10 + (r�)2 � 112H23 � 14F 22 �; (3.1.5)where F 22 is the �eld strength orresponding to the gauge groups SO(32) orE8 � E8 and H3 = dB2 is the �eld strength of a 2-form potential, B2.The last of the superstring theories is an open string theory or type Itheory. Beause of the obvious reason (left and right moving setors must bethe same) it has N = 1 supersymmetry and the e�etive ation readsSI = 12�8s Z d10xp�g10 �e�� �R10 + (r�)2�� 112H23 � 14e��=2F 22 �; (3.1.6)where F 22 is the Yang-Mills �eld strength taking values in the gauge groupG = SO(32) and H3 = dB2 is the �eld strength of a 2{form potential, B2.We note that this �eld strength is not oupled to the dilaton �eld, and sineboth ations (3.1.5) and (3.1.6) have the same partile ontent this is the onlydi�erene between the two theories.It is not diÆult to notie that all the above theories (IIA, IIB, heterotiand I) as given by the formulas (3.1.3), (3.1.4), (3.1.5) and (3.1.6), have theommon setor whih (exept di�erent oupling of H3 in type I) isS = 12�8s Z d10xp�g10 e�� �R10 + (r�)2 � 112H23�: (3.1.7)In the bosoni theory the ation (3.1.7) is also valid exept that the numberof spaetime dimensions hanges into D = 26, thusS = 12�24s Z d26xp�g26 e�� �R26 + (r�)2 � 112H23�: (3.1.8)The ommon setor (3.1.7){(3.1.8), after a suitable dimensional redution,(see e.g. [152℄) will be the main point of the disussion of this Chapter. It



3.1. SUPERSTRING EFFECTIVE ACTIONS 61is the setor whih leads to the so-alled pre-big-bang osmologial senariobased on the D = 4-dimensional e�etive ation of the formS = 12�2s Z d4xp�g4 e�� �R4 + (r�)2 � 112H2�; (3.1.9)where � is the dilaton, g4 the determinant of the 4-dimensional metri, R4 the4-dimensional Rii salar, H��� = �[�B��℄ (dH = 0) the NS-NS axion withH2 = H���H��� and B�� the antisymmetri tensor potential, B�� = �B��.The dilaton, the axion and the graviton are the massless (`stringy') modes ofthe theory.The ations (3.1.3){(3.1.9) are presented in the string frame whih is har-aterised by the property that in this frame the fundamental string length�s = onst., while the Plank mass Mpl hanges with time. The redued a-tion (3.1.9) without axion (H = 0) is, in fat, the same ation as the ationof Brans-Dike theory in Jordan frame with a Brans-Dike parameter ! = �1[34℄. The Einstein limit is reoverable for onstant dilaton. Introduing Brans-Dike �eld � one an write down the sequene of relations�(t) = 1G(t) = e��(t)�2s = M2pl(t); (3.1.10)where t is time and G is Newton gravitational "onstant".In our Setion 3.5 we apply one-loop in �0 e�etive ation (not one-string-loop) for the ommon setor whih generalizes (3.1.7){(3.1.8) and reads [165℄S = 12�D�2s Z dDxp�g e�� �R� 2� + (r�)2 � 112H2� �0�0 �R����R���� � 12R����H���H���+ 124H���H���H���H��� � 18H���H���H���H����+O(�02)�; (3.1.11)where �0 = �18 for heteroti strings, �14 for bosoni strings and 0 for su-perstrings (type I and II); D is the number of spaetime dimensions (either10 or 26). Thus, in the ase of superstrings the leading orretions after the



62 CHAPTER 3. SUPERSTRING COSMOLOGIESzero-order terms will enter at fourth order in Riemann tensor and will not beinvestigated. These higher-order terms lead to a signi�ant inrease in alge-brai omplexity. In (3.1.11) � is the dilaton, g the determinant of the metri,� the osmologial onstant, R the Rii salar, R���� the Riemann tensor,and H��� = �[�B��℄ is the axion with H2 = H���H��� where B�� is the anti-symmetri tensor potential. The �eld equations for bosoni strings �0 = �14then take the following formR�� + ������ 14H���H��� + 12�0 [R����R���� �R����H���H���+ 18H���H���H���H��� � 38H���H���H���H���� = 0;(3.1.12)R� 2� + 2������ ������� 112H2 + 14�0 [R����R����� (3.1.13)�12R����H���H��� + 124H���H���H���H��� � 18H���H���H���H���� = 0:These equations are ompleted by the axion equation of motion��(ÆS=Æ(��B��)) = he�� �H��� + �0M����i;� = 0; (3.1.14)whereM��� = 32R����H��� + 14H���H���H��� � 34H���H���H���: (3.1.15)The osmologial onstant term � is related to the dimension of spae and tothe inverse string tension by [44℄� = D � 103�0 (3.1.16)for superstrings, and � = D � 263�0 (3.1.17)for bosoni strings.Our notation so far was that Greek indies �; �; � et. were running from0; : : : ;D � 1 where D was number of spaetime dimensions. We will use this



3.1. SUPERSTRING EFFECTIVE ACTIONS 63notation exept Setion 3.4 where we introdue orthonormal frames. The �eldequations in the string frame whih ome from the ation (3.1.9) are simplythe �eld equations (3.1.12){(3.1.15) for �0 ! 0 and readR�� +r�r��� 14H���H��� = 0; (3.1.18)R�r��r��+ 2r�r��� 112H���H��� = 0; (3.1.19)r� �e��H���� = �� �e��p�gH���� = 0: (3.1.20)These equations an be rewritten in the so-alled Einstein frame by the on-formal transformation, as follows:gS�� = exp� 22�D��gE�� ; (3.1.21)where gS�� is the metri in the string frame, while gE�� is the metri in theEinstein frame. In the Einstein frame the fundamental string length �s = �s(t)(hanges with time) while the Plank mass Mpl = onst. (ompare (3.1.10)).Using (3.1.21) for D = 4 the 4-dimensional string frame ation (3.1.9) inthe Einstein frame reads asS = 116�G Z d4xp�g �R+ ������� 112e�2�H2�; (3.1.22)and the �eld equations are~R�� � 12 ~g�� ~R = �2 � ~T �(�)� + ~T �(H)� �; (3.1.23)~r� ~r��+ 16e�2� ~H2 = 0; (3.1.24)~r� �e�2� ~H���� = ~�� �e�2�p�~g ~H���� = 0; (3.1.25)and (�2 = 8�G;  = 1)�2 ~T �(�)� = 12 �~g��~g�� � 12 ~g��~g��� ~r�� ~r��; (3.1.26)�2 ~T �(H)� = 112e�2� �3 ~H��� ~H��� � 12 ~g�� ~H2�: (3.1.27)



64 CHAPTER 3. SUPERSTRING COSMOLOGIES3.2 Friedmann (pre-big-bang) string osmologiesThe simplest string osmologies are given for isotropi Friedmann-Robertson-Walker geometries with metri of the form [118℄ds2 = dt2 � a2(t) dr21�Kr2 + r2d
2!; (3.2.1)where K = +1; 0;�1 for spatially losed, at and open models, respetively.Introduing onformal time oordinate d� = dt=a, this metri an be rewrittento giveds2 = a2(�)8<:�d�2 + d�2 +  sinpK�pK !2 �d�2 + sin2 �d'2�9=;; (3.2.2)where r = SK(�) = 8><>: sin� K = +1;� K = 0;sinh� K = �1: (3.2.3)All the physial �elds in Friedmann models should be spatially homogeneous(time-dependent only) { their spatial-dependene is not ompatible with thesymmetri metri (3.2.2).Isotropi Friedmann osmology based on the equation (3.2.1) is totallydi�erent (in the string frame) from the standard general relativisti osmology.For K = 0, and H = 0 (no axion), one gets from (3.1.18){(3.1.20) the followingsolutions for the sale fator a and for the dilaton �a(t) = j t j� 1p3 ; (3.2.4)e�(t) = j t j�p3�1:These solutions led to the osmologial senario whih is alled pre-big-bangosmology [99, 100, 200℄. We disuss its main ideas in due ourse.



3.2. FRIEDMANN (PRE-BIG-BANG) STRING COSMOLOGIES 65
a(t)

t
1 23 4

t < 0 t > 0curvature and strongcoupling singularity at t = 0
Figure 3.1: Pre-big-bang cosmology. There are four possible types of evolution of the

scale factor (the evolution of the dilaton is qualitatively the same) which are commonly

called branches. Branches 1 and 2 correspond to ‘–’ sign in (3.2.4) while branches 3 and4 correspond to ‘+’ sign in (3.2.4). Branches 1{3 and 2{4 are duality-related. Branch 1
is superinflationary while branch 4 is deflationary and describes usual radiation-dominated

evolution. The universe begins with an asymptotically trivial state (minus infinity) of weak

coupling and low curvature (Minkowski vacuum), undergoes superinflation driven by the

kinetic energy of the dilaton and then reaches curvature and strong coupling singularity at

t = 0. After possible ‘exit’ the universe reaches usual radiation-dominated evolutionIt is easy to notie that the solutions (3.2.4) admit a phase of expansionfor negative times as well as for positive times (with the singularity formallyloated at t = 0). In priniple, similar extension of the evolution to negativetimes an also be made in general relativity but without suh a natural on-netion to the uni�ed theory of gauge interations and gravity. At t = 0, thereis a singularity of two types. Firstly, it is a urvature singularity whih ap-pears in general relativity as well. Seondly, it is a strong oupling singularityin the sense of string theory, sine here string oupling onstant gs = e�2 (f.(1.1.3)) diverges for t! 0.From (3.2.4) we realize that there are four possible types of the evolutionfor the sale fator together with four orresponding types of evolution for thedilaton.These with `{' sign in (3.2.4) will be numbered as 1 and 2 while those



66 CHAPTER 3. SUPERSTRING COSMOLOGIESwith `+' sign in (3.2.4) will be numbered as 3 and 4 (f. Fig. 3.1). All ofthem are ommonly alled branhes. Branhes 1 and 3 apply for negativetimes (t < 0) while branhes 2 and 4 apply for positive times (t > 0). Thefour types of evolution are onneted by the underlying symmetry of stringtheory namely T � duality (also alled O(d,d) symmetry [168℄) whih in theontext of isotropi osmology is alled sale fator duality (SFD) [101℄. Itsmathematial realization is given by the relation whih hange the sale fatorand the dilaton, leaving �eld equations unhanged, i.e.,a(t) () 1a(t) ; (3.2.5)�(t) () �(t)� lna6(t): (3.2.6)SFD relates 1 and 3 or 2 and 4 whose domains are either for t < 0 or t > 0.However, there is also time-reetion symmetryt() �t; (3.2.7)whih together with SFD gives relation beetween 1 and 4 as followsa1(t) = (�t)� 1p3 () t 1p3 = 1a4(�t) : (3.2.8)It is easy to show that for branh 1�a1a1 > 0; (3.2.9)whih means that it desribes ination whih undergoes without a violation ofthe energy onditions. This omes form the fat that there is only kineti termfor the dilaton in the ation and there is no potential energy at all. So, we havekineti-energy-driven ination in opposition to standard ination [47℄ whih ispotential-energy-driven ination. Suh a type of ination has also been alledk-ination [7℄, although usually, in the ontext of the bosoni theory (3.1.9),it is known as superination or dilaton-driven ination. It is easy to notiethat the branh 4 is deationary, i.e.,�a4a4 < 0; (3.2.10)



3.3. KANTOWSKI-SACHS STRING COSMOLOGIES 67and it desribes standard radiation-dominated evolution. Branhes 1 and 4are duality-related, though, they are divided by the singularity of urvatureand strong oupling.In the ase of nonzero spatial urvature the pre-big-bang solutions are [56℄a(�) = a0s �1+p3�1 +K�2 ; (3.2.11)e�(t) = �0�p3� ; (3.2.12)(a0; �0; � = onst:) where we have introdued the time oordinate� � 8><>: K�1==2j tan(K1==2�)j K > 0;j�j K = 0;jKj�1==2j tanh(jKj1==2�)j K < 0: (3.2.13)This time oordinate diverges for both early and late times � in the modelswith K � 0, but it has the limit � ! jKj�1==2 in the models with negativeurvature.In the Einstein frame, the sale fator reads as~a = a exp���2�; (3.2.14)and the evolution of the universe is given by~a = ~a0r �1 +K�2 : (3.2.15)These models have the urvature singularity for � = 0, where ~a = 0, andthe universe expands for � > 0 or ollapses for � < 0. Notie, that herelosed models reollapse for � = ��=2 and in the Einstein frame there isno singularity-free model of the universe. Then, in the Einstein frame, theevolution of the universe is alike the one in general relativity and no 'stringy'e�ets are visible.3.3 Kantowski-Sahs string osmologiesIn this Setion we onsider string osmologies based on the �eld equations(3.1.18){(3.1.20) with Kantowski-Sahs homogeneous geometries (2.3.1). We



68 CHAPTER 3. SUPERSTRING COSMOLOGIESshall onsider models of all three urvatures in the same analysis althoughonly the K = +1 models fall outside the Bianhi lassi�ation. The nonzeroRii tensor omponents are�R00 = �XX + 2 �YY ; (3.3.1)�R11 = �XX + 2 _XX _YY ; (3.3.2)�R22 = �R33 = K + _Y 2Y 2 + �YY + _XX _YY ; (3.3.3)and the salar urvature is�R = 2 �XX + 4 �YY + 2K + _Y 2Y 2 + 4 _XX _YY : (3.3.4)Sine the metri is spatially homogeneous the dilaton �eld an only dependon time and we have r�r�� = �;�;� + �����;�; (3.3.5)so r0r0� = ��; (3.3.6)r1r1� = _XX _�; (3.3.7)r2r2� = r3r3� = _YY _�; (3.3.8)r0�r0� = _�2: (3.3.9)3.3.1 Vauum-dilaton-axion universes { solitoni ansatzWe start this subsetion with the introdution of the notation for the three-index axion �eld H in terms of the pseudosalar axion �eld h. Following [57℄,we de�ne spaetime dual vetor h;� to H �eld asH��� = e������h;� : (3.3.10)



3.3. KANTOWSKI-SACHS STRING COSMOLOGIES 69and ����� = 4!p�g Æ�[0Æ�1 Æ�2 Æ�3℄: (3.3.11)The equation of motion for the h-�eld is obtained via the integrability ondi-tion dH = 0 as r�r�h+r��r�h = 0: (3.3.12)Notie that for spatially-dependent antisymmetri tensor potential, B�� =B��(x); the h �eld an only depend on time h = h(t), and equation (3.3.12)reads �h+  _XX + 2 _YY ! _h + _� _h = 0; (3.3.13)whih integrates to give _h = �A e��XY 2 : (3.3.14)So, from (3.3.10), we have (A = onst.)H123 = � AX2Y 4S(�) ; (3.3.15)or H123 = AS(�); (3.3.16)with S(�) given by (2.3.3). With the H �eld hosen as above, the equation ofmotion (3.1.20) is satis�ed. There is also a trivial solution of (3.3.13), _h = 0,but it orresponds to a onstant torsion �eld. All other omponents of the H�eld are zero.The ansatz (3.3.16) is known as solitoni ansatz [27, 170℄. It is equivalentto a spatially-dependent antisymmetri tensor potential B�� = B��(r; �;  ).One an easily alulate that the antisymmetri tensor potential omponentsfor (3.3.16) are given by B12 = A sin �;B23 = Ar sin �;B31 = �A os � forK = +1; B12 = A sinh �;B23 = Ar sinh �;B31 = A osh � for K = �1 andB12 = A ;B23 = Ar;B31 = A� for K = 0. With the hoie (3.3.16) the �eldequations (3.1.18) beome �XX + 2 �YY � �� = 0; (3.3.17)



70 CHAPTER 3. SUPERSTRING COSMOLOGIES�XX + 2 _XX _YY � _� _XX � 12 A2X2Y 4 = 0; (3.3.18)K + _Y 2Y 2 + �YY + _XX _YY � _� _YY � 12 A2X2Y 4 = 0: (3.3.19)The sum of (3.3.17) and (3.3.18) added to twie (3.3.19) gives2 �XX + 4 �YY + 2K + _Y 2Y 2 + 4 _XX _YY � ���  _XX + 2 _YY ! _�� 32 A2X2Y 4 = 0: (3.3.20)The �eld equation (3.1.19) reads�2 �XX � 4 �YY � 2K + _Y 2Y 2 � 4 _XX _YY + 2��� _�2 + 2 _XX + 2 _YY ! _�+ 12 A2X2Y 4 = 0;(3.3.21)so from the sum of (3.3.20) and (3.3.21) we have��� _�2 +  _XX + 2 _YY ! _�� A2X2Y 4 = 0: (3.3.22)At this stage we introdue a new time oordinate � via relationdt = XY 2e��d�; (3.3.23)and then (3.3.22) beomes �;�� �A2e�2� = 0; (3.3.24)whih solves as e� = osh�� +s1� A2�2 sinh��; (3.3.25)with � onstant (�2 > A2). If we turn o� the H��� �eld, the solution of(3.3.25) is simply �(�) = �� + ; (3.3.26)



3.3. KANTOWSKI-SACHS STRING COSMOLOGIES 71with  a onstant, whih we may set to zero without loss of generality. Auseful relation, implied by (3.3.25), is�;�� + �2;� = �2: (3.3.27)Using the time oordinate (3.3.23), equations (3.3.17)-(3.3.19) beome�X;�X �;� + 2�Y;�Y �;� � 2Y;�Y �Y;�Y + 2X;�X � +2�;� �X;�X + 2Y;�Y �� �;�� � �2;� = 0; (3.3.28)�X;�X �;� � 12�;�� = 0; (3.3.29)�Y;�Y �;� � 12�;�� +KX2Y 2e�2� = 0: (3.3.30)The equations (3.3.28) and (3.3.29) an be rewritten as�lnX2e���;�� = 0; (3.3.31)�lnY 2e���;�� + 2KX2Y 2e�2� = 0: (3.3.32)From (3.3.21), we see that the onstraint equation (3.3.17) an be rewrittenas K + _Y 2Y 2 + 2 _XX _YY + 12 _�2 � _� _XX + 2 _YY !� 14 A2X2Y 4 = 0; (3.3.33)so, in terms of the time oordinate (3.3.23),12 �lnX2e���;� �lnY 2e���;� + (lnY );� (lnY � �);� +KX2Y 2e�2� = 14A2e�2�:(3.3.34)The solution of (3.3.31) is X2e�� = X0ep� ; (3.3.35)with X0 and p onstants. Then, from (3.3.25) and (3.3.35), for A 6= 0; we haveX(�) = pX0e 12p�vuutosh�� +s1� A2�2 sinh��; (3.3.36)



72 CHAPTER 3. SUPERSTRING COSMOLOGIESor, for A = 0; X(�) = pX0e 12 (p+�)� : (3.3.37)The solution of (3.3.32) for the sale fator Y is given byY (�) = 1pX0 e� 12p�vuutosh�� +s1� A2�2 sinh��qM(�); (3.3.38)where M(�) = X2Y 2 exp (�2�) satis�es(lnM);�� + 2KM = 0; (3.3.39)hene, 1pM(�) = osh�� +s1� K�2 sinh�� ; (3.3.40)and �2 > K. The onstraint equation (3.3.34) may be now rewritten in termsof M as 14 �M;�M �2 +KM = 14 ��2 + p2�; (3.3.41)whih gives the ondition �2 = 14 ��2 + p2�: (3.3.42)The solutions (3.3.36) and (3.3.38) for the two sale fators X and Y in thestring frame an also be rewritten in the Einstein frame as ~X and ~Y and theyare related via onformal transformation (3.1.21) in the form (3.3.60){(3.3.62)[170℄.3.3.2 Deparametrised vauum-dilaton universesFrom (3.3.25), (3.3.36) and (3.3.38) we realize that without the axion �eld(A = 0) the solutions for �; X and Y redue to�(�) = ��; (3.3.43)X(�) = pX0e 12 (�+p)� ; (3.3.44)Y (�) = 1pX0 e 12 (��p)� ~M; (3.3.45)



3.3. KANTOWSKI-SACHS STRING COSMOLOGIES 73where ~M(�), the solution of (3.3.39), is given by~M = 8><>: � osh�1 (�� + Æ) for K = +1;exp (�� + Æ) for K = 0;� sinh�1 (�� + Æ) for K = �1; (3.3.46)where Æ is onstant, with the onstraint given by (3.3.41).From (3.3.23) and (3.3.43){(3.3.45) we �nd that the time parameter in thestring frame is t(�) = 1pX0 Z e� 12 (��p)� ~M2d�: (3.3.47)Hene, this relation is integrable for K 6= 0, provided � = p (that is, from(3.3.42), if �2 = �2=2). In this ase we havet(�) = �22pX0 8<: �p2� tanh�� �p2� + Æ� ; K = +1;�p2� oth �� �p2� + Æ� ; K = �1: (3.3.48)For K = 0 (3.3.47) is integrable for any � and p. It givest(�) = 1X0s exp (�s� � 2Æ); (3.3.49)where s = �12 (�� p+ 4�): (3.3.50)After deparametrisation, equations (3.3.43) { (3.3.45) provide a simple solutionof (3.3.17)-(3.3.19) for A = 0 and _� = _X=X. When K 6= 0; it is given byX(t) =  K �p2 � t�p2 + t! 1p2 ; (3.3.51)Y (t) = sK��22 � t2�; (3.3.52)�(t) = ln K �p2 � t�p2 + t! 1p2 (3.3.53)



74 CHAPTER 3. SUPERSTRING COSMOLOGIESwhere the time oordinate has the ranges0 � t � �22 for K = +1; (3.3.54)t � �22 for K = �1: (3.3.55)The volume expansion is given byV (t) = XY 2 = �K� �p2 � t��p2+1p2 � �p2 + t�p2�1p2 ; (3.3.56)and its evolution is qualitatively the same as that of the sale fator Y (t).For K = 0 we haveX(t) = pX0 (X0st) �+p��p+4�; (3.3.57)Y (t) = 1X0 (X0st)��p+2���p+4�; (3.3.58)�(t) = 2��� p+ 4� ln (X0st): (3.3.59)For K = +1; the universe starts at a igar singularity with X = 1; Y = 0and terminates at a point singularity with X = Y = 0; [53℄. For K = �1; theuniverse either starts at t = �2=2 with a point singularity with the ensuingvolume expansion going to in�nity (with asymptoti value of X = 1 for t !1), or it starts with in�nite volume (with X taken to be equal to one at minusin�nity) and ollapses to a igar singularity.In order to write these solutions in the Einstein frame we need to hangethe sale fators X and Y; via the onformal transformation (3.3.25) togetherwith the time oordinate t into [16, 170℄~X = e��2X; (3.3.60)~Y = e��2 Y; (3.3.61)d~t = e��2 dt =  K �p2 � t�p2 + t! 12p2 dt: (3.3.62)The alulations for the K = 0 (Bianhi I) ase have been given in [57℄.



3.3. KANTOWSKI-SACHS STRING COSMOLOGIES 753.3.3 Vauum-dilaton-axion universes { elementary ansatzIn this subsetion we onsider the spae-dependent pseudosalar axion �eldh = h(x) alled an elementary ansatz. In the ase of Kantowski-Sahs metri(2.3.1) it means that h = h(r; �;  ). Using (3.3.10) this requires H123 =�1230e��0h = 0 and only the H0ij (i; j; k = 1; 2; 3) omponents of the axion�eld H an be non-zero. It seems that spae-dependent h should orrespond toa time-dependent pseudosalar axion potential B�� = B��(t) as it was shownfor Bianhi models in [20, 57℄. This relies on the fat of antisymmetry of the�eld strength H and requiresHijk = 0 and H0ij 6= 0: (3.3.63)We will show, however, that in our formulation B�� is not only the funtion oftime but also the funtion of spatial oordinates. This is due to the fat thatwe do not use orthonormal frames in this Setion 3.3 { the Kantowski-Sahsmetri (2.3.1) is written down in a holonomi (oordinate) frame.Assuming that h = h(x), the equation of motion (3.3.12) for the Kantowski-Sahs metri (2.3.1) reads1X2 �21h+ 1Y 2 �22h + 1Y 2S2(�)�23h + 1Y 2C(�)�2h = 0; (3.3.64)where C(�) = 8><>: ot � for K = +1;0 for K = 0;oth � for K = �1: (3.3.65)There are some onditions whih must be satis�ed if the Kantowski-Sahsgeometry is to admit axion �eld H into the �eld equations (3.1.18){(3.1.20).One is that the o�-diagonal omponents of H���H��� in (3.1.19) should vanishand we have the onditiongjjgmmHiomHjom = 0 (i 6= j;no sum); (3.3.66)whih means that only one of H012;H023; or H013 may be non-zero.



76 CHAPTER 3. SUPERSTRING COSMOLOGIESThe same ondition of vanishing o�-diagonal omponents of the H �eldan be expressed in terms of the pseudosalar axion h as followse2�gjk�ih�kh = 0 i 6= j(no sum over i and j): (3.3.67)This means that only one of the three �ih may be non-zero. The solutionsof the equation of motion (3.3.64) whih satisfy the ondition (3.3.67) are asfollows �1h = D = onst:; �2h = �3h = 0; (3.3.68)�3h = B = onst:; �1h = �2h = 0; (3.3.69)�2h = ES(�) ; �1h = �3h = 0; (3.3.70)with E onstant and S(�) given by (2.3.3).Suppose we hoose H012 6= 0. From the equation of motion (3.1.20) weobtain H012 = Be�XY 2S(�) ; (3.3.71)with B onstant, and S(�) given by (2.3.1), soH012 = �BXe�S(�) : (3.3.72)One an easily hek that the integrability ondition is ful�lled, sine �3H012 =0. However, (3.1.18) givesH2 � H���H��� = �6B2 e2�Y 2S2(�) (3.3.73)and there is expliit dependene on the spatial oordinate �, whih means thatthe ansatz H012 6= 0 is inonsistent with the geometries under onsideration.The next possibility is H013 6= 0. This means thatH013 = Ce�XY 2S(�) (3.3.74)



3.3. KANTOWSKI-SACHS STRING COSMOLOGIES 77and H013 = Ee�XS(�); (3.3.75)with E onstant. Then H2 = E2e2�Y 2 ; (3.3.76)whih depends only on time. However, in this ase we see that the integrabilityondition �2H013 = 0 is not ful�lled, so the hoie H013 6= 0 is also impossible.The last possibility is given byH023 = De�Y 2X S(�) = Y 4S2(�)H023; (3.3.77)where D is onstant. This time-integrability ondition �1H023 = 0 is ful�lledand H2 = 6D2 e2�X2 ; (3.3.78)whih depends only on the time oordinate, as required. Thus,H023 6= 0 (3.3.79)provides the only onsistent hoie. This naturally gives the spae dependeneof the antisymmetri tensor potentialB23 = B23(t; �) (3.3.80)beause H023 = �0B23 (due to the gauge transformation we an eliminate allthe omponents B0i [57℄), so B23 = DS(�) R Y 2X�1e�dt and B12 = B13 = 0.This also shows that H123 omponent of the axion �eld must vanish (H312 =�3B12 = 0;H231 = �2B13 = 0;H123 = �1B23(t; �) = 0. The �nal onlusion isthat our ansatz (3.3.77) is orret.The onlusion about B�� being both time and spae-dependent appar-ently ontradits the results of [20, 57℄ where spatial-dependene of the pseu-dosalar axion �eld h was assoiated to the time-dependene of axion poten-tial B�� . This di�erene appears here beause we worked in oordinate framesrather than in orthonormal frames of [20, 27℄. In general one an use oordinateframes in the alulations for Bianhi I model [57℄, but it did not really matter



78 CHAPTER 3. SUPERSTRING COSMOLOGIESbeause the basis forms in type I are just �1 = dx1; �2 = dx2; �3 = dx3; and donot involve any spatial dependene. One ould of ourse elaborate the problemin orthonormal frames [186℄ oming to the same onlusion as in the oordinateframes. The only quantity whih should be homogeneous (time-dependent) forhomogeneous geometry is the energy-momentum tensor expressible in termsof axion H or the pseudosalar axion �eld h (f. (3.1.18){(3.1.19)) whih isthe ase for our hoie (3.3.79).Using (3.3.77) and (3.3.78), the �eld equations (3.1.18) beome�XX + 2 �YY � �� = �D2e2�2X2 ; (3.3.81)�XX + 2 _XX _YY � _� _XX = 0; (3.3.82)K + _Y 2Y 2 + �YY + _XX _YY � _� _YY = �D2e2�2X2 : (3.3.83)The sum of (3.3.81) and (3.3.82) together with twie (3.3.83) gives2 �XX + 4 �YY + 2K + _Y 2Y 2 + 4 _XX _YY � ���  _XX + 2 _YY ! _�� 32D2e2�X2 = 0: (3.3.84)The equation (3.1.19) is�2 �XX � 4 �YY � 2K + _Y 2Y 2 � 4 _XX _YY + 2��� _�2 + 2 _XX + 2 _YY ! _�� 12D2e2�X2 = 0;(3.3.85)so from the sum of (3.3.82) and (3.3.83) we have��� _�2 +  _XX + 2 _YY ! _�� D2e2�X2 = 0: (3.3.86)Using the time oordinate (3.3.23) equation (3.3.86) beomes�;�� +D2Y 4 = 0: (3.3.87)



3.3. KANTOWSKI-SACHS STRING COSMOLOGIES 79Equations (3.3.81){(3.3.83) now beome�X;�X �;� + 2�Y;�Y �;� � 2Y;�Y �Y;�Y + 2X;�X �+ 2�;� �X;�X + 2Y;�Y �� 32�;�� � �2;� = 0; (3.3.88)�X;�X �;� = 0; (3.3.89)�Y;�Y �;� � 12�;�� +KX2Y 2e�2� = 0; (3.3.90)and (3.3.88) and (3.3.89) an be rewritten as(lnX);�� = 0; (3.3.91)�lnY 2e���;�� + 2KX2Y 2e�2� = 0: (3.3.92)The solution of (3.3.91) is X(�) = exp (r� + s); (3.3.93)with r and s onstants. For k = 0 it is also possible to solve (3.3.92) to obtainY (�) = exp f12 [�(�) +m� + n℄g; (3.3.94)withm and n onstants. Using (3.3.93){(3.3.94) we may solve (3.3.87){(3.3.90)for Y and � to give Y (�) = 2 14s bD hosh bp2�i� 12; (3.3.95)�(�) = �0 �m� � ln osh bp2� ; (3.3.96)with �0 onstant, and b2 = m(m+ 2r): (3.3.97)Using (3.3.23) we have �(t) = A+ ln t 1r+m ; (3.3.98)



80 CHAPTER 3. SUPERSTRING COSMOLOGIESwhere A = 1r +m �ln D(r +m)bp2 � s� �0�: (3.3.99)Finally, the solution of (3.3.87) { (3.3.90) in terms of the osmi time t in thestring frame is given byX(t) = t rr+m ; (3.3.100)Y (t) = 2 14s bD �t0tw + 1t0 t�w�� 12; (3.3.101)e�(t) = e�mat� mr+m �t0tw + 1t0 t�w��1; (3.3.102)where t0 = exp bp2A and w = bp2=(r +m) are onstants.This is an axisymmetri subase of the Bianhi type I axion-dilaton solu-tion [57℄.Some speial solutions for the K 6= 0 ases an be given by solving (3.3.87)for Y ; that is, by taking Y 2 = 1D (��;�� ) 12; (3.3.103)and substituting into (3.3.90), to obtainhln f(��;�� ) 12 D�1e��gi;�� + 2KD�1 (��;�� ) 12 e�2�(�)+2r�+2s = 0: (3.3.104)We now seek solutions of the form�(�) = �2 ln � + �� + �; (3.3.105)with �2; �; and � onstants. From the �eld equations (3.3.87) { (3.3.90) wehave X(�) = exp (r� + s); (3.3.106)�(�) = 12 ln � + r� + �; (3.3.107)Y (�) = � 2� 14D� 12 �� 12 ; (3.3.108)



3.3. KANTOWSKI-SACHS STRING COSMOLOGIES 81with the onstraint e2(��s) = � 4K3Dp2 ; (3.3.109)whih, beause D > 0, means that we take the plus sign for K = +1 and theminus sign for K = �1 universes. Using (3.3.23) and (3.3.106) { (3.3.108), wewrite t(�) = �D�1p2es���� 12 : (3.3.110)After deparametrisation, our solutions (3.3.106) { (3.3.108) giveX(t) / exp� rt2 + s�; (3.3.111)Y (t) / t; (3.3.112)�(t) / ln t+ onst:t2 : (3.3.113)3.3.4 Axion �eld in homogeneous osmologiesTo onlude, in this setion we have onsidered the ommon setor e�etivesuperstring equations for a Kantowski-Sahs bakground spaetime. We haveinluded the full bosoni spetrum of �elds, with the graviton g�� , dilaton �;and the axion H. We have onsidered two forms of ans�atze for the axion. Interms of the pseudosalar axion �eld h; they orrespond to a dependene of iton either the time or spae oordinates alone.For the time-dependent ase, h = h(t); we have found an exat parametrisolution of the �eld equations given in subsetion 3.3.2. In suh a ase theaxion �eld behaves e�etively as a sti�-uid distributed homogeneously overspae. These solutions were also disussed in the ontext of the salar-tensorosmologies by using slightly di�erent parametrization in [170℄.We also �nd that, for vanishing axion H = 0, there is a deparametrisedexat solution for _� = _X=X. We have disussed this solution in Setion 3.3.3.It appears to be the most interesting Kantowski-Sahs solution in whih oneould study the duality problem.For the spatially-dependent ase, h = h(r; �;  ); we �nd that there is onlyone possible form for the axion �eld in spatially homogeneous losed universes



82 CHAPTER 3. SUPERSTRING COSMOLOGIESof Kantowski-Sahs type. Its 3-form strength an have just one nonzero om-ponent, H023; whih distributes the �eld along the two spatial diretions onthe 2-sphere S2. This omponent depends both on time and spae and leadsto spae and time dependene of the only nonzero omponent of the tensorpotential, B23 = B23(t; �). This is expeted beause we are working in o-ordinate frames rather than in orthonormal frames [20, 27℄. In e�et, thereis an anisotropi stress in the universe. For suh a dilaton-axion anisotropiosmology we have written down the �eld equations and have found some newsolutions. In the zero-urvature ase we reover the axisymmetri Bianhi I so-lutions [57℄. These results provide, in partiular, a new type of losed universein string osmology.The fat that only one omponent of the axion �eld H under elementaryansatz (3.3.77) is admissible to Kantowski-Sahs geometry imposes a poten-tial onern for late-time isotropization of suh vauum-axion-dilaton models,whih seems to be one of the basi requirement to satisfy observational on-straint on the present-day isotropy of the universe [139℄. On the other hand,the axion �eld H is one of the `stringy' modes and, despite what one usuallydoes when talking about pre-big-bang senario (f. setion 3.2), it annotbe negleted in osmologial onsiderations. Of ourse the solitoni ansatz(3.3.16) puts no restritions on the late-time isotropization of the models andis fully aeptable { though not elementary (see the onsiderations for theEinstein-Maxwell equations in [35℄).3.4 Mixmaster string osmologies3.4.1 Bianhi IX homogeneous geometries { solitoni ansatzBianhi IX universe model or Mixmaster model is the most general of thehomogeneous models and it possesses SO(3) group of symmetry ating onspaes of homogeneity.It is well known that in the vauum BIX homogeneous osmology one ap-proahes the initial singularity haotially [30, 62, 63℄. An in�nite number ofosillations of the orthogonal sale fators ours in general on any �nite in-



3.4. MIXMASTER STRING COSMOLOGIES 83terval of proper time inluding the singularity at t = 0: These osillations arereated by the 3-urvature anisotropy of the spaetime and are intrinsiallygeneral relativisti in origin [11, 12℄. Physially, the propagation of homoge-neous gravitational waves alters the urvature of spaetime along the diretionof propagation, so that their non-linear bak-reation on the urvature reversesthe diretion of propagation.In the presene of a massless salar �eld (or sti� matter) the situationhanges. Only a �nite number of spaetime osillations an our before theevolution is hanged into a state in whih all diretions shrink monotoniallyto zero as the urvature singularity is reahed and the osillatory behaviourdisappears [29℄. In this setion we want to investigate the osillatory approahto singularity in BIX e�etive-ation homogeneous string osmologies withboth axion and dilaton �elds.Beause of a ompliated form of Bianhi IX metri in holonomi framesin this setion we will work in orthonormal frames [186℄ whih means thatin the �eld equations (3.1.18){(3.1.20) we replae Greek indies �; �; �; � byLatin ones i; j; k; l = 0; 1; 2; 3. Expliit relations between all the geometriquantities of the Bianhi IX models in oordinate (holonomi) frames versusorthonormal frames are given in Appendix A.Covariant derivatives in the �eld equations (3.1.18){(3.1.20) are formedwith respet to the Bianhi type IX metri whih, in the string frame, readsas [17℄ ds2 = dt2 � a2(t)(�1)2 � b2(t)(�2)2 � 2(t)(�3)2; (3.4.1)where the orthonormal forms �1; �2; �3 are given by�1 = os d� + sin sin �d'; (3.4.2)�2 = sin d� � os sin �d'; (3.4.3)�3 = d + os �d'; (3.4.4)and the angular oordinates  ; �; ' span the following ranges (ompare (2.3.99)in whih an axially-symmetri form of (3.4.1) was applied)0 �  � 4�; 0 � � � �; 0 � ' � 2�: (3.4.5)



84 CHAPTER 3. SUPERSTRING COSMOLOGIESIn the Einstein frame (f. (3.1.21)) the metri isd~s2 = d~t2 � ~a2(t)(�1)2 � ~b2(t)(�2)2 � ~2(t)(�3)2; (3.4.6)and d~t = e��2 dt; (3.4.7)~ai = e��2 ai; (3.4.8)where ~ai = f~a;~b; ~; g and ai = fa; b; g.The nonzero Rii tensor omponents in the orthonormal frame �i are (anoverdot means a derivative with respet to the synhronous oordinate timet) [30℄ �R00 = �aa + �bb + � ; (3.4.9)�R11 = �aa + _aa _bb + _aa _ � 12a2b22 ��b2 � 2�2 � a4�; (3.4.10)�R22 = �bb + _aa _bb + _bb _ � 12a2b22 ��a2 � 2�2 � b4�; (3.4.11)�R33 = � + _aa _ + _bb _ � 12a2b22 ��a2 � b2�2 � 4�; (3.4.12)and the Rii salar reads�R = 2�aa + 2�bb + 2� + 2 _aa _bb + 2 _aa _ + 2 _bb _� 12a2b22 ha4 + b4 + 4 � 2a2b2 � 2b22 � 2a22i : (3.4.13)Sine the model under onsideration is homogeneous the dilaton �eld an onlydepend on time and so we have (ompare Appendix A)r0r0� = ��; (3.4.14)riri� = _aiai _�; (3.4.15)r0�r0� = _�2: (3.4.16)



3.4. MIXMASTER STRING COSMOLOGIES 85As for the axion �eld, in a similar way as for Kantowski-Sahs models ofSetion 3.3, one should disuss possible appliation of both solitoni and ele-mentary ans�atze into Bianhi IX geometry. Let us start with solitoni ansatzwhih essentially requires spatial dependene of the antisymmetri tensor po-tential B�� = B��(x) and time dependene of the pseudosalar axion �eld h.If that is the ase, then the h-�eld equation of motion (in a oordinate frame{ see Appendix A) (3.3.12) reads as�h +  _aa + _bb + _! _h+ _� _h = 0; (3.4.17)whih implies that _h = �Ae��ab ; (3.4.18)so from (3.3.10) we have (�1; �2; �3 are oordinate frame indies { see AppendixA) H�1�2�3 = � Aa2b22sin� ; (3.4.19)or H�1�2�3 = Asin�; (3.4.20)and H2 = �6A2=a2b22. With the H �eld hosen as above the equation ofmotion (3.1.20) is easily ful�lled. There is also a trivial solution of (3.3.13),_h = 0, but it orresponds to a onstant torsion �eld.The ansatz (3.4.20) an be expressed in an orthonormal frame as follows[27, 57℄H = H123e1 ^ e2 ^ e3 = Aabe1 ^ e2 ^ e3 = A�1 ^ �2 ^ �3; (3.4.21)where A is onstant and ei = ai�i: (3.4.22)Sine (Hji )2 � HiklHjkl; (3.4.23)



86 CHAPTER 3. SUPERSTRING COSMOLOGIESand H2 � HiklHikl; (3.4.24)we have (H00 )2 = 0; (3.4.25)(H11 )2 = (H22 )2 = (H33 )2 = �2 A2a2b22 ; (3.4.26)H2 = �6 A2a2b22 : (3.4.27)Let us introdue now the speial ase of axial symmetry a = b for whihthe orthonormal forms (3.4.2){(3.4.4) are given by (ompare (2.3.99) [35℄�1 = d�; (3.4.28)�2 = sin �d'; (3.4.29)�3 = d + os �d'; (3.4.30)Now we hek a possible validity of the elementary ansatz into the BianhiIX geometry.For the time-independent pseudosalar axion �eld h = h(x) (time-dependentantisymmetri tensor potential B�� = B��(t)) the equation of motion (3.3.12)reads ����h + ������h = 0; (3.4.31)whih for the metri (3.4.1) reads asg�1�1�2�1h+ g�2�2�2�2h + g�3�3�2�3h+ g�1�3��1��3h + g�2�2 ot ���2h = 0: (3.4.32)For simpliity, let us introdue(H��)2 = H���H��� = �2e2� �Æ��g�" � Æ��g�"� �"h��h; (3.4.33)H2 = H���H��� : (3.4.34)The non-zero omponents of these quantities (the energy-momentum tensor)whih are used in the �eld equations (3.1.18){(3.1.20) for the metri ompo-



3.4. MIXMASTER STRING COSMOLOGIES 87nents (A.27) are given by(H�0�0 )2 = �2e2� �g�1�1��1h��1h+ 2g�1�3��1h��3h+ g�2�2��2h��2h + g�3�3��3h��3h�; (3.4.35)(H�1�1 )2 = �2e2� �g�1�3��1h��3h+ g�2�2��2h��2h+ g�3�3��3h��3h�; (3.4.36)(H�2�2 )2 = �2e2� �g�1�1��1h��1h+ 2g�1�3��1h��3h + g�3�3��3h��3h� ; (3.4.37)(H�3�3 )2 = �2e2� �g�1�1��1h��1h+ g�1�3��1h��3h+ g�2�2��2h��2h�; (3.4.38)(H�1�3 )2 = 2e2� �g�1�1��1h��3h + g�1�3��3h��3h�; (3.4.39)andH2 = �6e2� �g�1�1��1h��1h+ 2g�1�3��1h��3h+ g�2�2��2h��2h + g�3�3��3h��3h� : (3.4.40)With the hoie��3h = E sin � 6= 0; ��1h = ��2h = 0; (3.4.41)the �eld equations remain homogeneous and(H�0�0 )2 = (H�1�1 )2 = (H�2�2 )2 = 2E2e2�a2 ; (3.4.42)(H�3�3 )2 = 0; (3.4.43)(H�1�3 )2 = 2E2e2�a2 os �; (3.4.44)H2 = 6E2e2�a2 : (3.4.45)The equation of motion (3.4.32) beomesg�3�3�'(E sin �) = 0; (3.4.46)and it is satis�ed. Finally, from (3.3.10), we haveH�0�1�2 = Ee�a2 ; (3.4.47)H�0�1�2 = Ee�; (3.4.48)



88 CHAPTER 3. SUPERSTRING COSMOLOGIESand H2 = 6Ee2�=a2. This obeys the axion equation of motion (3.1.20) butis in ontradition with the axisymmetry ondition for the Rii omponents(A.37) sine R22 = R33 there while (H�3�3 )2 = 0 and (H�2�2 )2 6= 0 here.A possible ansatz whih would ful�l the axisymmetry ondition would be��1h = Ba(t) sin �qa(t)2 sin2 � + (t)2 os2 � ; (3.4.49)but it leads to both time and spae dependenes of the pseudosalar axion�eld, h = h(t;  ; �), and does not ful�l the equation of motion (3.3.12) (nor(3.4.32) whih is obtained for h = h(x)).One ould also try to add��2h = D = onst:; (3.4.50)to the nonzero omponent (3.4.49), but again this does not ful�l the equation(3.4.32).The �nal onlusion is that one is not able to impose the axion �eld evenin axisymmetri BIX models despite the fat that there is a distinguished di-retion in the model (whih is di�erent from eletromagneti �eld ase { see[35℄). The reason seems to be that even in the axisymmetri ase there is stillSO(3) symmetry group present and we are only adding an additional symme-try SO(2) whih does not anel the former one, giving the total symmetrySO(3)N SO(2) rather than just SO(2).Beause of that in the whole Setion 3.4 devoted to Bianhi IX models, wewill only use solitoni ansatz (3.4.21).3.4.2 Osillatory approah to a singularityThe ansatz (3.4.21) is, in fat, equivalent to the inlusion of a time-dependentpseudosalar axion �eld h = h(t) [57℄ as in subsetion 3.3.1. We are goingto investigate the possible emergene of haos in suh models. Using (3.4.9){(3.4.16) and (3.4.25){(3.4.27) the �eld equations (3.1.18) in the string frame



3.4. MIXMASTER STRING COSMOLOGIES 89read (� = d=dt) �aa + �bb + � � �� = 0; (3.4.51)�aa + _aa _bb + _aa _ � _aa _�� 12a2b22 ��b2 � 2�2 � a4�� 12 A2a2b22 = 0; (3.4.52)�bb + _aa _bb + _bb _ � _bb _�� 12a2b22 ��a2 � 2�2 � b4�� 12 A2a2b22 = 0; (3.4.53)� + _aa _ + _bb _ � _ _�� 12a2b22 ��a2 � b2�2 � 4�� 12 A2a2b22 = 0: (3.4.54)Now (3.1.19), with the help of (3.4.51), gives [27℄�2 _aa _bb + _aa _ + _bb _!+ 2 _� _aa + _bb + _!� _�2+ 12a2b22 ha4 + b4 + 4 � 2a2b2 � 2a22 � 2b22i+ 12 A2a2b22 = 0: (3.4.55)Using (3.4.55), together with the sum of (3.4.52){(3.4.54), we have the dilatonequation of motion��� ( _�)2 +  _aa + _bb + _! _�� A2a2b22 = 0: (3.4.56)In the Einstein frame, the �eld equations (3.1.23) beome [57℄ (0 = d=d~t)�~a00~a � ~b00~b � ~00~ = 12�02 + 12A2 e�2�~a2~b2~2 ; (3.4.57)~a00~a + ~a0~a ~b0~b + ~a0~a ~0~ = 12~a2~b2~2 ��~b2 � ~2�2 � ~a4�; (3.4.58)~b00~b + ~a0~a ~b0~b + ~b0~ ~0~ = 12~a2~b2~2 ��~a2 � ~2�2 � ~b4�; (3.4.59)~00~ + ~0~ ~b0~b + ~a0~a ~0~ = 12~a2~b2~2 ��~a2 � ~b2�2 � ~4�; (3.4.60)



90 CHAPTER 3. SUPERSTRING COSMOLOGIESand (3.1.24) now beomes�00 + �0 ~a0~a + ~b0~b + ~0~ ! = A2 e�2�~a2~b2~2 : (3.4.61)A new time oordinate is introdued to simplify the �eld equations byde�ning [27, 57℄ d� = e�abdt = 1~a~b~d~t: (3.4.62)First, notie that the string-frame equation (3.4.56) then simpli�es to�;�� �A2e�2� = 0; (3.4.63)where (: : :);� = d(: : :)=d�. The Einstein-frame (3.4.61), with the time oordi-nate ~t; gives the same result, (3.4.63). The solution of (3.4.63) ise� = osh �M� +s1� A2�2M2 sinh �M�; (3.4.64)with M;� onstant (�2M2 > A2). A useful relation, implied by (3.4.64) is�;�� + �2;� = �2M2: (3.4.65)Let us introdue new forms for the sale fatorsa = e� b = e�  = e ; (3.4.66)and ~a = e~� ~b = e~� ~ = e~ ; (3.4.67)so, from (3.4.8)~� = �� �=2 ~� = � � �=2 ~ =  � �=2; (3.4.68)and dt = exp (�=2)d~t in (3.4.62). The �eld equations (3.4.51){(3.4.54) in thestring frame take the form(� + � + );�� �M2 = 2 (�;��;� + �;�;� + �;�;�)



3.4. MIXMASTER STRING COSMOLOGIES 91� 2 (�;� + �0� + ;�)�0�; (3.4.69)2e2��;�� = �b2 � 2�2 � a4 +A2; (3.4.70)2e2��;�� = �a2 � 2�2 � b4 +A2; (3.4.71)2e2�;�� = �a2 � b2�2 � 4 +A2: (3.4.72)The equations (3.4.70){(3.4.72), using (3.4.63), an be rewritten to give(��+ 2�);�� = ��b2 � 2�2 � a4� e�2�; (3.4.73)(��+ 2�);�� = ��a2 � 2�2 � b4� e�2�; (3.4.74)(��+ 2);�� = ��a2 � b2�2 � 4� e�2�: (3.4.75)Notie that there is no expliit dependene of the axion, A, in these equations(3.4.73){(3.4.75).On the other hand, using (3.4.62), (3.4.57){(3.4.60) in the Einstein frameredue to 2�~�;� ~�;� + ~�;�~;� + ~�;�~;�� = �~�+ ~� + ~�;�� + 12M2; (3.4.76)2~�;�� = �~b2 � ~2�2 � ~a4; (3.4.77)2 ~�;�� = �~a2 � ~2�2 � ~b4; (3.4.78)2~;�� = �~a2 � ~b2�2 � ~4: (3.4.79)These equations (exept for the onstant M whih appears in (3.4.76)) haveexatly the same form as the standard BIX equations of general relativity [30℄.Equations (3.4.76){(3.4.79) an be expliitly transformed into (3.4.73){(3.4.75)by using (3.4.66){(3.4.68).In order to disuss possible emergene of haos we onsider suitable initialonditions expressed in terms of the Kasner parameters.



92 CHAPTER 3. SUPERSTRING COSMOLOGIESEinstein FrameThe Kasner solutions are obtained as approximate solutions of the equa-tions (3.4.57){(3.4.60) when the right-hand sides (desribing the urvatureanisotropies) are negleted. In the Einstein frame, in terms of ~t-time, they are~a = ~a0~t~p1 ;~b = ~b0~t~p2 ; (3.4.80)~ = ~0~t~p3 ;while (A2 � ~�2M2) � = ln ~d0 + M~� ln j~tj; (3.4.81)for A = 0, and� = ln ~d0 + ln2412 0�1 +s1� A2~�M21A j~tjM~� + 12 0�1�s1� A2~�M21A j~tj�M~� 35;(3.4.82)for A 6= 0, where ~� = ~a0~b0~0; ~d0 = onst: (3.4.83)From (3.4.58){(3.4.60), irrespetive to the presene of the axion term A,we have the following algebrai onditions on the Kasner indies, ~pi :3Xi=1 ~pi = 1; (3.4.84)and, from (3.4.57), 3Xi=1 ~p2i = 1� M22 ~�2 ; (3.4.85)whih is exatly the ase onsidered �rst by Belinskii and Khalatnikov [29℄ anddesribes general relativity minimally oupled to a salar �eld, or, alternativelygeneral reltivity with sti�-uid soure.



3.4. MIXMASTER STRING COSMOLOGIES 93In terms of �-time from (3.4.77){(3.4.79)~� = ~�~p1� + ~r1;~� = ~�~p2� + ~r2; (3.4.86)~ = ~�~p3� + ~r3;and the onstraint equation (3.4.76) beomes~p1~p2 + ~p1~p3 + ~p2~p3 = 14M2~�2 : (3.4.87)This onstraint is equivalent to the onstraints (3.4.84){(3.4.85). In order toget (3.4.80) from (3.4.86) we need to use (3.4.62) to relate ~t-time with �-time,i.e., � = ~��1 ln ~t+ onst: (3.4.88)When we approah singularity � ! �1 (~t ! 0) we annot neglet allthe terms on the right-hand side of (3.4.77){(3.4.79) sine one of the Kasnerindies in (3.4.87) an be negative. We assume ~p1 � �j~p1j < 0, whih meansthat ~a(�) � ~b(�) � ~(�), so (3.4.76){(3.4.79) are approximated by~�;�� = �12e4~�;~�0�� = 12e4~�; (3.4.89)~0�� = 12e4~�:Far away from singularity the approximate axisymmetri Kasner regimeis ful�lled, but it is broken by the ~a2 term when we approah singularity, soKasner solutions (3.4.86) will apply for � !1 (~t!1); suitable solutions of(3.4.89) whih ful�l (3.4.86) are~�(�) = �12 ln" 12j~p1j~� osh ��2j~p1j~���#;~�(�) = 12 ln" 12j~p1j~� osh ��2j~p1j~���#+ ~� (�j~p1j+ ~p2) �; (3.4.90)



94 CHAPTER 3. SUPERSTRING COSMOLOGIES~(�) = 12 ln" 12j~p1j~� osh ��2j~p1j~���#+ ~� (�j~p1j+ ~p3) �:This hoie neessarily requires ~p1 < 0 and of ourse, one has the samesolutions for ~p1 > 0, but in suh a ase our initial onditions would have to betaken at � ! 1 rather than at � ! �1. It does not hange the physis ofthe problem and was assumed in [114, 123℄, but we prefer to follow the spiritof [30℄.In the limit � ! �1 (~t! 0) from (3.4.90) we have~�(�) = ~�j~p1j� = �~�~p1�;~�(�) = ~� (~p2 � 2j~p1j) � = ~� (~p2 + 2~p1) �; (3.4.91)~(�) = ~� (~p2 � 2j~p1j) � = ~� (~p3 + 2~p1) �;whih means that one Kasner epoh (3.4.86) with indies ~pi is replaed byanother Kasner epoh with indies given by (3.4.91). By virtue of (3.4.62)� = ~�0�1 ln ~t+ onst:; (3.4.92)and ~a = ~a00~t~p01 ;~b = ~b00~t~p02 ; (3.4.93)~ = ~00~t~p03 ;where ~p01 = � j~p1j1� 2j~p1j = ~p11 + 2~p1 ;~p02 = ~p2 � 2j~p1j1� 2j~p1j = ~p2 + 2~p11 + 2~p1 ; (3.4.94)~p03 = ~p3 � 2j~p1j1 + 2~p1 = ~p3 + 2~p11 + 2~p1 ;and ~�0~t = ~a~b~ ~d; ~�0~� = 1 + 2~p1;



3.4. MIXMASTER STRING COSMOLOGIES 953Xi=1 ~p0i = 1; 3Xi=1 ~p02i = 1� 12 M2~�02 : (3.4.95)As we an see from (3.4.95), the axion does not really inuene these asymp-toti solutions.One an easily show that�r23 � M~�p2 � r23 (3.4.96)and, after ordering the Kasner indies by ~p1 � ~p2 � ~p3, we require�1=3 � ~p1 � 1=3;0 � ~p2 � 2=3; (3.4.97)1=3 � ~p3 � 1:This means that, unlike the vauum ase, all the Kasner indies an be pos-itive and, as in the analysis of [29℄, the �nal situation is that the universeinevitably reahes a monotoni stage of evolution towards singularity (see alsothe disussion of Setion 3.4.4). This follows sine the terms of the typee4~�; e4~� ; e4~ derease if � ! �1 (t ! 0), and they do not allow a transitioninto another Kasner epoh to take plae. This is just monotoni evolutionlike in isotropi Friedman ase. By means of (3.4.80) and (3.4.82), whih leadto the same relations between the Kasner indies (3.4.84){(3.4.85), one anextend this onlusion into the axion-dilaton osmology. The presene of theaxion �eld annot hange the fate of the universe near to a singularity andthe universe �nally reahes a monotoni stage of evolution with all three salefators tending to zero as t ! 0. Thus, there is no haos in BIX homoge-neous string osmology in the Einstein frame. Finally, we note that there isan isotropi Friedmann limit here, provided all the Kasner indies are equalwith ~p1 = ~p2 = ~p3 = 1=3.String FrameFor the string frame we an follow the disussion given in [114℄ (see also[24, 123℄).



96 CHAPTER 3. SUPERSTRING COSMOLOGIESIn terms of t-time, Kasner solutions of the system (3.4.51){(3.4.54), forA = 0, are given by a = a0tp1 ;b = b0tp2 ; (3.4.98) = 0tp3 ;e�� = d0tp4 ;or, alternatively, the last of these onditions (3.4.98) reads as�(t) = � lnd0 � p4 ln jtj; and p4 = �M: (3.4.99)After putting (3.4.98) into (3.4.56) we havep4 = 1� 3Xi=1 pi; (3.4.100)and from (3.4.51) we have 3Xi=1 p2i = 1; (3.4.101)so (3.4.99) an be rewritten to give�(t) = � lnd0 + ( 3Xi=1 pi � 1) ln t: (3.4.102)The last ondition means, for instane, that the hoie pi = (�1=3; 2=3; 2=3)gives P pi = 1 and leads to a vanishing or onstant dilaton (M = 0), i.e., togeneral relativity. (Other permutations of the three pi with the signs hangedare allowed). Thus, the di�erene between general relativity and string theorydepends on the "fourth Kasner index" p4 = �M .Now, from (3.4.73){(3.4.75) (one an see that �pi = 2~�~pi here)� = �=2 + �(p1=2)� + r1=2 = �=2 + ~�~p1� + ~r1;� = �=2 + �(p2=2)� + r2=2 = �=2 + ~�~p2� + ~r2; (3.4.103) = �=2 + �(p3=2)� + r3=2 = �=2 + ~�~p3� + ~r3;



3.4. MIXMASTER STRING COSMOLOGIES 97and from (3.4.69) p1p2 + p1p3 + p2p3 = M2�2 : (3.4.104)The ondition (3.4.104), in fat, an be obtained from (3.4.100){(3.4.101).In order to get (3.4.98) we need to use (3.4.62), i.e.,� = ��1 ln t+ onst:; � = a0b00d0: (3.4.105)From the onditions (3.4.100){(3.4.101) on the pi, we have neessarily that[29℄ �1�p3 �M � �1 +p3: (3.4.106)However, the domain of M given by (3.4.106) overs the whole duality-relatedregion sine in the ase of a Kasner regime the duality symmetry (f. subse-tion 3.4.3) simply means that we hangep1 ! �p1; p2 ! �p2; p3 ! �p3; M !M � p1 � p2 � p3 = �(M + 2):(3.4.107)Having given (3.4.107), we an delineate the two duality-related domains ofKasner indies as follows:�1�p3 �M � �1; � 1p3 � p1 � r23 ; �23 � p2 � 12r23 ; �1 � p3 � �12r23 ;(3.4.108)and�1 �M � �1 +p3; �r23 � p1 � 1p3 ; �12r23 � p2 � 23 ; 12r23 � p3 � 1:(3.4.109)Of ourse, for�1�p3 �M � �1; the indies are ordered so that p3 � p2 � p1;while, for �1 �M � �1 +p3; they are ordered as p1 � p2 � p3.From (3.4.108){(3.4.109), we an draw some interesting onlusions. First,that the vauum general relativity ase M = 0 (with �1=3 � p1 � 0; 0 �p2 � 2=3; 2=3 � p3 � 1) is dual to the ase M = �2 (with �1 � p1 ��2=3;�2=3 � p2 � 0; 0 � p3 � 1=3), while the ase M = �1 is 'self-dual' inM giving M = �1 again, although the p0is hange. Seond, the M = �1 plane



98 CHAPTER 3. SUPERSTRING COSMOLOGIESis the dividing plane for the duality-related range of the parameters whih arede�ned by �r23 � p1 � �12r23 ;�12r23 � p2 � 12r23 ;12r23 � p3 � r23 :The isotropi Friedmann solution is given when we hoose M = �1 +p3; p1 = p2 = p3 = 1=p3, while its dual with M = �1 � p3; p1 = p2 =p3 = �1=p3 does not appear in the vauum general relativity ase. Thisshows that one an generally have two di�erent types of hange in the Kasnerindies, and in M (e�etively, a fourth Kasner index). There are osillationsas in general relativisti vauum or sti� uid ases [29, 30℄, but there are alsoduality-related exhanges of indies. We will disuss some points related toduality that refer to the work of [207, 208℄.There are eight possible permutations of the Kasner indies in whih someare equal to �1=p3 or 1=p3, with suitable M . These are the �rst two quadru-ples (p1; p2; p3;M) = (1=p3; 1=p3; 1=p3;�1+p3); (�1=p3;�1=p3;�1=p3;�1�p3), plus another three pairs with (�1=p3; 1=p3; 1=p3;�1+(p3=3)); (1=p3;� 1=p3;�1=p3;�1 � (p3=3)) and the permutations whih are dual to eahother. One an easily show that these last three pairs of ases are dualityrelated and desribe exatly the transitions from one Kasner epoh to an-other given by (3.4.107). Another interesting set of 'self-dual' (M = �1)ombinations whih desribe LRS (Loally Rotationally Symmetri) Kasnersolutions are given by (p2=3;�1=p6;�1=p6;�1); (�p2=3; 1=p6; 1=p6;�1)and their permutations. Other interesting duality-related ombinations are(�1=3; 2=3; 2=3; 0), (1=3;�2=3;�2=3;�2) and (0; 1=p2;�1=p2;�1); (0;�1=p2;1=p2;�1). The last two give the so-alled Taub points (at Minkowski spae-time) [207, 208℄.The question arises whether the hanges of the Kasner indies (haoti and



3.4. MIXMASTER STRING COSMOLOGIES 99duality-related) have something in ommon. In order to answer this questionone should try to �nd a suitable parametrization of the Kasner indies ana-logous to the one given in [29℄ for the sti�-uid ase. We have heked thatsuh a parametrization does not over the right range of the indies given by(3.4.108) unless we multiply p1 by p3. After some searhing, we have foundthe following parametrization of the indies whih has advantages whih wewill explain in due ourse.The u-parametrization we use is de�ned as follows�p1 = 2u1 + u2 ; (3.4.110)�p2 = 12 11 + u2 h(1 +M)(1 + u2)� 2u+ P+(M;u)i;�p3 = 12 11 + u2 h(1 +M)(1 + u2)� 2u� P+(M;u)i;where u is onstant andP+(M;u) = q(1� 2M �M2) (1 + u2)2 + 4u (M + 1) (1 + u2)� 12u2;(3.4.111)and to ahieve p1 < 0 we need u < 0. Alternatively, we havep1 = � 2u1 + u2 ; (3.4.112)p2 = 12 11 + u2 h(1 +M)(1 + u2) + 2u+ P�(M;u)i;p3 = 12 11 + u2 h(1 +M)(1 + u2) + 2u� P�(M;u)i;whereP�(M;u) = q(1� 2M �M2) (1 + u2)2 � 4u (M + 1) (1 + u2)� 12u2;(3.4.113)and for p1 < 0 we need u > 0. These are very general transformations thatinlude all duality-related ases (3.4.108){(3.4.109) and the vauum generalrelativity ase when M = 0. In the general relativity ase (M = 0) theseparametrizations an be written down in terms of the one suggested in [207,



100 CHAPTER 3. SUPERSTRING COSMOLOGIES208℄ with p1 = (1=3)(1�2 os  ); p2;3 = (1=3)(1+os  �sin ) with a suitablehoie of os = (1=2)(u2 � 6u + 1)(u2 + 1) in our ase.There are many possible transformations of the general homographi typeu ! (au + b)=(u + d) or some more general types related to Pad�e or otherrational approximants [8℄ whih may be useful in the disussion of Mixmasterosillations. First, notie that the transformation of the typeu! 1u; (3.4.114)gives �pi(M; 1=u) = �pi(M;u); (3.4.115)pi(M; 1=u) = pi(M;u);where i = 1; 2; 3, unless we take negative value of the root of P� after applyingthe transformation. On the other hand usingu! �1u; (3.4.116)hanges parametrization (3.4.110) into (3.4.112), i.e.,�pi(M;�1=u) = pi(M;u) = ��pi(M;u); (3.4.117)pi(M;�1=u) = �pi(M;u) = �pi(M;u): (3.4.118)Seond, one an onsider the transformationu! �u; (3.4.119)whih results in the same rules as (3.4.115). However, this transformation isnot enough to desribe duality relations between the onsidered solutions. Asone an see, the duality-reeting transformations should be of the typeu! �u; M ! �(M + 2); (3.4.120)or, alternatively u! �1u; M ! �(M + 2): (3.4.121)



3.4. MIXMASTER STRING COSMOLOGIES 101From (3.4.120) and (3.4.121) we see thatP�(�M � 2;�u) = P�(�M � 2;�1=u) = P�(M;u); (3.4.122)and �p1(�u) = ��p1(u); (3.4.123)�p2(�M � 2;�u) = ��p3(M;u);�p3(�M � 2;�u) = ��p2(M;u);similarly, p1(�u) = �p1(u); (3.4.124)p2(�M � 2;�u) = �p3(M;u);p3(�M � 2;�u) = �p2(M;u):We notie that the duality in (3.4.123){(3.4.124) would entail the exhange ofthe Kasner indies p2 and p3.If we assume that a � b �  in (3.4.73){(3.4.74) then we obtain thefollowing set of approximating equations (for A = 0)�;�� = �12e4�e�2�M�;�;�� = 12e4�e�2�M�; (3.4.125);�� = 12e4�e�2�M�;�;�� = 0;together with the onstraint (3.4.69). The Kasner solutions in terms of �-timeare given by �(�) = �p1� + onst:;�(�) = �p2� + onst:;(�) = �p3� + onst:; (3.4.126)�(�) = �M� + onst:



102 CHAPTER 3. SUPERSTRING COSMOLOGIESHowever, these solutions are not diretly obtained by using the relations(3.4.68) between the Einstein frame and string-frame sale fators. This isvery important in the ase when the axion �eld is taken into aount and willbe disussed below.The solutions of equations (3.4.125) whih ful�l the above onditions,(3.4.126), in the limit � ! 1 (t ! 1, i.e., far away from singularity), pro-vided p1 = �jp1j < 0 and 2p1 �M = �2jp1j �M < 0, an be hosen tobe �(�) = �12 ln� 1�(2p1 �M) osh �(2p1 �M)��+ 12�M�;�(�) = 12 ln� 1�(2p1 �M) osh �(2p1 �M)��+ (p1 + p2 �M) �� + 12�M�; (3.4.127)(�) = 12 ln� 1�(2p1 �M) osh �(2p1 �M)��+ (p1 + p3 �M) �� + 12�M�:In the limit � ! �1 (t ! 0, i.e., on the approah of singularity) theyapproah the following asymptoti forms (notie that if we assume p1 < 0and 2p1 �M < 0, then p1 �M < 0, provided M > 0, whih means we havehanged expansion of a(�) into ontration)�(�) � ��(p1 �M)�;�(�) � �(p2 + 2p1 �M)�; (3.4.128)(�) � �(p3 + 2p1 �M)�;�(�) � �M�:One an hek the solutions (3.4.127) by putting them into the onstraint(3.4.69) in order to reover the ondition (3.4.104), as expeted.Now, we an express the sale fators in terms of the new Kasner parame-



3.4. MIXMASTER STRING COSMOLOGIES 103ters a = a00tp01 ;b = b00tp02 ; (3.4.129) = 00tp03 ;e�� = d00tp04 ;where p01 = � p1 �M1 + 2p1 �M ;p02 = p2 + 2p1 �M1 + 2p1 �M ;p03 = p3 + 2p1 �M1 + 2p1 �M ; (3.4.130)p04 = �M1 + 2p1 �M = �M 0;and �0 = a00b0000d00;� = (�0)�1 ln t+ onst:; (3.4.131)�0 = (1 + 2p1 �M)�:If we take the axion �eld into aount (A 6= 0) and assume that a� b� in (3.4.73){(3.4.75)), then we obtain�;�� = 12 �A2 � e4�� e�2�;�;�� = 12 �A2 + e4�� e�2�;;�� = 12 �A2 + e4�� e�2�; (3.4.132)�;�� = A2e�2�;with �(�) given by (3.4.99). Notie that, if M > 0, then the term e�2�inreases for � ! �1. If, in turn, p1 < 0, M > 0, and 2p1 �M > 0, then the



104 CHAPTER 3. SUPERSTRING COSMOLOGIESterm e2(2p1�M)� dereases for � ! �1 and the whole piture is dominatedby the axion term 1=2A2e�2�. It follows that the �eld equations beomeisotropi �;�� = �;�� = 0�� = 1=2�;�� = 1=2A2e�2�. The onlusion is thataxion isotropizes the model and haos is impossible in suh a ase. It seemsthat the elementary ansatz (see subsetion 3.4.1) would allow haos, but it isnot admitted by the BIX geometry. The Kasner solutions in terms of �-timeare now given by (ompare (3.4.68))�(�) = �2 (p1 +M) � + onst: � �q1� + onst:;�(�) = �2 (p2 +M) � + onst: � �q1� + onst:;(�) = �2 (p3 +M) � + onst: � �q1� + onst:; (3.4.133)�(�) = �M� + onst:The solutions whih ful�ll the above initial onditions (3.4.133) for � !1(p1 < 0) are�(�) = �12 ln� 1p1 osh p1��+ 12�(�); (3.4.134)�(�) = 12 ln� 1p1 osh p1��+ 12 (p1 + p2) � + 12�(�); (3.4.135)(�) = 12 ln� 1p1 osh p1��+ 12 (p1 + p3) � + 12�(�); (3.4.136)�(�) = ln24oshM� +s1� A2M2 sinhM�35; (3.4.137)or, alternatively�(�) = �12 ln� 12q1 �M osh (2q1 �M)��+ 12�(�); (3.4.138)�(�) = 12 ln� 12q1 �M osh (2q1 �M)��



3.4. MIXMASTER STRING COSMOLOGIES 105+ (q1 + q2 �M) � + 12�(�); (3.4.139)(�) = 12 ln� 12q1 �M osh (2q1 �M)��+ (q1 + q3 �M) � + 12�(�); (3.4.140)with �(�) unhanged.One an easily hek by putting these solutions into the onstraint (3.4.69),that the ondition (3.4.104) is ful�lled, whih in turn ensures that the ondi-tions (3.4.100){(3.4.101) are ful�lled. In partiular, note that, for (3.4.138){(3.4.140), we need to replae p0is by q0is. In the limit � ! �1, (that is t! 0),they approah the following forms�(�) � ��2 (p1 �M)�;�(�) � �2 (p2 + 2p1 �M)�;(�) � �2 (p3 + 2p1 �M)�; (3.4.141)�(�) � ��2M�;or �(�) � ��(q1 �M)�;�(�) � �(q2 + 2q1 �M)�;(�) � �(q3 + 2p1 �M)�; (3.4.142)�(�) � ��M�:Having given the onditions (3.4.100){(3.4.101), one an express the indiesp2 and p3 by using p1 and M , i.e.,p2;3 = 12 �(M + 1� p1)�q�3p21 + 2p1 (M + 1) + 1�M (M + 2)�:(3.4.143)Sine the expression under the square root should be nonnegative, one anextrat the restrition (3.4.106) on the permissible values of M . However,



106 CHAPTER 3. SUPERSTRING COSMOLOGIESwe are interested in knowing whether the urvature terms on the right-handside of the �eld equations (3.4.73){(3.4.75) really inrease as � ! �1 (t! 0).This would require either a4e�2�; b4e�2�, or 4e�2� to inrease if the transitionto another Kasner epoh is to our [114, 123℄. Sinea4e�2� / t(2p1�M) = t(1+p1�p2�p3);b4e�2� / t(2p2�M) = t(1+p2�p3�p1); (3.4.144)4e�2� / t(2p3�M) = t(1+p3�p1�p2);we need one of the following three onditions to be ful�lled (remember thatwe have assumed p1 < 0;M > 0):2p1 �M = 1 + p1 � p2 � p3 < 0;2p2 �M = 1 + p2 � p3 � p1 < 0; (3.4.145)2p3 �M = 1 + p3 � p1 � p2 < 0:The three onditions (3.4.145), with the help of (3.4.143), are equivalent top1 < M2 ; (3.4.146)�3p21 + 2p1 (M + 1) + 1�M (M + 2) > 0: (3.4.147)The last of these onditions, (3.4.147), provides bounds on the possible valuesof M if a transition is to our:�2 �M � 23 : (3.4.148)Now, we see that the regions where the Friedmann isotropi limit is possible(all the Kasner indies equal { this happens for M = �1 � p3 and M =�1 + p3) are exluded. One an always �nd the range of the indies for atransition from one Kasner epoh to another to our in the string frame.Instead of expressing the onditions for Kasner-type transitions in termsof p1 and M , we an follow the pattern of [114℄ and write them in terms of p1and p2. From the onditions (3.4.100){(3.4.101), we an writep3 = M + 1� p1 � p2; (3.4.149)M = p1 + p2 � 1�q1� p21 � p22; (3.4.150)



3.4. MIXMASTER STRING COSMOLOGIES 107where the plus sign is for M > �1; p3 > 0 and minus sign for M < �1; p3 < 0.So, p1 and p2 must be suh that (M real)1� p21 � p22 � 0; (3.4.151)and one of the three onditions (3.4.145) must be ful�lled, i.e., eitherp21 + p22 � p1p2 + p1 � p2 < 0;p21 + p22 � p1p2 � p1 + p2 < 0; (3.4.152)p21 + p22 + p1p2 � p1 � p2 > 0;for p3 > 0, or p21 + p22 � p1p2 + p1 � p2 < 0;p21 + p22 � p1p2 � p1 + p2 < 0; (3.4.153)p21 + p22 + p1p2 + p1 + p2 > 0;for p3 < 0.The plot of these onditions is given in Fig. 3.2.In summary, we have been able to determine the range of values thatan be taken by the Kasner indies in the string frame and have proposeda parametrization whih desribes the evolution of these indies. Also, wehave determined the values of the Kasner indies (see Fig. 3.2) for whihthe spaetime osillations an really take plae. However, now we have todetermine whether the osillations an be stopped one they have started ast ! 0. Now let us disuss some relations between the Kasner indies andduality.3.4.3 Kasner-to-Kasner transitions and dualityThe lass of homogeneous solutions of the e�etive-ation equations (3.1.18){(3.1.20) of string osmology exhibit ontinuous global O(d; d) symmetry (d isthe number of spatial dimensions) whih is an example of T -duality within thestring theory [166, 168℄. It di�ers from S-duality or the SL(2; R) invarianeof superstring models mentioned already (see e.g. [58, 152℄). For the lass of
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Figure 3.2: The admissible regions for the transitions from one Kasner epoch to

another to begin in terms of two Kasner indices p1 and p2. The isotropic FRW (+)

and (–) points as given by (3.4.152)–(3.4.153) together with two neighbouring regions,

are excludedhomogeneous models under onsideration T -duality is globalO(3; 3) invarianeunder whih (�� is the so-alled shifted dilaton �eld)M!M0 = 
TM
; �� � �� lnpdetG! ��: (3.4.154)Here 
 is 6� 6 onstant matrix satisfying
T�
 = �; � =  0 11 0!; (3.4.155)and 1 is the 3� 3 identity matrix andM �  G�1 �G�1BBG�1 G�BG�1B!; (3.4.156)



3.4. MIXMASTER STRING COSMOLOGIES 109where G = (gij) and B = (Bij) are 3 � 3 matries. Any 6 � 6 onstantmatrix 
 obeying (3.4.155) generates new solutions M0 from the original setM. Notie that for full O(3; 3) symmetry both G and B have to be funtionsof time. This is espeially important for the antisymmetri tensor potentialBij whih is time-dependent and so leads to a spae-dependent pseudosalaraxion �eld, h (elementary ansatz). As we proved already in subsetion 3.4.1,the elementary ansatz is not ompatible with (even axisymmetri) Bianhitype IX geometry. Thus, beause of our solitoni ansatz (3.4.21), the fullO(d; d) symmetry is broken and it an only be reovered if the antisymmetritensor �eld Bij (or axion h) vanishes. If this happens, we an make a hoie
 = � and onsider the "sale fator duality" wherea02 ! 1a2 ;b02 ! 1b2 ; (3.4.157)02 ! 12 ;�0 ! �� 2 ln (ab):It is useful to de�ne the logarithm of an average sale fator �� and theso-alled shifted dilaton �� de�ned by [82, 102℄��i = 1p3 lnai; (3.4.158)�� = 1p3 ln (ab);�� = ��p3 ��:Using (3.4.105) and (3.4.126) we have the relations (3.4.158) in terms of Kasnerindies, i.e., �� = �� ln �� (M + 1) ln t;��i = 1p3 (lna0i + pi ln t); (3.4.159)�� = 1p3 [ln � + (M + 1) ln t℄;



110 CHAPTER 3. SUPERSTRING COSMOLOGIESwhere a0i = fa0; b0; 0g. In these variables the duality symmetry is just ex-pressed by ��i(t) = � ��i(t); (3.4.160)��(t) = ���(t);��(t) = ��(t);or, in terms of Kasner indies, it reads pi ! �pi;M + 1 ! �(M + 1). Afterinlusion of time symmetry we have [102℄��i(t) = � ��i(�t); (3.4.161)��(t) = ���(�t);��(t) = ��(�t):In the isotropi ase pi = �1=p3 and we reover exatly the ase given in[102℄.The same relations an be written down using the time oordinate � insteadof t. Using the exat expressions, (3.4.126), for Kasner solutions we have�� = �p3(M + 1)�;�� = ��p3 �� � ��;��i = �p3pi�: (3.4.162)So, one ould relate these by duality symmetries��(�) ! ��(��); (3.4.163)��(�) ! ���(��); (3.4.164)for � ! �1 respetively, using haoti hanges pi ! �pi.In our analysis we have used the standard proedure of assuming that themixmaster model is well desribed by a sequene of Kasner-to-Kasner transi-tions. This assumption is an analogue of that of steep walls in the Hamiltonianapproah. Numerial studies of mixmaster models show it to be a good ap-proximation even in the presene of haoti behaviour. We do not �nd haoti



3.4. MIXMASTER STRING COSMOLOGIES 111behaviour and so the approximation should be better over long periods ofevolution. We note also that the approximations made (a� b� ) to studysingle Kasner-to-Kasner transitions redue equations to these of the axisym-metri ase. This desribes a single Kasner-to-Kasner transition. We thereforeexpet the duality relationships haraterizing Kasner-to-Kasner transitionsto provide good approximations to the properties of the exat mixmaster be-haviour and we do not see any reason to onsider non-Abelian dualities of thisexat model [93℄. We do not know whether the string Bianhi type IX modelis integrable in general.3.4.4 Hamiltonian approah to Bianhi IX String CosmologiesIn this subsetion we formulate a generalized Kasner model in Hamiltonianformalism as in [89, 114, 186℄ in order to disuss the onditions for an in�nitesequene of satterings to our against the walls of the urvature potential.As in the previous setions we disuss the problem in both the Einstein andthe string frames. We also introdue the axion frame [55℄, in whih axion isminimally oupled.Einstein FrameWe introdue the following standard parametrization for the Einstein-framesale fators ~a = e~�+ ++p3 � ;~b = e~�+ +�p3 � ;~ = e~��2 � ; (3.4.165)and we de�ne the potential, whih desribes the spatial urvature anisotropy(3.4.13) felt by sale fators in the Einstein-frame by~V ( �) = e�2~�V ( �); (3.4.166)whereV ( �) = 12 he�8 + + 2e4 + �osh 4p3 � � 1�� 4e�2 + osh 2p3 �i:(3.4.167)



112 CHAPTER 3. SUPERSTRING COSMOLOGIESUsing (3.4.165){(3.4.166), the Eqs. (3.4.57){(3.4.60) read as~�02 =  02+ +  02� + 112�02 + 112A2e�2��6~� + 16e�2~�V ( �): (3.4.168)This is the Hamiltonian onstraint. The Einstein-frame ation in terms of thesale fators (3.4.165) after integrating out spatial variables is given byS = Z d~te3~� ��6~�02 + 6 02+ + 6 02� + 12�02 + 12A2e2��02 + e�2~�V ( �)�;(3.4.169)and the onjugate momenta are�~� = �12~�0e3~�;�+ = 12 0+e3~�;�� = 12 0�e3~�;�� = �0e3~�;�� = �0e2�+3~� = onst: = A; (3.4.170)so the Hamiltonian isH = ��2�24 + �2+24 + �2�24 + �2�2 + �2�2 + e4~�V ( �): (3.4.171)Now, we follow the standard disussion of the potential walls�V = e4~�V ( �) (3.4.172)being hit by a partile moving in the potential well [89℄. In the region  + � �1and  � � 0, the approximate distane from the origin of oordinates  + and � to the wall is given by D = �12 ~�; (3.4.173)while the maximum apparent veloity of this wall isvmax = ~�0: (3.4.174)The veloity of a partile moving against the walls isvp = q 02+ +  02�; (3.4.175)



3.4. MIXMASTER STRING COSMOLOGIES 113and it will not be sattered in�nitely many times if there is some region of thepotential whih the partile enters and from whih it annot ath up withthe wall, i.e., ifvp = q 02+ +  02� < ~�0� q 02+ +  02� + (1=12)�02 + (1=12)A2e�2��6~�: (3.4.176)Clearly, this ondition is ful�lled in every ase unless �0 = A = 0 (no dilatonand axion { that is, the general relativity vauum regime), whih reets thefat that a partile annot be sattered in�nitely many times and that there isno haos in the Einstein frame. This result is expeted sine in the Einsteinframe both dilaton and axion �elds behave as sti� uids with the equation ofstate p = %.String Frame and Axion frameIn the string frame we an use the same parametrization as in (3.4.165), butwe just drop the tildes. The potential (3.4.166) an also be used without tildes.In that parametrization (3.4.55) beomes_�2 = _ 2+ + _ 2� � 16 _�2 + 16e�2�V ( �) + 112A2e�6� + _� _�: (3.4.177)After applying the variables �� and �� de�ned by (4.5) we an remove the _� _�term, obtaining_��2 = _��2 + 6 _ 2+ + 6 _ 2� + e�2 ��p3V ( �) + 12A2e�2p3��: (3.4.178)Following the analysis given in [102℄, we apply a new time oordinate � de�nedas dt = d�e���; (3.4.179)and de�ne a new variable, y, whih is the logarithm of an averaged sale fatorin the onformally related axion frame [55℄. This is given byy � p3��+ �� = 1p3 ln (ab); (3.4.180)



114 CHAPTER 3. SUPERSTRING COSMOLOGIESand brings (3.4.178) to the form ((:::)� = d(:::)=d�)y2� = �2� + 12 2+� + 12 2�� +A2e�2� + 2e� 2p3 yV ( �): (3.4.181)Eq. (3.4.181) is, in fat, the Hamiltonian onstraint obtained from the ation(�2s = 8�G)S = �s4 Z d� ��2� � y2� + 12 � 2+� +  2����A2e�2� � 2e� 2p3yV ( �)�:(3.4.182)The anonial momenta are then�� = �s2 �� ;�y = ��s2 y� ;�+ = 6�s +� ;�� = 6�s �� ; (3.4.183)and the Hamiltonian is justH = 1�s "�2� � �2y + 112 ��2+ + �2��+ �2s4 A2e�2� + �2s2 e� 2p3yV ( �)#:(3.4.184)Following the analysis of the Einstein frame, we see that the maximum appar-ent veloity of the wall at  + � �1;  � � 0 is given byvmax = 12p3y� ; (3.4.185)and the ondition for haoti satterings to ease is just thatvp = q 2+� +  2�� < 12p3y� � r 2+� +  2�� + 112�2� + 112A2e�2�: (3.4.186)This is learly ful�lled exept in the general relativity ase where � = A = 0(i.e., no axion and dilaton �elds). This gives our �nal onlusion that there isno haos in BIX string osmology in the string or axion frames.



3.4. MIXMASTER STRING COSMOLOGIES 115It is not surprising that the physial behaviour should be similar in everyframe [40, 83, 201℄, so that if there is no haos in the Einstein frame thereshould not be haos in any other frame. String theory appears to impose toomuh symmetry through its duality invarianes for haos to appear.To onlude, we arried out a detailed analysis of the spatially homoge-neous universes of Bianhi type IX in the ontext of the ommon setor ofe�etive superstring ations. These universes are of speial interest in rela-tivisti osmology beause they display haoti behaviour in vauum and inthe presene of uids with p < �. They were originally termed 'Mixmaster'universes by Misner beause they o�ered the possibility for light to travel allthe way around the universe in di�erent diretions. Moreover, they are themost general losed universes whih are spatially homogeneous and may belosely related to parts of the general solution of Einstein's equations in theneighborhood of a strong urvature singularity of the sort that haraterizesthe initial state of general relativisti osmologial models. This behaviour hasalso been extensively investigated beause it is of intrinsi mathematial inter-est. It is also known that its ourrene in general relativity depends upon thedimensionality of spae. We investigated the string osmologial equations forthe type IX metri. We found that haoti behaviour does not our in stringosmology in either the Einstein or the string or the axion frames. Whileit is possible for �nite sequenes of osillations to our in the sale fators'evolution on approah to t = 0, these osillations annot ontinue inde�nitely.They inevitably terminate in a state in whih all the three orthogonal salefators derease with dereasing time monotonially on approah to the initialsingularity. We investigated the detailed sequenes of evolutionary hangesthat an take plae in the evolution during the �nite sequenes of osillationsbetween epohs whih are well approximated by Kasner universes. We foundthat the duality symmetry required of the string evolution introdued newinvarianes for the possible hanges in the Kasner parameters in addition tothose whih haraterise the Kasner-to-Kasner yles of osillations. The re-quirements of duality invariane on the evolution of the metri appear to beso onstraining that haoti behaviour is exluded. We have obtained these



116 CHAPTER 3. SUPERSTRING COSMOLOGIESresults in two omplementary ways: by diret mathing of asymptoti expan-sion to the solutions of the system of non-linear ordinary di�erential equationsof string osmology and by use of the Hamiltonian formulation of osmology.In the Hamiltonian piture the evolution of the type IX string osmology isrepresented as the motion of a `universe point' inside a potential that is openonly along three narrow hannels. The walls of this 'almost losed' potentialof H�enon-Heiles type expand outwards as the singularity is reahed. Whereasin the vauum models of general relativity, the universe point always athesthe walls and bounes haotially around within the potential, in string theorythe universe point need never ath the walls. If it is moving towards a wallat a very oblique angle then the normal omponent of its veloity towards thewall an beome too small for it ever to ath the wall. In general, we �nd thatthis situation always arises after a �nite number of ollisions have ourred inthe Mixmaster string osmology. The resulting asymptoti state is thereforesimilar to that in a model with no potential walls at all; that is the Bianhitype I or Kasner universe.3.5 G�odel string osmologies3.5.1 Stringy G�odel universesThe G�odel metri desribes spae and time homogeneous spaetime [107℄ with5-parameter group of symmetry. Its most amazing feature is that it allowsfor existene of losed timelike urves (CTCs) in suh homogeneous spaetime[118℄. In this setion we onsider G�odel spaetime within the framework ofstring osmology with the line element in ylindrial oordinates (t; r; z;  )given by either of the two forms [182℄ds2 = � [dt+ C(r)d ℄2 +D2(r)d 2 + dr2 + dz2; (3.5.1)or ds2 = �dt2 � 2C(r)dtd +G(r)d 2 + dr2 + dz2;



3.5. G �ODEL STRING COSMOLOGIES 117where the radial funtions have the formC(r) = 4
m2 sinh2 �mr2 �; (3.5.2)D(r) = 1m2 sinh (mr); (3.5.3)G(r) = 4m2 sinh2 �mr2 �"1 +  1� 4
2m2 ! sinh2 �mr2 �#; (3.5.4)with m and 
 onstants. With metri (3.5.1) one is able to avoid the existeneof CTCs provided G(r) = D2(r)� C2(r) > 0: (3.5.5)This is onsistent with the `hronology protetion onjeture' of Hawking [116℄.In a G�odel universe, the four-veloity of matter is u� = Æ�0 and the rotationvetor is V � = 
Æ�3 while the vortiity salar is given by ! = 
=p2. The orig-inal G�odel metri of general relativity has m2 = 2
2 and obviously ontradits(3.5.5) [107℄. There has been extensive disussion of the generality and sig-ni�ane of the presene of CTCs in the G�odel metri in general relativity[118, 173℄.The only nonvanishing omponents of the Riemann tensor in an orthonor-mal frame permitted by the spaetime homogeneity of the G�odel universe areonstant, [2℄, withR0101 = R0202 = 14 �C 0D �2 = 
2; R1212 = 34 �C 0D �2 � D00D = 3
2 �m2:(3.5.6)Here the prime means the derivative with respet to r. For Riemann tensorgiven by (3.5.6) the Gauss-Bonnet term R2GB � R����R���� � 4R��R�� +R2 vanishes. This term appears in rede�ned O(�0) ations (3.1.11) (see e.g.[85, 166℄). Beause of the metri symmetry we assume that the dilaton dependsonly on the oordinate along the axis of rotation, z, so� = �(z) = fz + �0; (3.5.7)



118 CHAPTER 3. SUPERSTRING COSMOLOGIESwhere f and �0 are onstants. For the axion, a short analysis similar to thatgiven in [16, 20, 21℄ shows that the only possible ansatz whih is onsistentwith the form (3.5.7) for the dilaton isH012 = �H012 = E; (3.5.8)with E onstant. This an also be expressed in terms of the pseudosalaraxion �eld, h, [16, 20, 57℄, byh(z) = Ef exp (�fz � �0) + h0: (3.5.9)The ans�atze (3.5.7){(3.5.8) guarantee that the axion's equation of motion issatis�ed to zeroth order in �0. Sine the axion �eld's 3-form strength is de�nedby an external derivative of the antisymmetri tensor potential, B�� , one aneasily show that the only nonvanishing omponent of the potential is time-dependent [18℄ and this is another example of an elementary ansatz for axion�eld,i.e., B12(t) = Et+ t0: (3.5.10)This is expeted from the disussion of [16, 20, 57℄ sine this restrition oursin every ase where the spaetime possesses a distinguished diretion. It shouldthen possess O(n�1; n�1) symmetry (despite the fat the metri is not time-dependent): whih is an example of T -duality.Note the generality of the ation (3.1.11): it is given for any spaetimedimension n; and it ontains the full spetrum of graviton, axion, and dilaton.It also possesses a general O(n�1; n�1) symmetry [166℄. Sine this manifestsitself in ompliated forms in individual solutions, we �rst disuss two speialases before giving the general G�odel solution for this string theory.3.5.2 Zeroth-order in �0 universesThe �eld equations (3.1.12){(3.1.13) (whih are in the string frame) to zero-order in �0, together with (3.5.6){(3.5.8) with D = 4, possess a G�odel solutionwith metri (3.5.1){(3.5.4) if the following relations hold between the onstants



3.5. G �ODEL STRING COSMOLOGIES 119
;m;E; f and �: 
2 = m24 = E24 = �2�� f24 : (3.5.11)When � = 0 the relation (3.5.11) has no meaning for m2 > 0, but it an beapplied for m2 � ��2 < 0, in whih ase there exists an in�nite sequene ofboth ausal and aausal regions (see [182℄). We do not onsider suh solutionshere.From the relations (3.5.11) one an easily dedue that the axion �eld mustnot vanish if a solution is to exist and at as a soure of rotation. This isonsistent with the known repulsive behaviour of the axion ating as a torsion�eld, whih leads to bouning solutions within the string theory [28℄. However,from (3.5.11), there is another onstraint,� < �f22 ; (3.5.12)whih shows that the osmologial term has to be negative. Formally, thedilaton an vanish without disrupting the ausal struture of the solution(3.5.1), but in that ase the axion plays the role of a salar �eld minimallyoupled to gravity { the ase studied in [182℄.These results are quite di�erent from the situation in general relativitywith both a salar �eld and eletromagneti �eld present [182℄. It is known[57℄ that the ation (3.1.11) an be transformed to the Einstein frame wherethe �eld equations resemble Einstein gravity with soure terms given by axionand dilaton �elds [57℄. Using the ans�atze (3.5.7){(3.5.9) one gets relations(ompare [182℄) 
2 = m24 = f24 = �2�: (3.5.13)We see also that (in analogy to the eletromagneti �eld that is present there),we annot admit the axion and obtain a ausal model (3.5.1) in the Einsteinframe beause there is no way to ful�l the dilaton equation of motion. Thismight be an artifat of hoosing G�odel geometry as a model of the universe andmay disappear one one onsiders other bakground geometries [45℄. Note that



120 CHAPTER 3. SUPERSTRING COSMOLOGIES� has to be negative in both frames. For �0 = 0 in (3.1.11), these onlusionsalso hold for superstrings.3.5.3 First order in �0; no axion universesNow we add the �0 terms to the equations (3.1.12){(3.1.13), but neglet theaxion. The resulting equations are redued to three polynomial onstraints,2
2 � 2�0
4 = 0; (3.5.14)2
2 � m2 + �0 �10
4 � 6
2m2 +m4� = 0; (3.5.15)2
2 � 2m2 � 2�� f2 + �0 �11
4 � 6
2m2 +m4� = 0: (3.5.16)We have three equations and �ve onstants and so two (say, � and f) an behosen arbitrarily.From the equation (3.5.14) we immediately have the simple relation�0 = 1
2 ; (3.5.17)whih gives the veloity of rotation of the G�odel universe in terms of theinverse string tension. This relation gives a simple onnetion between miroand marophysis in this spaetime, with a balane between string tension androtation. Using (3.5.17), subtrating (3.5.15) and (3.5.16), we �nd,m2 + 2� + f2 = 
2: (3.5.18)From (3.5.15) and (3.5.17) we alulate the possible values of 
 in terms of mto be, 
2+ = 13m2; (3.5.19)or 
2+ = 14m2: (3.5.20)The ase (3.5.19) allows CTCs (G(r) < 0 in (3.5.5), just as in general relativity.For the ase (3.5.20), after using (3.5.16), we obtain the relations
2 = 1�0 = m24 = �2�� f23 ; (3.5.21)



3.5. G �ODEL STRING COSMOLOGIES 121and the ondition (3.5.12) must still hold. This an also be related to thenumber of dimensions D = 4, using (3.1.17) to remove � from the relation(3.5.21), so 
2 = 1�0 = m24 = 335f2; (3.5.22)and the osmologial onstant (3.1.17) must be negative, in agreement with[2℄.3.5.4 General �rst order in �0 universesIn the ase of the bosoni string (�0 = �1=4), using (3.1.15){(3.1.17), the �eldequations (3.1.12){(3.1.13) for the G�odel metri redue to the three polyno-mials, 2
2 � 12E2 + 12�0 ��4
4 + 4
2E2 + 54E4� = 0; (3.5.23)2
2 �m2 + 12E2+ 12�0 �20
4 � 12
2m2 + 2m4 � 2E2 �m2 � 2
2�� 54E4� = 0; (3.5.24)2
2 � 2m2 � 2�� f2 + 12E2+ 14�0 �44
4 � 24
2m2 + 4m4 � 2E2 �m2 � 
2�� 54E4� = 0: (3.5.25)The axion equation of motion (3.1.14) is also ful�lled in this general ase. Wenow have three equations and six onstants, leaving three (say, �, f and E)arbitrary.From (3.5.23) and (3.5.24) we obtain
2 = m24 : (3.5.26)This on�rms that it is possible to obtain a G�odel solution with no CTCswhih ful�ls (3.5.5) in the general ase. The value of �0 an now be expressed



122 CHAPTER 3. SUPERSTRING COSMOLOGIESin terms of the veloity of rotation of the universe, 
; and the strength ofaxion �eld, E, from (3.5.23), whih gives,�0 = 4
2 �E2(4
2 +E2) �
2E � 54E2� : (3.5.27)The relation between other onstants an be obtained from (3.5.25). Similaralulations an also be performed for heteroti strings (with �0 = �18 in(3.1.11)) whih demonstrate the existene of G�odel solutions without CTCswithin that theory too. The superstring ase (�0 = 0) does not generate asolution of this type to this order in �0 beause the quadrati orretion termvanishes in the ation (3.1.11) and the dominating term in the ation is quartiin the Riemann urvature tensor [111℄.To summarize, we have found a lass of G�odel universes without losedtimelike urves within the framework of low-energy-e�etive string theories.First, to zero-order in the inverse string tension �0, we investigated the situ-ation in both the Einstein frame (as studied already in general relativity in[182℄) and in the string frame. We found that the axion annot be introduedin the Einstein frame but plays a ruial role in the string frame, where itannot be negleted. Then we extended the analysis to inlude the full O(�0)ation with both dilaton and axion taken into aount. By inluding termsof the �rst order in �0 in the �eld equations, we found that G�odel universeswithout losed timelike urves are also possible in the general ase. Our so-lutions display a simple relation between the inverse string tension parameter�0 and the veloity of rotation of the universe (3.5.17) whih provides a diretlink between miro and marophysis. This is the �rst lass of exat solutionsthat has been found for a string theory where terms of �rst order in �0 areadmitted in the �eld equations (a method for generating exat solutions inBianhi type I universes was given by Mueller [172℄). All the G�odel universeswe have found require negative osmologial onstant whih, in general, anbe related to the number of spaetime dimensions if multidimensional asesare also investigated. Our results, obtained for bosoni strings, are also valid



3.5. G �ODEL STRING COSMOLOGIES 123for heteroti and superstrings, as is evident from the form of the ation, al-though the numerial values of the onstants will hange with the value of theparameter �0. The simpliity of the �nal forms of the solutions we have foundfor G�odel universes suggests that the symmetries of string theory have thepower to exlude unwanted peuliarities in the ausal struture of spaetimethat are permitted by general relativity. They also suggest a path towards�nding further exat solutions at higher order in the string tension parameter.Although the G�odel universe does not desribe our universe, it does isolatea general feature that rotation an introdue into relativisti spaetimes. Inthis sense it is physially relevant. Historially, the G�odel universe revealedthe possibility of time travel in general relativity. Our analysis does not provethat there annot be time travel in string theory. However, its absene fromG�odel metris at the order we have examined should at as a stimulus tofurther investigations at the higher orders.
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Chapter 4\Graeful-exit" problem4.1 \Exit-out" of superinationThe admission of negative time branh in the solutions of superstring osmo-logy (see Setion 3.2) justi�es its name as pre-big-bang osmology. In fat, thisname an be a bit misleading and it is useful to explain what we mean bythat. It seems that the main point is about boundary onditions. In standardpiture, whih is expressed in terms of Hartle-Hawking or Vilenkin boundaryonditions [115, 202℄, the universe emerges quantum mehanially (big-bang)into the de Sitter phase with mirosopi radius a0 (of large urvature), thenundergoes ination, reheating and radiation-dominated expansion (see Fig.4.1).In the pre-big-bang osmology the universe begins with a trivial perturba-tive string Minkowski vauum [40, 201℄, i.e., the phase of weak oupling gs � 1and small urvature. Then, it undergoes superination whih is a power-lawination, eventually reahing `stringy' phase (strong urvature and ouplingregime), where the e�etive ation (3.1.9) breaks down. It �nally evolves to-wards a radiation-dominated expanding phase. In pre-big-bang senario theinitial onditions are, in fat, moved bak before the point whih we used toall big-bang in standard approah. In order to be preise what we mean bypre-big-bang, it is useful to interpret the whole senario as a hange of statefor the universe in some analogy to what happens in �-deay, where proton,eletron and antineutrino are reated out of neutron (whih no longer exists)125
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a(t)

t
a0 inationexit

radiation-dominatedevolution
t > 0Big-BangFigure 4.1: Standard big-bang cosmology. The universe appears quantum-

mechanically as de Sitter universe with microscopic size a0 (high curvature) and

undergoes inflationary phase driven by the potential energy of the inflaton. Then, it

exits inflation, eventually approaching standard radiation-dominated evolution. Big-

bang is at the moment t = 0 and the whole picture involves only positive times (t ¿

0)in a kind of a `big-bang' for them [94℄. An initial state is a phase A (t! �1)whih is the perturbative string Minkowski vauum, then there is the phase B(t = 0) of strong oupling and urvature and �nally one has state C (t > 0),whih is the radiation-dominated evolution (f. Fig. 4.1). The main problemof this piture refers to phase B sine one superinationary universe has ap-proahed this phase, the ation (3.1.9) is no longer valid (it is valid for gs � 1{ f. (1.1.3) { or, alternatively for j t j> �s / lpl where lpl is the Planklength [65, 126, 192℄). A possible transition through the phase B is ommonlyreferred to as "graeful exit" problem of pre-big-bang osmology. It has beenproven as a new type of \no-go" theorem [36, 37, 39, 127, 128℄ that there isno way to onnet lassially the duality-related solutions and to overomethe \graeful exit problem" in the simplest models of string osmology. Withrespet to this result, it seems that the lassial senario breaks down andthat one needs to take quantum e�ets into aount to avoid the singularity.It is widely believed that the singularity of strong oupling and urvature anbe regularized one the full string theory is applied. First of all, the ation(3.1.9) is trunated to the lowest order in two expansions (f. Chapter 3). As



4.1. \EXIT-OUT" OF SUPERINFLATION 127for the �0 expansion its more general form than 3.1.9 (�rst in �0 order as givenby (3.1.11) or higher orders) an be used to possibly avoid singularity.The seond type of expansion is of quantum nature (f. Chapter 3) andthis is the `string-loop'-expansion in string oupling onstant (1.1.3) [32, 43℄.The simplest one-loop orreted ation reads asS = Stree � �0! Z d4xp�g��F [R2; (���)4; R(���)2; : : :℄; (4.1.1)where ! = onst. of the order of 1, �(�) � �(2�=3) osh � with � being themodulus �eld parametrizing ompati�ed dimensions.As for the ations of the type (3.1.11) (�0-expansion), it is only possible toregularize branhes 1 and 3 and still higher orretions are neessary. As forthe ation (4.1.1) it is possible to regularize urvature but not dilaton and alsobranhes 1 and 4 do not interhange (dilaton remains in pre-big-bang phase).Some possible progress in this �eld was also made in [4℄.An alternative, though somehow a ompromise with standard approah tothe `graeful-exit' problem is to apply Wheeler-de-Witt equation and onsiderquantum mehanial tunneling through the `stringy' phase of (presumably�nite) strong urvature [102℄. The probability amplitude of tunneling frompre-big-bang branh 1 into the post-big-bang branh 4 has been alulatedand it is a funtion of the potential term (osmologial onstant) applied. Theamplitude has similar funtional dependene as the amplitude of tunnelingin Vilenkin boundary onditions approah. This approah is be the mainobjetive of this Chapter.Now, let us strongly emphasize that all the above e�ets (superinationet.) are the properties of the theory in the string frame. In fat, in the onfor-mally related Einstein frame (f. 3.1.21) where the ation is given by (3.1.22)the isotropi Friedmann models behave in a similar way as sti�-uid modelsp = % (pressure = energy density) of general relativity, and superinationaryphase in string frame orresponds to a ollapse of the universe in the Einsteinframe (both for t < 0). Then, really nothing speial happens in the Einsteinframe. However, it is believed that, although in the weak oupling limit bothframes are equivalent, this is not the ase when strong oupling limit is ap-



128 CHAPTER 4. \GRACEFUL-EXIT" PROBLEMproahed, where all the physial (or `stringy') e�ets should be referred to thestring frame.From now on we use the ommon setor e�etive ation (3.1.9), and, in thenext setions we apply the formalism of anonial quantum gravity to desribea quantum transition form the \pre-big-bang" phase to the \post-big-bang"phase through the singularity [97, 102℄. More preisely, in the minisuperspaeomprising sale fator a and dilaton �, a solution to the Wheeler-DeWittequation an be found after imposing boundary onditions in the strong ou-pling regime �! 1. This solution was interpreted as desribing a reetionin minisuperspae through the singularity. We study this problem for variousminisuperspae models { from these based on isotropi geometries, to thosebased on homogeneous geometries of Bianhi types and Kantowski-Sahs.4.2 Quantum string minisuperspaesThe quantum string osmology that we onsider in Setions 4.2{4.5 is basedon the quantized tree-level string e�etive ation (3.1.9) [102, 148, 149℄. Thequantized ations of this type with minimally or onformally oupled salar�elds were also onsidered in [175℄.We will study string minisuperspae models for osmologies where thedilaton and metri are homogeneous on spatial hypersurfaes. For spatiallyhomogeneous Bianhi models we use the parametrization of Misner, Thorneand Wheeler [171℄ with the 3-metri given bygij = e2� �e2 �ij; (4.2.1)with the sale fator e� and the matrix( ij) � diag( + +p3 �;  + �p3 �;�2 +); (4.2.2)whih de�nes the anisotropy parameters  �. Thus, our minisuperspae metrian have three degrees of freedom ( +;  �; �).With the metri parametrization given in Eq. (4.2.1), we an integrateout the spatial oordinates and then making a hange of time oordinate to



4.2. QUANTUM STRING MINISUPERSPACES 129the \dilaton time" [169℄ (this equivalent to the Taub gauge [190℄ in generalrelativity) d� � e�� dt (4.2.3)we obtain, from Eq. (3.1.9), the e�etive string ationS = �s2 Z d� h���02 + �02 + 6 � 02+ +  02���e�2�� �V̂ (�;  �) + � + 112H2��; (4.2.4)where, in analogy with [102℄, we de�ne� � p3�; (4.2.5)�� � �� 3�� ln Z d3x�3s : (4.2.6)Here �� is alled the shifted dilaton [82℄. The potentialV̂ (�;  �) � e�2�=p3V ( �) (4.2.7)is due to the intrinsi spatial urvature, and the form of V ( �) depends onthe partiular Bianhi type. For example, the most ompliated and in somesense most general losed Bianhi model of Bianhi type IX, the urvaturepotential V ( �) is given by [74℄V ( �) = 12 he�8 + + 2e4 + �osh 4p3 � � 1�� 4e�2 + osh 2p3 �i: (4.2.8)We an obtain an equivalent e�etive ation using pseudosalar axion �eldh instead of axion H by means of relation (3.3.10). The dual e�etive ationis then S� = 12�2s Z d4xpg e�� �R+ (r�)2 � �� 12e2�(r�)2�: (4.2.9)This introdues a potential onern about the validity of studying the quantumosmology of this ation as the axion term in the ation (4.2.9) is not the same



130 CHAPTER 4. \GRACEFUL-EXIT" PROBLEMas the H2 term original ation (3.1.9) as it di�ers by an overall sign. Moreoverthe ansatz (3.3.10) automatially satis�es the lassial equation of motion, butsatis�es the losure identity only if the new equation of motion for h derivedfrom the dual e�etive ation is obeyed. To avoid this ambiguity we willintegrate out the degree of freedom assoiated with the lassial evolution ofthe �eld h (and hene H���) to yield an e�etive potential for the dilatonand metri degrees of freedom due to their interation with the antisymmetritensor �eld.In order to be onsistent with our usage of a homogeneous metri, theenergy-momentum tensor for the pseudosalar axion �eld h must be homoge-neous (see Chapter 3). First hoie for the axion �eld H is solitoni ansatz(3.3.16) whih in terms of minisuperspae variables ( +;  �; �) givesH2 = H���H��� = 6q2e6� ; (4.2.10)and q = onst. Classial solutions with homogeneous axion �eld an be gener-ated by applying SL(2,R) (\S-duality") transformations to the homogeneousdilaton-vauum solutions [55, 58, 157℄.However, as mentioned in Chapter 3 it is also possible to have an elemen-tary ansatz for the axion �eld H in some homogeneous osmologies [25, 20℄, solong as its energy-momentum tensor remains homogeneous. This is not onsis-tent with an isotropi FRW osmology as the gradient of the salar �eld piksout a prefered diretion, but we will onsider the e�et of an inhomogeneousaxion �eld in a Bianhi I model [57℄, and in Kantowski-Sahs osmologies [16℄.In terms of minisuperspae variables ( +;  �; �) we have (ompare (3.3.78))H2 = � 6p2e2�e2(��2 +) ; (4.2.11)and p = onst. Classial solutions with an elementary ansatz an be gener-ated from the homogeneous dilaton-vauum solutions by O(3,3) (T-duality)transformations [169℄.



4.3. ISOTROPIC QUANTUM STRING COSMOLOGY 1314.3 Isotropi quantum string osmologyAs a simplest ase one an onsider a spatially at FRW universe, in whih aseV ( �) = 0 in (4.2.8) and  + =  � = 0. The minisuperspae has two degreesof freedom: the sale fator e� and the dilaton �, or equivalently �� and �de�ned in Eqs. (4.2.5) and (4.2.6). Gasperini and Veneziano [102℄ onsideredthe e�etive ation, negleting the spatial urvature and the antisymmetritensor �eld H, in the formS = �s2 Z d� h���02 + �02 � e�2���i: (4.3.1)Inluding spatial urvature term �K=a2 (V ( �) = �6K) and a homogeneousantisymmetri tensor �eld given by (4.2.10) is equivalent to introduing apotential term for the �eld � giving [82℄� ! �(�) � �� 6Ke�2�=p3 + 12q2e�2p3�: (4.3.2)The lassial evolution of this system was investigated in [82, 105℄. Note thatthe elementary ansatz is inonsistent with the isotropi FRW model.The anonial momenta with respet to � and �� are�� = �s�0; (4.3.3)��� = ��s ��0: (4.3.4)Thus the Hamiltonian is given byH = 12�s h�2� ��2�� + �2se�2���(�)i; (4.3.5)and the Wheeler-de Witt (WdW) equation isĤ	 = h�2�� � �2� + �2se�2���(�)i	 = 0: (4.3.6)In the absene of any osmologial onstant, spatial urvature, or axion �eld,we have no potential term, � = 0, and the solutions are plane waves, 	 �e�ik(����), orresponding to lassial solutions with onstant momenta.The solutions with a non-vanishing osmologial onstant only, �(�) =� > 0, are 	 � e�ik� � k( ��); (4.3.7)



132 CHAPTER 4. \GRACEFUL-EXIT" PROBLEMwhere � k(��) = Ak1Jik(�sp�e���) +Ak2Yik(�sp�e���); (4.3.8)and Jik and Yik are Bessel funtions of imaginary order. These solutions weredisussed in [102, 150℄.The presene of a �-term, although ompatible with T-duality of the spa-tially at FRW solutions, breaks the S-duality invariane of the theory [162℄.Conversely, the presene of a homogeneous axion �eld or spatial urvature isompatible with S-duality but breaks T-duality. In the following we onsiderthe ase of vanishing �-term whih leaves S-duality unbroken and allows usto solve expliitly the WdW equation inluding both the homogeneous axion�eld and spatial urvature.4.3.1 Axion-dilaton quantum osmology in at spaeThe ase of vanishing dilaton potential (� = 0) but with non-vanishing ho-mogeneous axion and spatial urvature was onsidered in [161, 163℄. Here wehave the e�etive ationS = �s2 Z d� ����02 + �02 � 12q2e�2���2p3��: (4.3.9)The potential is a produt of �� and �, but we an hoose in�nitely manydi�erent ombinations of �� and � as our anonial variables, orresponding todi�erent rotations in the �eld-spae. Here the natural hoie is� � ��+p3�;y � p3 ��+ � � p3(�� 2 ln a� ln Z d3x�3s ); (4.3.10)whih gives S = �s4 Z d� h�02 � y02 � q2e�2�i: (4.3.11)Note that y / � ln ~a where ~a is the sale fator in the onformally relatedEinstein frame.



4.3. ISOTROPIC QUANTUM STRING COSMOLOGY 133The ation, and thus the solutions, are very similar to that given in [102℄ forthe ase of �-dilaton osmology. They are related by the formal transformation(see also notes in [163℄): ��! � � ! y� ! q2 �s ! �i�s2 � ! i�: (4.3.12)It appears that this is just a mathematial relation between di�erent mini-superspae models with limited number of degrees of freedom and it does notreet any underlying symmetry in the full theory.The WdW equation (4.3.6) now beomesĤ	 = 1�s ��2y � �2� + 14�2sq2e�2��	 = 0; (4.3.13)and the separable solution is thus	 = e�iky k(�); (4.3.14)where �2� k + k2 � �2sq24 e�2�! k = 0: (4.3.15)This is the wave equation for a partile moving in an e�etive potential V (�) =�2sq2e�2�=4. Note that V is positive, unlike the �-dilaton ase, as so we havea lassially forbidden region, � < ln j�sq=2kj, where V (�) > k2.The general solution is k(�) = Ck1Iik(�se��q=2) + Ck2Kik(�se��q=2); (4.3.16)where Iik and Kik are the modi�ed Bessel funtions of imaginary order.As � ! 1 we have the familiar lassial dilaton osmology where k2 �V (�) and we have plane wave solutions	1 � e�ik(y��) � e�ik(p3�1)(����): (4.3.17)Note that it is the hoie of sign of k (rather than the hoie of the expliit+=� signs in this equation) that determines the momentum of ��:���	1 = �p3� 1� k	1 (4.3.18)��	1 = ��p3� 1� k	1: (4.3.19)



134 CHAPTER 4. \GRACEFUL-EXIT" PROBLEMHene for k greater or less than zero we are on a pre or post big-bang branh(denoted (+) or ({) branhes in [36, 37, 39, 127, 128℄) with �� inreasing ordereasing respetively.As �! �1 we have [1℄	�1 = e�ikys e��sq �Ck1p� exp��sq2 e���+ p�Ck2 exp���sq2 e����: (4.3.20)As we would expet, the anonial momentum with respet to � is purelyimaginary in the forbidden region, although the momentum with respet to yis onstant �y	 = i�y	 = k	.The question now is what boundary onditions should we impose on oursolution.Our proposal is to pik Ck1 = 0, i.e.,  k(�) � Kik(�sqe��=2) whih deaysfor � ! �1 and is purely in-going into the forbidden region. This is theonly possible hoie of wavefuntion that remains �nite as � ! �1 (whihis preisely the regime in whih the low energy e�etive ation should beappliable).In the strong oupling limit, �!1, this leads to a superposition of planewaves 	1k (�) = Kik(�sqe��=2)= i�2 sinh (k�) "�q�s4 �ik e�ik��(1 + ik) � �q�s4 ��ik eik��(1� ik)# (4.3.21)= 	1(+)k + 	1(�)k :This is in agreement with the similar situation for a minimally oupled masslesssalar �eld [135℄. Wave pakets an then be onstruted here by a superposi-tion 	(�; y) = Z 1�1 dkA(k)Kik ��sqe��=2� e�iky (4.3.22)



4.3. ISOTROPIC QUANTUM STRING COSMOLOGY 135with a suitable amplitude A(k).There is no way to pik boundary onditions for the wavefuntion thatsuppresses the probability either in the strong-oupling limit �!1 or at theurvature singularity y !1, as these regimes are not lassially forbidden.4.3.2 Axion-dilaton quantum osmology in urved spaeIf we set � = 0 but inlude the axion energy density and spatial urvature, wehave the e�etive ationS = �s2 Z d� ����02 + �02 � e�2�� �12q2e�2p3� � 6Ke�2�=p3��: (4.3.23)Using the variables � and y de�ned by (4.3.10) givesS = �s4 Z d� h�02 � y02 � q2e�2� + 12Ke�2y=p3i; (4.3.24)and hene the WdW equation beomesĤ	 = 1�s ��2y � �2� + 14�2sq2e�2� � 3�2sKe�2y=p3�	 = 0: (4.3.25)The separable solution is 	 = �k(y) k(�); (4.3.26)where  k(�) has the same form as given in (4.3.16) and �k(y) is the solutionof �2y�k + �k2 � 3�2sKe�2y=p3��k = 0: (4.3.27)The general solution in the ase K > 0 is�k(y) = Dk1Iip3k(3�spKe�y=p3)+ Dk2Kip3k(3�spKe�y=p3): (4.3.28)If we are to keep the wavefuntion �nite as y ! �1, we must again pik�k � Kip3k(�s3pKe�y=p3).For K < 0 we have�k(y) = Ek1Jip3k(3�sqjKje�y=p3)+ Ek2Yip3k(3�sqjKje�y=p3): (4.3.29)



136 CHAPTER 4. \GRACEFUL-EXIT" PROBLEMNote that for K > 0 there is a lassially forbidden region,y < p3 ln ������sp3jKjk �����; (4.3.30)where k2 < 3�2sKe�2y=p3. Note that this exludes the lassial late-time \post-big bang" branh where � ! 1 and y ! �1 in a losed model. (In theEinstein onformal frame this is just the reollapse of the universe.) We need� � 8K=jqj to resue us from this [82℄.For K < 0 there is no lassial bound on y, but as in the � ase investigatedin [102℄ we ould satter o� the y-dependent potential.4.4 Anisotropi quantum string osmologiesIn this setion we extend the previous disussion of isotropi Friedmann modelsto other Bianhi types and Kantowski-Sahs models whih inlude the sheardegrees of freedom and anisotropi urvature.We will show that the form of the wavefuntion with respet to the dilaton, (�), is unhanged by the spatial geometry as long as S-duality is unbrokenand � = 0.4.4.1 Bianhi IThe simplest anisotropi model with non-vanishing shear is the spatially atBianhi type I osmology where V̂ = 0. In this anisotropi geometry it ispossible to onsider either a homogeneous or an inhomogeneous axion �eld.Solitoni axion ansatzUsing variables given in (4.3.10) and H2 given by (4.2.10) the ation (4.2.4)is given byS = �s4 Z d� h�02 � y02 + 12 � 02+ +  02��� q2e�2� � 2�e��yp3i: (4.4.1)



4.4. ANISOTROPIC QUANTUM STRING COSMOLOGIES 137The anonial momenta are then�� = �s2 �0;�y = ��s2 y0; (4.4.2)�+ = 6�s 0+;�� = 6�s 0�;and the Hamiltonian reads asH = 1�s "�2� ��2y + 112 ��2+ + �2��+ �2s4 q2e�2� + �2s2 �e��yp3#: (4.4.3)Now we an write down WdW equation asĤ	 = "�2y � �2� � 112 ��2+ + �2��+ �2s4 q2e�2� + �2s2 �e��yp3#	 = 0: (4.4.4)Beause there is no potential term driving the shear,  �, we an easilygive solutions to (4.4.4) with 	 / e�ip+ +e�ip� � . However we an onlyseparate the potential for � and y if either � = 0 or q = 0. Considering thedilaton-axion theory with � = 0 we obtain	(y; �;  +;  �) = e�iKye�ip+ +e�ip� � k(�); (4.4.5)where K, p+, p� are onstant momenta. Equation (4.4.4) then redues to thatgiven in (4.3.15) for  k(�) in the isotropi Friedmann model, wherek2 � K2 � 112 �p2+ + p2��; (4.4.6)and the solution for  k(�) is given by (4.3.16).For K2 > (p2+ + p2�)=12 the solutions  k(�), and their interpretation areidential to the isotropi quantum osmology given in (4.3.16). For K2 �(p2+ + p2�)=12 the order of the modi�ed Bessel funtions, ik, is no longer ima-ginary, and there is no lassially allowed regime, as these would orrespondto solutions with negative energy density.



138 CHAPTER 4. \GRACEFUL-EXIT" PROBLEMElementary axion ansatzWe also onsider the ase where the gradient of the axion �eld is spaelike, andthe antisymmetri tensor �eld strength, H2, is given by (4.2.11). We introduerotated �elds �+ � r23� +p2 +�� � r13� � 2 +; (4.4.7)whih allows us to write the ation in Eq. (4.2.4) asS = �s2 Z d� "���02 + �02+ + �02� + 6 02� � �e�2�� � p22 e2p2�+#: (4.4.8)Note that e�+=p3 and e��=p3 desribe the two sale fators in an axially sym-metri Bianhi I model where  � = onstant. The inhomogeneous axionleads to an e�etive potential for �+ that is orthogonal in �eld-spae to the�-potential for the shifted dilaton, ��. The lassial solutions for an inhomoge-neous axion are related by a O(3,3) T-duality transformation to the dilaton-vauum solutions [57, 169℄ and thus the equations an be solved analytially.We an write down the WdW equation asĤ	 = "�2�� � �2+ � �2� � 16�2 + �2s2 p2e2p2�+ + �2s�e�2��#	 = 0; (4.4.9)with the solution	(��; �+; ��;  �) = e�iK��e�ip � � k( ��)�m(�+); (4.4.10)where K and p� are onstant momenta,k2 = m2 +K2 + 16p2� ; (4.4.11)and the solution for � k(��) is the same as that for in a Friedmann osmologygiven in (4.3.8), while�m(�+) = Dk1Iim=p2(�spep2�+=2) +Dk2Kim=p2(�spep2�+=2): (4.4.12)



4.4. ANISOTROPIC QUANTUM STRING COSMOLOGIES 139Thus the inhomogeneous axion �eld plaes an upper bound on the lassiallyallowed value of the sale fator �+, and in this respet the spaelike axionis very similar to a positive spatial urvature term. If we are to keep thewavefuntion �nite as �+ !1, we must again pik Dk1 = 0.4.4.2 Bianhi IXAs it was shown in Chapter 3 in a Bianhi type IX osmology it is only possibleto have a solitoni axion ansatz [16, 20, 57℄, with H2 given by (4.2.10). Using(4.3.10) the ation (4.2.4) beomesS = �s4 Z d� h�02 � y02 + 12 � 02+ +  02��� q2e�2� � 2e� 2p3yV ( �)� 2�e��yp3�; (4.4.13)where V ( �) is given by (4.2.8). The anonial momenta are then�� = �s2 �0;�y = ��s2 y0; (4.4.14)�+ = 6�s 0+;�� = 6�s 0�:The Hamiltonian isH = 1�s "�2� ��2y + 112 ��2+ + �2��+ �2s4 q2e�2�+ �2s2 e� 2p3yV ( �) + �2s2 �e��yp3#: (4.4.15)and we an write down the WdW equation:Ĥ	 = "�2y � �2� � 112 ��2+ + �2��+ �2s4 q2e�2�+ �2s2 e� 2p3yV ( �) + �2s2 �e��yp3#	 = 0: (4.4.16)



140 CHAPTER 4. \GRACEFUL-EXIT" PROBLEMOne again we see that the potential for the dilaton � deouples from themetri degrees of freedom when � = 0 and an write down a separable solutionof the form 	 /  k(�), where  k(�) is given by (4.3.16).We an only solve analytially with respet to the metri degrees of freedomin the loally rotationally symmetri ase where we �x one of the degrees offreedom,  � = 0 and we haveV ( +) = 12e�8 + � 2e�2 + : (4.4.17)We de�ne u � 2p3y + 2 +;v � 1p3y + 4 +; (4.4.18)and the e�etive ation an be written asS = �s4 Z d� h�02 + v02 � u02 � q2e�2� � e�2v + 8e�u � 2�e�+v�2ui: (4.4.19)The WDW equation beomesĤ	 = "�2u � �2� � �2v + �2s4 q2e�2� + �2s4 e�2v� 2�2se�u + �2s2 �e�+v�2u#	 = 0: (4.4.20)In this ase, with � = 0, we an solve analytially for	(�; u; v) = "l(v)�m(u) k(�); (4.4.21)with  k(�) given by Eq. (4.3.16), and�m(u) = Em1I2im(2p2�se�u=2) +Em2K�2im(2p2�se�u=2); (4.4.22)"l(v) = Fl1Iil(�se�v=2) + Fl2Kil(�se�v=2); (4.4.23)with the additional ondition for the separation onstantsk2 + l2 = m2: (4.4.24)



4.4. ANISOTROPIC QUANTUM STRING COSMOLOGIES 141Note that a similar urvature potential V ( �) ours in Bianhi II modelswhere the seond term in (4.4.17) is absent. There is then no potential for uand one obtains �m(u) / e�imu. Classial solutions whih approah Bianhi IIgeometry have reently been onsidered as a limiting solution in gravitationalollapse in string theory [41℄.4.4.3 Kantowski-SahsThe Kantowski-Sahs metri (2.3.1) an be rewritten in terms of minisuper-spae variables  ; � as [186℄ds2 = �dt2 + e2�=p3 �e�4 dr2 + e2 d
2K�; (4.4.25)where d
2K is the line element on a 2-sphere with urvature K > 0. For K = 0this redues to the LRS Bianhi I model, whereas for K < 0 this is the BianhiIII line element.Solitoni axion ansatzWith H2 given by (4.2.10) the e�etive ation in (4.2.4) isS = �s4 Z d� ��02 � y02 + 12 02 � 2�e��yp3 + 4Ke� 2p3y�2 � q2e�2��:(4.4.26)Introduing u and v analogously to the LRS Bianhi IX model (4.4.18) with + =  , we then haveS = �s4 Z d� h�02 + v02 � u02 � 2�e�+v�2u + 4Ke�u � q2e�2�i: (4.4.27)The WdW equation beomesĤ	 = "�2u � �2� � �2v + �2s4 q2e�2� � �2sKe�u + �2s2 �e�+v�2u#	 = 0: (4.4.28)This has a separable solution for � = 0, very similar to the Friedmannsolution, namely 	 = e�ilv�m(u) k(�); (4.4.29)



142 CHAPTER 4. \GRACEFUL-EXIT" PROBLEMwith  k(�) given by Eq. (4.3.16) and for K > 0�m(u) = Dm1I2im(2�spKe�u=2) +Dm2K2im(2�spKe�u=2); (4.4.30)where k, l and m are separation onstants subjet to the onstraint (4.4.24).Note that in addition to the lower bound on �, there is a lassially forbiddenregion, where the momentum for u beomes imaginary when m2 < �2sKe�u.For K < 0 we have�m(u) = Em1J2im(2�sqjKje�u=2) +Em2Y2im(2�sqjKje�u=2); (4.4.31)and there is no lassially forbidden region for u.Elementary axion ansatzIt is also possible to study quantum osmology with an elementary axionansatz whih leads to an anisotropi tensor �eldH���, in the ase of a Kantowski-Sahs model [16℄, where H2 = �6p2e2�+4 �2�=p3. This leads to the e�etiveationS = �s4 Z d� ��02 � y02 + 12 02 � �e��yp3 + 4Ke� 2p3y�2 � p2e2��2y=p3+4 � :(4.4.32)Using the variables (4.4.18) givesS = �s4 Z d� h�02 + v02 � u02 � �e�+v�2u + 4Ke�u � p2e2(�+v�u)i; (4.4.33)whih does not seem to have separable solutions after quantization exept forWKB solutions.4.5 Boundary onditionsIn setions 4.2{4.5 we gave the general solution to the WdW equation for theaxion-dilaton ation in a spatially urved FRW metri. We have also disussedthe solutions for some anisotropi geometries suh as Bianhi I, axisymmetriBianhi IX and Kantowski-Sahs. We di�erentiated two ases for an appropri-ate ansatz for the axion �eld. One ase is when the axion �eld is homogeneous



4.5. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 143(solitoni ansatz) and this hoie is ompatible with most of the Bianhi ge-ometries as well as with isotropi Friedmann geometry. Another ase is whenthe gradient of axion �eld is spaelike (elementary ansatz) and this ansatz isnot ompatible with some of the Bianhi type geometries. In partiular, weused the seond ansatz for Bianhi I and Kantowski-Sahs geometries. Whatmakes the latter ase very interesting in lassial domain is the fat that itprevents isotropization of homogeneous universes at late times.On the other hand, quantum string minisuperspaes for Kantowski-Sahsgeometry should also attrat some attention while drawing onlusions aboutthe arrow of time in osmology. Namely, as shown in [117, 141℄, the os-mologial and thermodynami arrows point in di�erent diretions during thereollapsing phase of the universe and this onlusion was basially drawn onthe base of quantum minisuperspaes with Kantowski-Sahs geometry [141℄.However, as it is well-known even lassial trajetories of Kantowski-Sahsuniverse are asymmetri (e.g. they start at or near a disklike singularity andevolve into a igarlike one). This point was emphasized, for instane, in [138℄and an also be posed in the ontext of quantum string osmology using thesolutions of our Setion 4.3. In order to study the problem arefully one shouldperhaps answer the question what happens with salar perturbations after big-bang (or, more preisely, in post-big-bang era), i.e, whether they grow large ifthey originally start at their ground state [41, 117℄. In priniple, the generalquestion to be answered should be: what is the arrow of time in both pre andpost-big-bang phase and how it depends on the hoie of branh? We have notstudied this interesting problem here, leaving it to some future investigations.The very important problem in osmology is the boundary onditions.Although our main alulations are just general solutions of some appropriateWDW equations we also tried to impose the boundary onditions in somesimpler ases. For instane the tunneling boundary onditions would requireus to pik a purely outgoing (post-big-bang) wavefuntion for ��! �1 whihis laimed to be the spirit of [102℄. However, the analogy of [102℄ is notdiret sine one has a purely ingoing (pre-big-bang) wave funtion imposed at��!1 there. In our opinion, the superposition of left and right-moving waves



144 CHAPTER 4. \GRACEFUL-EXIT" PROBLEMat ��! �1 is like the \generi" boundary ondition example whih Vilenkingives for a ollapsing and re-expanding de-Sitter universe in his setion 3 of[204℄, whih he says is the same as the Hartle-Hawking boundary onditions.Sine the axion term does not help a pre- to post-big bang transition asit only e�ets a boune in � (or �) and not y (or ��), then the appropriateboundary onditions to follow sattering approah of [102℄ would be to pik (x) � Kik(�sqe�x=2) whih deays as x ! �1 (i.e. is purely in-going,into the forbidden region). We imposed this type of boundary onditions inaxion-dilaton isotropi string minisuperspae model of our Setion 4.3.In general, one should probably impose boundary onditions at low-energylimit �� ! �1 rather than in strong-oupling limit �� ! +1, where thee�etive ation breaks down, and this will be disussed further [76℄.One should also notie that spatial urvature with K < 0 ould play thesame role to a positive �. Positive K atually forbids the lassial post-bigbang evolution (unless we have a positive � to help it to avoid \reollapse").One seems to have to look for a solution that always vanishes at strongoupling regime (�� ! 1), but this is not possible when negative dilatonpotential (negative �) is introdued [97℄. However, in suh a ase both pre-and post-big-bang branhes are already onneted on the lassial level { thereis no strong oupling regime { there is no lassial singularity so quantummehanially the wave funtion may also vanish. This on�rms the remarksof [106, 113℄ whih say that even quantum mehanially one annot avoid asingularity in the sense of vanishing of the wave funtion, unless there is nosingularity lassially in the region too.However, the singularity might be understood to be avoided in the sensethat the wave funtion remains �nite at zero volume [141℄ whih happens, forinstane, when no-boundary boundary onditions are imposed.So far, the formalism of anonial quantum gravity has been applied todesribe a quantum transition form the \pre-big-bang" phase to the \post-big-bang" phase through the singularity [97, 102℄. For instane, in the minisuper-spae omprising sale fator a and dilaton � (isotropi quantum string osmol-ogy { Setion 4.3), a solution to the Wheeler-DeWitt equation was found after



4.5. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 145imposing boundary onditions in the strong oupling regime � ! 1. Thissolution was interpreted as desribing a reetion in minisuperspae throughthe singularity.Suh an interpretation is, however, tight with respet to the fat of abseneof an external time parameter. Being redundant already in the lassial theorydue to time-reparametrisation invariane, an external time parameter is om-pletely absent from quantum gravity (see, for example, the areful disussionin [9, 214℄). A lassial time parameter an only emerge as an approximatenotion through some Born-Oppenheimer type of expansion sheme [136℄.How, then, an the above \transition" be onsistently dealt with in quan-tum osmology? The hoie of boundary onditions as well as the interpreta-tion of the quantum osmologial wave funtion should refer only to intrinsivariables, i.e. variables whih diretly our in the Wheeler-DeWitt equa-tion. In this respet the hyperboli nature of this equation for suh models ispartiularly important [214℄. The purpose here is the presentation of a on-sistent quantum osmologial senario along these lines. Instead of referringto an external time, we shall onstrut wave pakets that represent lassialtrajetories in quantum osmology. This has been suessfully applied beforein quantum general relativity [135℄. Furthermore, we shall suggest to imposeboundary onditions in the region of small sale fator.In the following we shall �rst stik to the simple model where only a positiveosmologial onstant is present [97, 102℄. The main oneptual issues an bedisussed learly in this ontext. We shall then proeed to disuss an examplewhih exhibits turning points in on�guration spae.We start with the Wheeler-De Witt (WDW) equation from a ommonsetor e�etive ation of superstring theories (3.1.9) for zero spatial urvature,whih ontains a dilaton potential similarly to [97, 102℄. In fat, quantumosmology for string models was �rst studied in [31℄. It readsĤ	 � h��2�� + �2� � �2sV (�; ��)e�2��i	(�; ��) = 0; (4.5.1)where � � p3 lna; (4.5.2)



146 CHAPTER 4. \GRACEFUL-EXIT" PROBLEM�� � �� 3 lna� ln Z d3x�3s ; (4.5.3)are rede�ned variables, V (�; ��) is the dilaton potential (it is assumed that thevolume of three-spae is �nite).We �rst onsider the simplest potential whih is just given by a positiveosmologial onstant, V (�; ��) = �, and look for a separable solution of theform (ompare (4.3.7)) 	k(�; ��) = e�ik� k( ��) (4.5.4)for all k 2 R [97, 102℄. The funtion  k(��) then obeys the e�etive equation���2�� + Veff ( ��)� k(��) = 0; (4.5.5)where the e�etive potential is given byVeff = �k2 � �2s�e�2��: (4.5.6)Sine Veff is always negative, there are no lassially forbidden regions inthe e�etive setor (as spei�ed by k) of this simple model and thereforeno \turning points". (In the full theory, there are no lassially forbiddenregions, sine the kineti term is inde�nite). In Setion 4.2 we disussed otherpossibilities, where lassially forbidden regions and turning points exist.The general solution of (4.5.5) is given in terms of Bessel funtions [102℄, k(��) = 1J+ik(z) + 2J�ik(z); (4.5.7)with z � �s�e���. In the strong oupling limit ��!1 (z ! 0) one haslimz!0J�ik(z)e�ik� � e�ik(����): (4.5.8)In order to get a deeper insight into the problem and to disuss the orretboundary onditions we inlude a brief disussion of the lassial solutions forthe string e�etive ation equations [99, 100, 102, 172, 200℄. Beause of thestring duality-symmetry, one obtains various \pre-big-bang" and \post-big-bang" branhes, but we shall disuss those whih attrated most interest: the



4.5. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 147expanding aelerated (or superinationary) \pre-big-bang" branh and theexpanding deelerated \post-big-bang" branh, whih are lassially dividedby a singularity [102℄. These are given by(+) t < 0 (\pre-big-bang")� = �0 � ln tanh �p�t2 !; (4.5.9)�� = ��0 � ln sinh(�p�t); (4.5.10)(�) t > 0 (\post-big-bang")� = �0 + ln tanh p�t2 !; (4.5.11)�� = ��0 � ln sinh(p�t): (4.5.12)These branhes are related by the duality symmetry inluding time-reetion�(t) ! ��(�t), ��(t) = ��(�t).Sine the anonial momentum with respet to � is given by �� = ��se��� _�� �k = onstant, one an express \expansion" by k = �sp�e���0 > 0. Theanonial momentum with respet to �� is given by ��� = �se��� _��. In the strongoupling regime ��!1 it reads for the ases (+) and (�), respetively,�(�)�� ��!1! ��sp�e���0 = �k: (4.5.13)A distintion between \expanding" and \ontrating" has no intrinsi mean-ing, however, sine we an arbitrarily hange the sign of _� after re-introduingthe lapse-funtion [171℄. In quantum osmology, where t is fully absent, thisbeomes even more evident, sine no referene phase exp(�i!t) is available,with respet to whih solutions ould be lassi�ed as, e.g., right-moving or left-moving. This is in full analogy to the situation in ordinary quantum osmology[138, 214, 213℄.To make the identity of an expanding solution with a ontrating solutionexpliit, it is more appropriate to disuss the string senario in the on�gura-tion spae formed by (�; ��). Eliminating t in (4.5.9){(4.5.12), one �nds that



148 CHAPTER 4. \GRACEFUL-EXIT" PROBLEMthe trajetories in on�guration spae are given by� = �0 � arsinh(Ke��) = �0 � ln ��K +qK2 + e�2��� e���; (4.5.14)where the plus sign refers to the \pre-big-bang" branh (+) and the minussign to the \post-big-bang" branh (�), respetively, and a new onstant K,K � k�sp� = �e���0 ; (4.5.15)has been introdued. Note that a hange of sign of K orresponds to thehange of the branh, the above distintion between (+) and (�) thus holdingfor K > 0. This is the ase to whih we restrit our analysis without loss ofgenerality.What we alled \pre-big-bang" branh (\post-big-bang" branh) is now theupper (lower) branh in on�guration spae, and the duality transformationtransforms �(��) � �0 ! �0 � �( ��). We note that the qualitative features ofthe trajetories remain unhanged if we go bak to the original on�gurationspae variables � and �, where � is the original dilaton �eld, see (4.5.3). Thetwo branhes are then given by the equation (if we write �� = ��p3(� ��0))e� = jKj�1e�(���0)p3 sinh(�� � �0):Coming bak to the solution (4.5.7) of the e�etive equation (4.5.6) andits limit (4.5.8), one an see thatlim�!1���J�ik(z) = �kJ�ik; (4.5.16)where ��� = �i���. This quantum relation, or more preisely, its analogy withthe lassial relation (4.5.13) was the key point in [102℄ to identify the twosolutions J�ik with the \pre-big-bang" (J�ik) and the \post-big-bang" (J+ik)solutions, respetively.As we have argued before, however, suh a distintion has no intrinsimeaning. One an only talk about plane waves travelling with respet to the\intrinsi time" �, distinguishing small � and large �, but not the \pre-big-bang" and the \post-big-bang".



4.5. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 149In order to gain further insight, we try to onstrut wave pakets followingthe lassial trajetories in on�guration spae given by (4.5.14). For the sakeof this purpose it is onvenient to study �rst a WKB approximation to (4.5.6).Sine there are no lassially forbidden regions, one has for all values of ��, k( ��) � (�Veff )� 14 �exp�i Z q�Veffd���+ C exp��i Z q�Veffd����;(4.5.17)where C is a onstant, and \exp(+)" refers to \pre-big-bang", while \exp(�)"to \post-big-bang". The total WKB phase ( k � eiSk) is thenS(�)k (�; ��) = �k� � sk( ��); (4.5.18)where sk � Z ��qk2 + �2s�e�2~�d~�: (4.5.19)This integral an be solved exatly to givesk = �sp��Karsinh(Ke��)�qK2 + e�2���: (4.5.20)By the priniple of onstrutive interferene [135℄, the lassial solutions arefound through �S(�)k�k = �� � �sk�k = 0; (4.5.21)leading to (4.5.14) for the lassial trajetories in on�guration spae. Afterresaling S(�)k ! S(�)k =�sp� we have for the total WKB phase (4.5.18)S(�)k = �K� �Karsinh(Ke��)�qK2 + e�2��: (4.5.22)In order to alulate wave pakets for the two solutions (4.5.22) we take aGaussian onentrated around �K > 0:Ak = �� 14 b� 12 exp �� 12b2 �K � �K�2�; (4.5.23)and onsider the superposition	(�)(�; ��) = Z 1�1 dKAk eiS(�)k(�Veff ) 14 : (4.5.24)



150 CHAPTER 4. \GRACEFUL-EXIT" PROBLEMIf the width b of the Gaussian is small enough, Ak is onentrated aroundK � �K, and therefore the integral (4.5.24) an be evaluated by expandingS(�)k up to quadrati order in K � �K. Then,iS(�)k = �iK� � iKarsinh( �Ke��)� iq �K2 + e�2�� � i (K � �K)22p �K2 + e�2�� + : : : :(4.5.25)Inserting this into (4.5.24) and evaluating the resulting Gaussian integral, wehave (hoosing �0 = 0 for simpliity)	(�)(�; ��) = r 2�b 1B � �K2 + e�2���� 14 exp h�i �K �� � arsinh( �Ke��)�� iq �K2 + e�2�� �� exp � 12B2 ��� � arsinh( �Ke��)�2�; (4.5.26)where B2 = 1b2 � ip �K2 + e�2�� : (4.5.27)It is obvious that j	(�)j2 is peaked around the lassial trajetories (4.5.14)in on�guration spae. The absolute square of the width B is given byjBj2 = 1b2s1 + b4�K2 + e�2�� ; (4.5.28)so we have a very \mild spreading" of the paket.We onsider now pakets from exat solutions. The strong oupling limit�� ! 1 (z ! 0) was already performed in (4.5.8), while in the low energylimit ��! �1 (z !1) we haveJ�ik(z) = r 2�z os�z � �ik2 � �4�+ : : : / 12e�( �k2 � i�4 ) �eiz + ie�iz��k�:(4.5.29)The orresponding wave pakets read	(�)(�; ��) = Z 1�1 dKAke�ik�J�ik(z): (4.5.30)



4.5. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 151Following the disussion of [102℄ we note that after taking, for instane, the\pre-big-bang" solution J�ik(z) for ��! �1 (z !1), one has a superpositionof (+) and (�) solutions (f. (4.5.29)),J�ik(z) / eiz + ie�ize�k � (�) + (+); (4.5.31)and therefore the relative probability between (+) and (�) isj 	(�)��!�1 j2j 	(+)��!�1 j2 = e�2�k: (4.5.32)However, in order to have a sensible wave paket, k should be onentratedaround k � 1. This means that a \transition" into the (�) omponent for��! �1 ould only be interpreted as an extremely unlikely quantum e�et inthat region, but not as a transition into the other semilassial omponent asrepresented by a wave paket. Roughly speaking, the (�) omponent does notorrespond to a \lassial" trajetory if J�ik is hosen as the exat solution.To ahieve interferene between (+) and (�) wave pakets, one must reallysuperpose both pakets, 	 = �1	(+) + �2	(�); (4.5.33)i.e., hoose	(�)(�; ��) = Z 1�1 dKAke�ik� [�1J�ik(z) + �2J+ik(z)℄ (4.5.34)with omplex oeÆients �1 and �2. This happens, for example, if boundaryonditions are imposed in the weak oupling limit �� ! �1 instead of thestrong oupling limit ��!1, in ontrast to [102℄. It is important for us thatthis is also the region where the e�etive theory an be trusted. A superpo-sition of J+ik and J�ik whih orresponds to the (+) solution for �� ! �1(ompare (4.5.31)) is the Hankel funtionH(2)ik (z) z!1� r 2�z e�iz��k2 + i�2 : (4.5.35)



152 CHAPTER 4. \GRACEFUL-EXIT" PROBLEMSine H(2)ik (z) = Jik(z) � iNik(z) = (1� oth k�)Jik + J�iksinhk� ; (4.5.36)one �nds that H(2)ik (z) approahes in the strong oupling limit ��!1 (z ! 0)the following asymptoti behaviour:H(2)ik (z) ! 1sinhk� " e�k��(1 + ik) �z2�ik + 1�(1� ik) �z2��ik#: (4.5.37)The orresponding \transition fator" from (+) to (�) would then again begiven by e�2�k, but this time a seond semilassial omponent is indeedpresent. This is a generi feature if boundary onditions are imposed at�� ! �1: sine the lassial solutions overlap in this region, one �nds ingeneral a superposition of wave pakets for ��!1.Let us make some general remarks about the boundary onditions in quan-tum string osmology. If more than two degrees of freedom are present (likefor homogeneous geometries of our Setion 4.4), the Wheeler-DeWitt equationis, at least for perturbations of Friedmann-type spaes [103℄, hyperboli withrespet to �. One would thus expet to impose boundary onditions (Cauhydata) at � = onstant (or a = onstant).As long as one onsiders only minisuperspae degrees of freedom, the wavepakets are just timeless wave tubes. A semilassial time parameter, as wellas the onept of a diretion of time an only be de�ned if a huge number offurther degrees of freedom (\higher multipoles") is present. A semilassialtime parameter emerges if the \bakground wave funtion" is in a WKB state[136℄. Tehnially this is ahieved by a Born-Oppenheimer type of expansionsheme, with the expansion parameter given by �s in the present ase. Ityields �=�t � rS � r for bakground states  0 � eiS . A time diretion thenemerges from thermodynami onsiderations if one starts from an unorrelatedstate for � ! �1. Suh an \initial ondition" is failitated by the fatthat the potential term in the Wheeler-DeWitt equation vanishes in this limit(exept for the dilaton part). Suh an initial state an, for example, be of the



4.5. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 153form 	 =  0(�; �), independent of other degrees of freedom (see [54℄ for thease of quantum general relativity). With inreasing values of �, a orrelatedstate would emerge, sine the potential now depends expliitly on the highermultipoles. This in turn, leads to deoherene and inreasing entropy for thebakground part (�; �) [104, 138℄.For higher values of � one will then enter the semilassial regime. Onewill then get, for example, a state of the form	 � �1eiS(+)(�;�)�(+)(�; �; fx�g) + �2eiS(�)(�;�)�(�)(�; �; fx�g);where fx�g symbolially denotes all higher multipoles. It is then a quan-titative question whether there will be also deoherene between these twoomponents, in addition to the deoherene for eah single omponent. Ithas been argued that there are regions in the (�; �)-plane (onentrated to-wards negative dilaton values) where deoherene is ine�etive [160℄. It wouldnevertheless then be inappropriate to imagine this as a \transition" from onesemilassial omponent into the other, sine the semilassial approximationbreaks down in suh a region, so that no time parameter exists there. Thereexists thus no lassial ausal relationship between these branhes. This makesit very hard to solve the \graeful exit problem" in this framework, and onehas to envisage alternatives suh as in [81, 96℄.Now, let us disuss briey some other possibilities for the dilaton potentialV (�; ��) in the WDW equation (4.5.1) in order to gain insight into the problemof boundary onditions in other situations. First, we adopt (though hardlyjusti�ed by string theory) the negative dilaton potential [97℄V (�; ��) = �V0e4�� (V0 > 0) (4.5.38)in (4.5.1), whih allows one to �nd the separable solution (4.5.4) with  k( ��)obeying the e�etive equation (4.5.5). But now the e�etive potential is dif-ferent from that of (4.5.6) and readsVeff = �k2 + �2sV0e2��: (4.5.39)The potential (4.5.39) leads to the existene of lassially forbidden regionsand \turning points". The key point of suh a model is that the \pre-big-bang"



154 CHAPTER 4. \GRACEFUL-EXIT" PROBLEMand the \post-big-bang" branhes are already onneted at the lassial level.It is, however, interesting that, in ontrast to most situations in ordinaryosmology, it is not the sale fator a, but the shifted dilaton �� whih hasa turning point. Another point is that the strong oupling limit �� ! 1 islassially forbidden.The orresponding lassial self-dual solution [97℄ is given by�� = �12 ln0�V 120L2 + L2V 120 t21A; (4.5.40)� = �0 + L2t+p1 + L4t2; (4.5.41)where L = k�sV 1=40 : (4.5.42)This solution is nonsingular at t = 0, and the evolution of the sale fatorseems to desribe a transition between the \pre-big-bang" aelerated branhand the \post-big-bang" deelerated branh of singular solutions like (4.5.9){(4.5.12). After eliminating t from (4.5.40){(4.5.41) we �nd for the evolutionequation in on�guration spae (�; ��) the equation� � �0 = �aroshe��0e�� ; (4.5.43)where we have de�ned e��0 � LV 1=40 : (4.5.44)The trajetory (4.5.43) annot be divided into two branhes whih ouldbe naturally interpreted as desribing \pre-" or \post-big-bang" branhes. Inpartiular, the shifted dilaton has a \turning point" for �� = ��0. This equationlooks similar to the orresponding equation in the ase of a massless salar�eld in ordinary osmology [135℄, exept that the roles of �eld and sale fatorare interhanged. For this reason we have here a \turning point" for thedilaton. As disussed above, � plays the role of an intrinsi time variable.



4.5. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 155A sensible boundary ondition would then be to have a wave paket in thesmall �-region onentrated around a large negative value for the dilaton. Thiswould then lead to a wave paket onentrated around the trajetory (4.5.43).We emphasise again that this an only be interpreted as representing oneosmologial solution. This solution an be labelled \expanding" only after aondition of low entropy is imposed for � ! �1 in the sense disussed above.It is also intersesting to notie that there is also a self-dual solution whihonnets smoothly the \pre-big-bang" deelerated branh with the \post-big-bang" aelerated branh with the same (4.5.39) and the opposite sign beforeL2t in (4.5.40), whih leads to the same evolution equation in on�gurationspae (4.5.43).An interesting model with a turning point in � is obtained by taking intoaount a positive urvature term in the e�etive ation [82℄. We shall not,however, inlude a disussion of this model here, sine the essential oneptualfeatures remain unhanged.



156 CHAPTER 4. \GRACEFUL-EXIT" PROBLEM



Chapter 5M-theory osmology5.1 M-theory and Ho�rava-Witten theoryFrom Chapter 3 we know that pre-big-bang ination is the result of the ad-mission of the osmologial solutions for the ommon bosoni setor of super-string e�etive ations 3.1.9. It was also said that in view of duality symmetrythat this bosoni ation together with all other superstring e�etive ationsare not neessarily the right desription of physis at strong oupling, wherestring oupling parameter gs (1.1.3) is large. It seems that at strong ouplingregime the physis is 11-dimensional and an be desribed by a new theorywhih is alled provisionally M-theory (see Fig. 1.1). It is important that11-dimensional supersymmetri theory whih inludes gravity is known sinethe 70s and it is the theory alled supergravity. Supergravity is believed tobe the low-energy limit of M-theory [212℄. The bosoni setor of supergrav-ity ontains a three-form potential A3 and the graviton. The ation reads as[66, 67, 68℄SM = 116�G11 �Z d11xp�g11 �R11 � 148F 24 �+ 16 Z A3 ^ F4 ^ F4�; (5.1.1)where G11 is 11-dimensional Newton onstant, R11 is 11-dimensional Riisalar, F4 = dA3, and the Chern{Simons term arises as a diret onsequeneof the (N = 1) supersymmetry (ompare (3.1.3)).It was shown that the ompati�ation of N = 1, D = 11 supergravity ona irle, S1, resulted in the type IIA supergravity theory [48, 122℄ whih was157



158 CHAPTER 5. M-THEORY COSMOLOGYinterpreted as the strongly oupled limit of the type IIA superstring (3.1.3)(with N = 2 supersymmetries) in terms of an 11-dimensional theory [212℄.This orrespondene gave Ho�rava and Witten [120, 121℄ the idea that one analso ompatify eleven-dimensional supergravity on a S1=Z2 orbifold (whih isa unit interval I) in order to get a heteroti theory with only N = 1 supersym-metry. In other words, they proved that the 10-dimensional E8�E8 theory re-sults from an 11-dimensional theory ompati�ed on the orbifold R10 � S1=Z2in the same way as the type IIA theory results from an 11-dimensional theoryompati�ed on R10 � S1. This identi�ed strongly oupled limit of heterotiE8 � E8 theory as 11-dimensional supergravity ompati�ed on an orbifold.Apart from that, the idea is that gravity propagates in all eleven dimensions(see e.g. [177℄) while E8 gauge �elds are restrited only to 10-dimensionalorbifold �xed planes as shown in Fig. 5.1. Randall and Sundrum [179, 180℄developed similar to Ho�rava-Witten senario whih was mainly motivated bythe hierarhy problem in partile physis [5, 6, 52, 125, 167℄. As a result, theyobtained a 5-dimensional spaetime (bulk) with Z2 symmetry with two/one3-brane(s) embedded in it, to whih all the gauge interations are on�ned.In one-brane senario [179℄, the brane appears at the y = 0 position, where yis an extra (orbifold) dimension, and the 5-dimensional spaetime is an anti-deSitter spae with negative 5-dimensional osmologial onstant. The extradimension an be in�nite due to the exponential \warp" fator in the metri.In general, not only extra spatial dimensions but also extra time dimensionsare allowed [80℄. Cosmologial solutions in both Ho�rava-Witten senario andRandall-Sundrum senario an both be alled brane universes, although theorigin of Ho�rava-Witten theory as a andidate for M-theory justi�es the nameM-theory osmology for Ho�rava-Witten osmologial solutions. In this bookwe will not be disussing very muh of Randall-Sundrum models, restritingourselves only to Ho�rava-Witten models.As pitured in Fig. 5.1, y = x11 is an orbifold oordinate with y 2[���; ��℄, � = onst. and the orbifold �xed planes are at y = 0; ��. TheZ2 symmetry ats as y ! �y. The eleven dimensional ation for suh a the-ory ontains a supergravity part SSUGRA and Yang-Mills part SYM whih is
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160 CHAPTER 5. M-THEORY COSMOLOGYIn (5.1.2) and (5.1.3) I; J;K; : : : = 0; : : : ; 11 while �I; �J; �K; : : : = 0; : : : ; 9 andM (i)10 (i = 1,2) are ten-dimensional manifolds orthogonal to the orbifold. TheF (i)�I; �J are the two gauge �eld strengths and CIJK is the three-form potentialgiving the �eld strength GIJKL = 24�[ICJKL℄.Following [159℄ one is then able to redue 11-dimensional theory (5.1.2){(5.1.3) into the 5-dimensional e�etive theory by ompatifying on the de-formed Calabi-Yau manifold (three-fold) X. That means we start with mani-fold M11 = M4�X�S1=Z2, where M4 is 4-dimensional spaetime. As shownin Fig. 5.2 there are two opies of M4 { on eah of them there is a gauge groupH(i) and N = 1 supersymmetry. The 5-dimensional theory ontains gravitymultiplet (g�� ;A�;  i�), where A� is a �ve-dimensional vetor �eld and  i�are gravitini. Other �elds are q � (V; �; �; ��; �i), where V is modulus �eld(dilaton) assoiated with the volume of the Calabi-Yau spae, � a omplexRamond-Ramond salar , � is a dual �eld to the 3-form C��� and �i are thefermions. The indies i; j = 0; 1; 2; 3; �; � = 0; 1; 2; 3; 5 here.The full 5-dimensional e�etive ation reads asS5 = Sgrav + Shyper + Sboundary; (5.1.4)whereSgravit = � 2�25 ZM5 p�g5 �R5 + 32 (F��)2 + 1p2������A�F��F���; (5.1.5)Shyper = � 12�25 ZM5 p�g5 "4h��r�0q�r�q� + �23 V �2#; (5.1.6)Sboundary = p2�25 "� 2Xi=1 ZM(i)4 p�~g4�0V �1#� 18��25 ��114� � 23 2Xi=1 ZM(i)4 p�~g4V tr �F (i)�� �2; (5.1.7)and �211 = v�25 and v = onst.It is important that the size of the orbifold is muh bigger than the radiusof the Calabi-Yau spae and we further redue a 5-dimensional e�etive theory
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Figure 5.2: Hořava-Witten model compactified on a Calabi-Yau manifoldto [159, 181℄ S = ZM5 p�g5 �12R5 � 12 (r�)2 � 16�20e�2p2��� p2 2Xi=1 ZM(i)4 p�~g4�0e�p2�; (5.1.8)where M (1)4 ;M (1)4 are orbifold �xed planes, � = 1=p2 lnV is a salar �eld(dilaton) whih parametrizes the radius of Calabi-Yau spae and ~gij ; i; j =0; 1; 2; 3 is the pull-bak of 5-dimensional metri onto M (1)4 and M (1)4 . In theation (5.1.5) we dropped other important �elds like p-form �elds, gravitini,RR salar and fermions.The �eld equations whih ome from the ation (5.1.8) are given by [159,



162 CHAPTER 5. M-THEORY COSMOLOGY181℄ R�� = r�r��+ �209 g��e�2p2�+ p2�0e�p2�s~gg ~gij �gi�g�j � 13gi�g�j � [Æ(y)� Æ(y � ��)℄; (5.1.9)1p�g�� �p�g���� = �p23 �20e�2p2�+ 2�s ~gg e�p2� [Æ(y)� Æ(y � ��)℄; (5.1.10)where � = 1=p2 lnV and V is a salar �eld measuring the deformation ofthe Calabi-Yau spae, g�� is the �ve dimensional metri tensor while gij isthe four dimensional metri whih denotes the pull-bak of the metri on �ve-dimensional manifold M5 onto the orbifold �xed four-dimensional manifoldsM (1)4 and M (2)4 . In (5.1.9){(5.1.10) we have negleted the terms whih omefrom the three-form on the Calabi-Yau spae. Atually, they will not makeany qualitative hange in our disussion { this is on the same footing as itwas the ase in pre-big-bang models [17, 56℄. In (5.1.9){(5.1.10) the termsinvolving delta funtions arise from the stress energy on the boundary planes[206℄.5.2 Ho�rava-Witten osmologiesIn this Setion we will onsider the models in whih M-theory is ompati�edon an orbifold and then redued to four dimensions using Calabi-Yau manifold[159, 181℄. If we assume that the size of the orbifold is bigger than the size ofthe Calabi-Yau spae, then there was a period in the history of the universeduring whih the universe was 5-dimensional. That means we an onsiderthe osmologial models for whih the �fth oordinate is an orbifold, whilethe remaining four oordinates are suh that the three-spae is homogeneous.



5.2. HO�RAVA-WITTEN COSMOLOGIES 163We onsider only isotropi Friedmann and homogeneous Bianhi type I or IXgeometries. The main objetive is to study Kasner-type solutions of Bianhitype I �eld equations and Kasner asymptoti states (as a result of Kasner-to-Kasner transitions) of Bianhi type IX �eld equations. The form of thesesolutions allows us to �nd out whether there is a possibility for haoti be-haviour in these Ho�rava-Witten osmologies. Similar question was addressedin our Setion 3.4 (see [17℄) for pre-big-bang osmology with the answer thatonly �nite number of haoti osillations are possible.As we know from Chapter 3, the vauum BIX homogeneous osmologyin general relativity is haoti [30℄. An in�nite number of osillations of theorthogonal sale fators ours in general on any �nite interval of proper timeinluding the singularity at t = 0:If a minimally oupled, massless salar �eld (e.g. the inaton) is admitted,the situation hanges. Only a �nite number of spaetime osillations anour before the evolution is hanged into a state in whih all diretions shrinkmonotonially to zero as the urvature singularity is reahed and the osillatorybehaviour eases [29℄. This is also the ase in 4-dimensional pre-big-bangosmology where the role of a salar �eld is played by the dilaton [17℄. Onthe other hand, 5-dimensional vauum Einstein solutions of Bianhi type IXdo not allow haos to our either [24, 114, 123℄. The point is that the �fthdimension plays e�etively the role of a salar �eld in salar �eld osmologiesand stops haoti osillations. In 5-dimensional Ho�rava-Witten osmology thesituation is in some ways analogous to both of the above ases, and thereforesome new interesting observations an be made.Following [159℄ we onsider osmologial models of the formds25 = �N2(�; y)d�2 + ds23 + d2(�; y)dy2; (5.2.1)where ds23 = a2(�; y)(�1)2 + b2(�; y)(�2)2 + 2(�; y)(�3)2 (5.2.2)is a homogeneous Bianhi type IX 3-metri, and the orthonormal forms �1; �2; �3are given by (3.4.2){(3.4.4). If �i = dxi (i = 1; 2; 3) we deal with homogeneous



164 CHAPTER 5. M-THEORY COSMOLOGYBianhi I model and if we additionally take a = b = , then we deal with aat Friedmann osmology. Similarly as in [159, 181℄ we will look for separablesolutions of the form N(�; y) = n(�)~a(y);a(�; y) = �(�)~a(y);b(�; y) = �(�)~a(y);(�; y) = (�)~a(y); (5.2.3)d(�; y) = Æ(�) ~d(y);V (�; y) = "(�) ~V (y):The nonzero omponents of the �eld equations read as (in this Chapteran overdot means a derivative with respet to time � and a prime means aderivative with respet to an orbifold oordinate y)~a2~d2 "�~a00~a � ~a0~a  3~a0~a � ~d0~d !� 19�20 Æ2"2 ~d2~V 2 � p23 �0 Æ" ~d~V (Æ(y)� Æ(y � ��))#= Æ2n2 " _nn  _�� + _�� + _ + _ÆÆ!� ��� � ��� � � � �ÆÆ � 12 _"2"2 #; (5.2.4)~a2~d2 "�~a00~a � ~a0~a  3~a0~a � ~d0~d !� 19�20 Æ2"2 ~d2~V 2 � p23 �0 Æ" ~d~V (Æ(y)� Æ(y � ��))#= Æ2n2 " _��  _nn � _�� � _ � _ÆÆ!� ��� � n22�2�22 ���2 � 2�2 � �4�#; (5.2.5)~a2~d2 "�~a00~a � ~a0~a  3~a0~a � ~d0~d !� 19�20 Æ2"2 ~d2~V 2 � p23 �0 Æ" ~d~V (Æ(y)� Æ(y � ��))#= Æ2n2 " _��  _nn � _�� � _ � _ÆÆ!� ��� � n22�2�22 ���2 � 2�2 � �4�#; (5.2.6)



5.2. HO�RAVA-WITTEN COSMOLOGIES 165~a2~d2 "�~a00~a � ~a0~a  3~a0~a � ~d0~d !� 19�20 Æ2"2 ~d2~V 2 � p23 �0 Æ" ~d~V (Æ(y)� Æ(y � ��))#= Æ2n2 " _  _nn � _�� � _�� � _ÆÆ!� � � n22�2�22 ���2 � �2�2 � 4�#; (5.2.7)~a2~d2 "4 ~a0~a ~d0~d � ~a00~a !� 19�20 Æ2"2 ~d2~V 2 � 12 ~V 02~V 2+ 4p23 �0 Æ" ~d~V (Æ(y) � Æ(y � ��))#= Æ2n2 " _ÆÆ  _nn � _�� � _�� � _!� �ÆÆ#: (5.2.8)The equation of motion (5.1.10) for the salar �eld V is~a2~d2 "4~a0~a ~V 0~V � ~d0~d ~V 0~V � ~V 00~V + ~V 02~V 2 � 23�20 Æ2"2 ~d2~V 2� 2p2�0 Æ" ~d~V (Æ(y) � Æ(y � ��))#= Æ2n2 " _""  _�� + _�� + _ + _ÆÆ � _nn!+ �"" � _"2"2#: (5.2.9)In fat, �(�); �(�); (�) are vorldvolume sale fators and Æ(�) is an orbifoldsale fator. It appears that the equations of motion (5.2.4){(5.2.9) are fullyseparable into an orbifold-dependent part and a spaetime-dependent partprovided [76, 159℄ n(�) = 1; Æ(�) = "(�); (5.2.10)where the �rst ondition is simply the hoie of the lapse funtion, while theseond tells us that Calabi-Yau spae is traking the orbifold. One an showthat orbifold-dependent part an be solved by~a = a0H1=2(y);



166 CHAPTER 5. M-THEORY COSMOLOGY~d = d0H2(y);~V = d0H3(y); (5.2.11)where H(y) = p23 �0 j y j +h0; (5.2.12)H 00(y) = 2p23 �0 [Æ(y) � Æ(y � ��)℄; (5.2.13)and we have applied j y j0= �(y)� �(y � ��)� 1; (5.2.14)so that j y j00= 2Æ(y) � 2Æ(y � ��); (5.2.15)(fator 2 omes from the fat that y is periodi) and�(y) = 1 if y � 0; (5.2.16)�(y) = �1 if y < 0: (5.2.17)After all these substitutions one an write down 5-dimensional metri in theform ds25 = �a20H(y)d�2 + a20H(y) h�2(�)(�1)2+ �2(�)(�2)2 + 2(�; y)(�3)2i+ d20H4(y)Æ2(�)dy2: (5.2.18)Elementary solutions of Ho�rava-Witten theory for Friedmann at geometryanalogous to (3.2.4) in pre-big-bang osmology are given by taking one salefator �a � � = � =  in (5.2.18) and read�a(�) = j � jp� ; p� = 311 � 411p3 ;Æ(�) = j � jq� ; q� = 211 � 4p311 ; (5.2.19)for the worldvolume and orbifold respetively. The meaning isotropi solutions(5.2.19) was disussed in [159℄ (note that numerially p+ = 0:48, p� = 0:06



5.2. HO�RAVA-WITTEN COSMOLOGIES 167and q� = �0:45, q+ = 0:81). In fat, there are two branhes: eah one fornegative and positive values of time oordinate � (negative values of time anbe ahieved by taking �� instead of +� in (5.3.1), or, simply by taking themodulus). If � < 0 one has (�) branh and if � > 0 one has (+) branh. For(�) branh both the vorldvolume (of 3-dimensional spae) and the orbifoldontrat for p� and q+ while the worldvolume ontrats and the orbifold ex-pands (superinationary { f. pre-big-bang senario of Chapter 3) for p+ andq�. For (+) branh the worldvolume and the orbifold expand for p� and q+while the wordvolume expands and the orbifold ontrats for p+ and q�.After separation of the equations (5.2.4){(5.2.9) and the hoie of gauge(5.2.10) [159℄ we obtain the following set of time-dependent �eld equations(note that equations (5.2.7) and (5.2.9) beome idential so we redue thenumber of equations to �ve) ��� + ��� + � + �ÆÆ = �12 _Æ2Æ2 ; (5.2.20)��� + _��  _�� + _ + _ÆÆ! = 12�2�22 ���2 � 2�2 � �4�; (5.2.21)��� + _��  _�� + _ + _ÆÆ! = 12�2�22 ���2 � 2�2 � �4�; (5.2.22)� + _  _�� + _�� + _! = 12�2�22 ���2 � �2�2 � 4�; (5.2.23)�ÆÆ + _ÆÆ  _�� + _�� + _! = 0; (5.2.24)whih, exept for the right-hand side of (5.2.20), is the same set as the set ofequations (3.4.57){(3.4.58) of Setion 3.4 for the ommon setor of superstringosmology in the string frame, provided that we take dilaton �eld � to be equalto (� ln Æ) and also neglet the axion (i.e. take A = 0).A new time oordinate is introdued to simplify the �eld equations by



168 CHAPTER 5. M-THEORY COSMOLOGY(ompare (3.4.62)) d� = d���Æ : (5.2.25)From now on we will use the notation (:::);� = d=d�. To further simplify theequations we additionally de�ne~� = ln� ~� = ln� ~ = ln ~Æ = ln Æ;(5.2.26)so that the set of equations (5.2.20){(5.2.24) reads as�~� + ~� + ~ + ~Æ�;�� + 12 ~Æ2;� = 2 �~�;� ~�;� + ~�;�~;� + ~�;�~;��+2�~�;� + ~�;� + ~;�� ~Æ; �; (5.2.27)2~�;�� = ���2 � 2�2 � �4� Æ2; (5.2.28)2 ~�;�� = ���2 � 2�2 � �4� Æ2; (5.2.29)2~;�� = ���2 � 2�2 � �4� Æ2; (5.2.30)~Æ0�� = 0: (5.2.31)These equations are the same as the pre-big-bang osmology Mixmaster equa-tions in string frame (3.4.69){(3.4.72) if we take ~Æ = �� = �M� + onst., or,as the 5-dimensional vauum Mixmaster equations (31){(32) of Halpern [114℄.Now we onsider suitable initial onditions expressed in terms of the Kasnerparameters and disuss the general behaviour of Bianhi type IX Ho�rava-Witten osmology on the approah to singularity.5.3 Kasner type of Ho�rava-Witten osmologiesThe Kasner solutions are obtained as approximate solutions of the equa-tions (5.2.20){(5.2.24) when the right-hand sides (desribing the urvatureanisotropies) are negleted. In terms of � -time, they are [75℄� = �0�p1 ;



5.3. KASNER TYPE OF HO�RAVA-WITTEN COSMOLOGIES 169� = �0�p2 ; (5.3.1) = 0�p3 ;Æ = Æ0�p4 ;while ~Æ = � ln Æ0 � p4 ln �: (5.3.2)From (5.2.27){(5.2.31) we have the following algebrai onditions for the Kas-ner indies, pi : p1 + p2 + p3 + p4 = 1; (5.3.3)and p21 + p22 + p23 + 32p24 = 1: (5.3.4)This, in partiular, proves that the isotropi Friedmann ase (5.2.19) givenby Kasner indies equalp1 = p2 = p3 = p� = 311 � 411p3 ; (5.3.5)p4 = q� = 211 � 4p311 (5.3.6)is inluded.Notie that the onditions (5.3.3){(5.3.4) are di�erent from the onditionswhih emerge in pre-big-bang osmology where the role of the �fth oordinateis played by the dilaton (see (3.4.100){(3.4.101) of Setion 3.3). They arealso di�erent from Mixmaster Kaluza-Klein �ve-dimensional models where thehomogeneity group ats on four-dimensional hypersurfaes of onstant time(see Eq. (33) of [114℄). The reason for that is simply the fat that the �fthoordinate in Ho�rava-Witten osmology is an orbifold. The isotropizationof the models under onsideration means that the Kasner indies reah thevalues (5.3.5){(5.3.6). Finally, the isotropization of 5-dimensional Kaluza-Klein models in supergravity as �rst onsidered by Chodos and Detweiler [51℄would require the di�erent values of the Kasner indies, namely p1 = p2 =p3 = �p4 = 1=2 whih ful�ll the onditions (5.3.3) and (5.3.4) without afator 3=2 in front of p4 in (5.3.4).



170 CHAPTER 5. M-THEORY COSMOLOGYHaving given the onditions (5.3.3){(5.3.4), one an express the indies p2and p3 by using p1 and p4, i.e.,p2 = 12 �(1� p1 � p4)�q�3p21 + 2p1 (1� p4) + 1 + 2p4 (1� 2p4)�;p3 = 12 �(1� p1 � p4) +q�3p21 + 2p1 (1� p4) + 1 + 2p4 (1� 2p4)�: (5.3.7)Sine the expression under the square root in (5.3.7) should be nonnegative,we obtain the restrition on the permissible values of p4,q� � p4 � q+: (5.3.8)Some partiular hoies are of interest. If one takes p4 = 0 one reoversvauum general relativity limit with Kasner indies �1=3 � p1 � 0; 0 � p2 �2=3; 2=3 � p3 � 1. The range dividing ase is for p4 = 2=11 with the followingordering of the Kasner indies311 � 411p3p11 � p1 � 311 � 211p3p11;311 � 211p3p11 � p2 � 311 + 211p3p11; (5.3.9)311 + 211p3p11 � p3 � 311 + 411p3p11:However, we are interested in knowing whether the urvature terms onthe right-hand side of the �eld equations (5.2.28){(5.2.30) really inrease as� ! �1 (� ! 0 { approah to singularity for (+) branh) sine from (5.2.25)and (5.3.1) we get � = �0 + ln �; (5.3.10)and �0 = onst. This would require either �4Æ2; �4Æ2, or 4Æ2 to inrease ifthe transition to another Kasner epoh is to our [114, 123℄. Sine�4Æ2 / � (2p1+p4) = � (1+p1�p2�p3);�4Æ2 / � (2p2+p4) = � (1+p2�p3�p1); (5.3.11)4Æ2 / � (2p3+p4) = � (1+p3�p1�p2);



5.3. KASNER TYPE OF HO�RAVA-WITTEN COSMOLOGIES 171we need one of the following three onditions to be ful�lled2p1 + p4 = 1 + p1 � p2 � p3 < 0;2p2 + p4 = 1 + p2 � p3 � p1 < 0; (5.3.12)2p3 + p4 = 1 + p3 � p1 � p2 < 0:From Kasner onditions (5.3.3){(5.3.4) we are free to hoose only two pa-rameters so that we an writep4 = 1� p1 � p2 � p3;p3 = 35 (1� p1 � p2) (5.3.13)� 25 h�4�p21 + p22�� 3p1p2 + 3p1 + 3p2 + 1i 12;whih gives also the ondition for p3 to be real:1� 4 �p21 + p22�� 3p1p2 + 3p1 + 3p2 � 0: (5.3.14)In (5.3.13) we take the + sign for p4 < 2=11 and the � sign for p4 > 2=11.The onditions (5.3.12) beome (ompare [114℄)p21 + 4p22 � p1p2 + p2 � p1 < 0;4p21 + p22 � p1p2 + p1 � p2 < 0; (5.3.15)4�p21 + p22�+ 7p1p2 � 7 (p1 + p2) + 3 > 0:One should remind here that for ({) branh we have to take (��) in (5.3.1),(5.3.2) and (5.3.11) whih leads to the same onditions (5.3.15).The plot of the onditions (5.3.14){(5.3.15) is given in Fig. 5.3. The haotiosillations (Kasner-to-Kasner transitions) an start in any region exept thenarrow range surrounding the isotropi points p1 = p2 = p+(q = q�) andp1 = p2 = p�(q = q+). However, suh haoti osillations would ontinueinde�nitely provided there were no suh regions at all (this is the ase ofvauum general relativity, for example). Here, one the Kasner parametersfall into the region surrounding the isotropi Friedmann p+ or p� solutions of



172 CHAPTER 5. M-THEORY COSMOLOGY[159℄, the haoti osillations ease, so that there is no haos in suh Ho�rava-Witten osmologies.The most general inhomogeneous solutions of (5.2.4){(5.2.9) have beenstudied qualitatively in [151℄.In fat, there is a relationship between the pre-big-bang (3.1.9) and Ho�rava-Witten (5.1.8) solutions and the result of our previous setion is an exampleof generation of solutions from those known in one theory, into the other { inpartiular, into solutions of Ho�rava-Witten theory [151℄. This is possible dueto the onformal relation between the theories:gE�� = e��gS�� = e 12�gHW�� ; (5.3.16)where E;S;HW refer to Einstein frame, string frame and Ho�rava-Witten, re-spetively, and the relation is true, provided 3-branes are given by the separa-ble ansatz equations (5.2.3). In partiular, lots of exat solutions are availablefor the Einstein frame (general relativity + salar �eld/sti� uid matter) {having them, one is able to generate Ho�rava-Witten type solutions and studytheir properties.Our onlusions are as follows. Ho�rava-Witten theory admits Mixmastertype osmology with Kasner type asymptoti solutions of the Bianhi type Ilass. Due to onformal relations one an generate Ho�rava-Witten osmolog-ial solutions (with separable 3-brane 5.2.3) of many types and study theirproperties. Ho�rava-Witten Mixmaster osmology (for trunated spetrum ofpartiles), similarly as pre-big-bang (trunated) osmology does not admithaos.Finally, one should mention some open issues in the topi. Firstly, oneould study non-separable ans�atze for Ho�rava-Witten osmology and investi-gate how they relate to pre-big-bang. Seondly, one ould study Mixmasterbehaviour of osmologial models whih involve non-trunated spetrum ofpartiles and inhomogeneities [69, 70℄.
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Figure 5.3: The range of Kasner indices p1 and p2 which fulfill the conditions

(5.3.14)–(5.3.15). The appearance of the isotropic Friedmann cases at p1 = p2 = p�
and p1 = p2 = p+ prevents chaotic oscillations in the shaded region that surrounds

them. For the values of Kasner indices p1 and p2 from that region chaotic oscillations

are not possible to begin. On the other hand, even if after some number of oscillations

from one Kasner epoch to the other, the values of p1 and p2 will fall into that region,

the chaotic oscillations of the scale factors stop. This reflects nonchaotic behaviour

of such Bianchi IX Hořava-Witten cosmologies
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Appendix ARii tensor for Bianhi IXuniversesIn this Appendix give the omponents of Rii tensor for the axisymmetriBianhi IX model in terms of oordinate frames rather than in the orthonormalframes of Setion 3.4. For the sake of ompletness, we start with a generalmetri.The metri (3.4.1) in a oordinate frame has the following omponentsg�0�0 = 1; (A.1)g�1�1 = �2(t); (A.2)g�2�2 = � ha2(t) os2  + b2(t) sin2  i; (A.3)g�3�3 = � sin2 � ha2(t) sin2  + b2(t) os2  i� 2(t) os2 �; (A.4)g�1�3 = �2(t) os �; (A.5)g�2�3 = � sin os sin � ha2(t)� b2(t)i: (A.6)The Rii tensor omponents in the oordinate frame an be alulated usingthe relations [30℄ (f. (3.4.1){(3.4.4))R�� = ej�ek�Rjk; (A.7)R�� = ej�e�kRkj ; (A.8)where R�� is the Rii tensor in the oordinate frame while Rjk is the Riitensor in the orthonormal frame (orrespondingly �; � = �0; �1; �2; �3 are the o-175



176 APPENDIX A. RICCI TENSOR FOR BIANCHI IX UNIVERSESordinate frame indies and i; j = 0; 1; 2; 3 are the orthonormal frame indies).Thus, 1; 2; 3 refer to �1; �2; �3, while �1; �2; �3 refer to  ; �; ' respetively. A-ording to (3.4.2){(3.4.4), e1�2 = a os ;e1�3 = a sin sin �;e2�2 = b sin ; (A.9)e2�3 = �b os sin �;e3�1 = ;e3�3 =  os �;and e�11 = �1a sin ot �; (A.10)e�12 = 1b os ot �;e�13 = 1 ;e�21 = 1a os ; (A.11)e�22 = 1b sin ;e�31 = 1a sin sin � ;e�32 = �1b os sin � :Then, the Rii tensor omponents in the oordinate frame are given byR�1�1 = 2R33; (A.12)R�2�2 = a2 os2  R11 + b2 sin2  R22; (A.13)R�3�3 = a2 sin2  sin2 �R11 + b2 os2  sin2 �R22 + 2 os2 �R33; (A.14)R�1�3 = 2 os �R33; (A.15)



177R�2�3 = sin os sin � �a2R11 � b2R22�; (A.16)R�1�2 = 0; (A.17)and R�1�1 = R33; (A.18)R�2�2 = os2  R11 + sin2  R22; (A.19)R�3�3 = sin2  R11 + os2  R22; (A.20)R�1�3 = h� sin2  R11 � os2  R22 +R33i os �; (A.21)R�2�3 = sin os sin � �R11 �R22� ; (A.22)R�3�2 = sin os sin � �R11 �R22�; (A.23)R�1�2 = � sin os ot � �R11 �R22�; (A.24)R�3�1 = 0; (A.25)R�2�1 = 0: (A.26)If two axes are the same (a(t) = b(t)) the metri (3.4.1) (or its omponentsgiven by (A.1){(A.6)) simpli�es to the form given by (see 2.3.99) [35, 10℄ds2 = dt2 � 2 (d + os �d')2 � a2 �d�2 + sin2 �d'2� : (A.27)The nonvanishing Christo�el symbols for the metri (A.27) are��1�0�1 = _ ; ��2�0�2 = _aa; ��3�0�3 = _aa;��1�0�3 = � _ � _aa� os �; ��0�1�1 = _; ��0�2�2 = _aa;��0�3�3 = _ os2 � + _aa sin2 �; ��0�1�3 = _ os �;��1�2�1 = 12 2a2 ot �; ��1�2�3 = 12 sin �  2 � a2a2 os2 � � 1!; (A.28)��2�3�1 = 12 2a2 sin �; ��2�3�3 = sin � os �2 � a2a2 ;



178 APPENDIX A. RICCI TENSOR FOR BIANCHI IX UNIVERSES��3�1�2 = �12 2a2 1sin � ; ��3�2�3 = ot � 1� 12 2a2!:The gradients of the dilaton alulated with respet to the metri (A.27)are given by r�0r�0� = ��; (A.29)r�1r�1� = _ _�; (A.30)r�2r�2� = r�3r�3 = _aa _�; (A.31)r�3r�1� = _�� _ � _aa� os �; (A.32)and r�0�r�0� = _�2: (A.33)The nonzero omponents of the Rii tensor in a oordinate frame for themetri (A.27) an be obtained from (A.12){(A.26) by putting R11 = R22 andusing (3.4.9){(3.4.12) for a = b or diretly using the Christo�el symbols. Thisgives R�1�1 = �+ 2_ _aa + 12 4a4 ; R�1�3 = R�1�1 os �;R�2�2 = �aa+ _a2 + _aa _ + 1� 12 2a2 ; R�0�0 = �� � 2�aa ; (A.34)R�3�3 = R�1�1 os2 � +R�2�2 sin2 �;hene �R�0�0 = � + 2�aa; (A.35)�R�1�1 = � + 2 _aa _ + 12 2a4 ; (A.36)�R�2�2 = �R�3�3 = �aa + _a2a2 + _aa _ + 1a2 � 12 2a4 ; (A.37)R�1�3 =  �aa � � � _aa _ + _a2a2 + 1a2 � 2a4! os �; (A.38)



179and the Rii salar readsR = �2� � 4�aa � 4 _aa _ � 2 _a2a2 � 2 1a2 + 12 2a4 : (A.39)Note that in the oordinate frame R�2�2 = R�3�3, while in the orthonormalframe (f. (3.4.10){(3.4.11)) R11 = R22. This is reasonable, sine the metritensor is given by (A.27) for the former ase, and by (3.4.1) with a = b forthe latter ase, where the indies refer to the orthonormal basis rather thanto the hosen oordinates.
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Kosmologie strunoweStreszzenie
Monografia poświȩcona jest zastosowaniu teorii superstrunowych w kosmologii.

Teorie superstrunowe jako teorie unifikacji wszystkich czterech oddzia lywań funda-

mentalnych w la̧cznie z grawitacja̧, sa̧ niewa̧tpliwie najlepszym sposobem opisu zjawisk

zachodza̧cych we wczesnych etapach ewolucji Wszechświata.

W pracy przedstawiono ewolucjȩ strun próbnych w zakrzywionych czasoprzes-

trzeniach czarnych dziur oraz kosmologicznych. Szczególna̧ uwagȩ poświȩcono tutaj

problemowi ewolucji strun zerowych jako zerowego przybliżenia strun z niezerowym

napiȩciem. Ewolucja strun z niezerowym napiȩciem może mieć w ogólności charakter

chaotyczny.

G lównym zagadnieniem rozważanym w niniejszej pracy jest ewolucja substratu

strun w zakrzywionych czasoprzestrzeniach. Substrat ten sk lada siȩ z trzech pod-

stawowych modów strunowych: dylatonu, grawitonu i aksjonu, które determinuja̧

wielkoskalowa̧ ewolucjȩ Wszechświata. Modem unifikuja̧cym pozosta le oddzia lywania

z grawitacja̧ jest dylaton – pole skalarne typu Bransa-Dicke’a. Jego obecność jest

niezbȩdna dla uzyskania podstawowych efektów charakterystycznych dla kosmologii

strunowych, np. superinflacji, która zachodzi dla ujemnych czasów i usprawiedliwia

nazwȩ rozważanych modeli kosmologicznych – kosmologie przed-Wielkim-Wybuchem.

W dalszej czȩści monografii rozważa siȩ jeszcze ogólniejsze modele kosmologiczne

oparte na tzw. M-teorii – teorii zawieraja̧cej wszystkie teorie superstrunowe, opisy-

wanej w jedenastu wymiarach czasoprzestrzennych. Takie modele znane sa̧ pod nazwa̧

kosmologii membranowych (Hořavy-Wittena i Randall-Sundrum).195


